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and with her the widow
deal of the white horse

Knox, who showed a
style of language and
manners.
She told us she was born a lady,
and we told her it was all right.
We sent
them all North to spend the summer, that being
our style of showing Naval
courtesy.
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tions for tlie career which is liefore it
may it wave 1

C3T“The Portland Daily and Maine State
Office, in Fox Block, No. 82} Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and eve-
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Capture of the Rebel Steamer Gordon.
We have boen kindly furnished with a copy
of a private lettar from Capt. J. B. Warken,
Acting Muster Commanding of the U. S.

steamer close in under the
for Port Caswell, under

steering directly

Col. \\ ildes is

land,
a

full

S. Steamer “State of

Georgia” saw her about
immediately fired at her, of

Our first shell passed over
woods, but the fourth shot
struck the boat, falling directly in the midst of
the crew, who had just landed. The
people

possession

of the steamer, which proved to be
the confederate steamer Gordon,” which has

so

often and

she has

escaped by the boat*. There still remained on
board thirty, including two ladies. One of
them was a young woman, the
daughter of
John M. Maflltt, formerly a Lieutenant in the
United States Navy, recently of the Confederate Mosquito fleet, and the other was a widow
Knox, probably in pursuit of a husband. Mr.

f»c,io11-__
Commission

FLOUR, PRODUCE, I'RO VIS IONS (AND GRAIN',

UNION ST., Partlaad.
Portland, June 23. 1862.

"Wholesale

refrain

COMMISSION

1

j

& Co. of S., was also
and claimed to be an Englishman.

a

Partlaad, Me.
JOBH LTXCB,

who
and

looking finely.
the changes In names

are

T. R.

Master

Mates,

an

tail

Engineer, with
State of Georgia,-’ also two
Assistant Engineer and nine

21H.li, they weighed

the

i« the only Room whfr* either of the Bumhams arc interested in the City, J. U. P. Burnhaving sold his Room and gone to New York,

THIS
ham

8U5

Broadway.

REMEMBER TI1K NUMBER.

90

The “Nassau” was commanded by Capt,
Walker, the celebrated slaver, who has passed

JUST

“Capt. Williams,-’ “Capt.

T. Ra BURNHAM.
J""f

dim
23.__
Marble Work.

J.

and several other aliases. No one was
hurt on board the steamer, and the loss of life
of those who attempted to escape in the boat,

or

Marble Chimney Pieces, Monumental
Grindstone*.

A

Capt.
recently arrived at Nassau Irom Liverpool,
with a large cargo for the rebels, of which this
is supposed to lie a part. He left his own
steamer (the Fanny Lewis) at Nassau to take
this one into Wilmington, and then return for
the balance. It was a lucky “grab" when we

Captain

took her out, J. M. Maflit, liad’nt the
pluck to take her hack, but sent his daughter
to claim the courtesy of the
if

thereby

save

herself

good*

aud

as

Catalogue,

our

Navy, taken,
from Imprisonment,

assortment of Oval, Gilt, Walnut, Ebony and
ROSEWOOD MOULDINGS,

The

J

I'onlnnH. Mr.
Ji-Zllf

1

tf

FOURTH OF JULY CELEBRATION.

j

& Masonic Journal.

publication of this paper
THE
July and lx? issued regularly
of each month.
.Subscriptions

will lx* resumed in
on the 1st and 15th
and communications

in the U. State** must lx* sent to
THE GRYSTAL. PORTLAND, ME.,
Those in Canada to WATERYILLE, l E.
The first number will contain a full
report of ‘Tub
Cbxtjckxial Celebration.” Those desiring extra
copies of that number please address as above.

CYRIL PEARL, Editor.
OFFICE PORTLAND ADVERTISER.

d& w2w

VI. C.

A Varied

Has

Fourth of
Hovey A

oratories,”

W.

F.

July,

•Sanderson’s “Etna Labat

Bill’s

«

and Fancy Good* Store,

EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND

d&w3dnflt4dpjul4

no| attempt

d'-stjied

seems

institution which

ijffee

cipation,

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE SPUING
SUMMER SEASONS !

In his new stock are comprised Fancy Cloths for
Spriug Overcoats and Business Suits, Rich Black and

FANCY B RO A DC IX >T 118
For Dress and Frock Coats, embracing the nicer
qualities of French and German, as well as the cheaper sulistaiitia! fabrics.
Elegant Black and Colored,
Plain and Fancy

Of

a

DO KSKINS!
great variety of patterns. VESTINGS

the varieties that the market

of all

affords—Silk, Satin. Lin-

en, and Cotton—many rare and unique
an assortment of the nicer qualities of

styles.

Also

GENTLEMEN S FURNISHING GOODS,
attention is esiwcially invited.

##*C°ht and vest makers
Portland, June 23,14$2.

to

proposed ly

1

Aside from its

of act-

political department,

the Press will
devoted to the advancement of the best

be earnestly
interests of the city and State. Its Local Department will in no case be neglected. Particular attention will be given to the Commercial and Maritime
interests. It will be the aim of its conductors to make
it an indispensable institution of the State, and a genial and welcome visitor in every work-shop, counting-house, and family circle. The Kditors. not un-

people of Maine, will give their undivienergies t« the work before them, and labor to
make such a paper as the city of Portland, the State
of 3Iaine, and the exigencies of the times demandthat shall be true

one

Thh Portland

to

the

popular instincts.

Daily Press is printed with

en-

type, on a sheet as large as that of any
daily in 3Iaino, and issued every morning, (Sundays excepted,) at $5 per annum. Subscriptions for
less than stx months, 60 cents per month.
The 31aixe State Press, large, neatly printed,
and well filled with the news of the week, and
original and selected Political. Agricultural.
Literary and
Miscellaneous reading, making it specially adapted to
the Family Circle, will be issued
weekly, at SI.50 per
new

copy will be scut

N. A. Foster,
J. T. t.iLMAir,
J

B. Hall.

gratis.

\

J
)

N. A.

Foster k Co., Publishers.

Portland, May 10, 1862.
The undersigned cordially approve the enterprise
projected in the foregoirfg Prospectus, and earnestly
commend the new' paper to the hearty support of the

STRICKLAND,

<

II. It

T.
E

HARMON.

Committee.

WOODBURY,

WOODBURY,

BEN.I

HENRY L PAINE,
HENRY' P. LORD.
JAMES DOUi.HTY,
OKEN KINO,

Cumberland

Rep.

Co.

Com.

Republican
Committeof

WILLIAM OKAY',
Portland.
STEVENS,
0EK1SH.
FRANCIS E. PRAY',
WM H. PLUMMER.
rtrn may not be improper to say by way of explanation, that the foregoing Prospectus was issued
originally uj>on short notice, aud without giving time
JOHN M
AUli. F.

to hear from all the members of the State Committee
—a majoritg of whom have kindly commended the

enterprise to the people of the State. This fact
sufficiently explains why other names—held in equal
new

appended

foregoing

commen-

ANTED—Convenient tenements for the
accommodation of two small families, in
respectable localities, and within ten minutes’ walk of tin? Post Office.
Kent not to
exceed from 9150 to 175 per annum.
Address Box 42, Post Office, or apply at the Countlug Room of the Daily Press, Fox Block.
distf
Portland, June 23.
We the l:ndmi|rnrd,
TMTOULD respectfully give notice that we have
v? bought out the Photograph rooms lately occuby J. U. P. Burnham, formerly the old stand of
urn ham Brothers,
No. Oft MIDDLE STREET,

Bled

Aud have newly titled up the
ed to carry on the

rooms

aud

are

prepar-

Photograph Business,
In all its various branches, aud in the latest and best
style of the art.
we also say that we have at least a thousand splendid negatives of the citizens of Portland, w hich can
be examined
persona wishipg pictures from any of
will he made at very short nothem, prints of which
•
tice.

by

Daguerreotypes

and

From Rev. Dr. Chickering.
two papers having ceased, we
ought to have one taken iu all our churches, a# giKtd
as you and a hundn^i
contributors.cau make it. The
most patriotic and
among us cannot
complain of its tone in these stirring times; and 1
sometimes almost wish I were compelled to relv upon
your weekly Mimmary instead of reading so many exciting details in the daily papers. You tell us what we
really mid to know; and a great many things that
we ought to do.

necessity for

From Rev. Dr. Carruther*.
a

It contains a weekly summary of event* written in
lively style—criticisms, literary and moral, of great

practical value—and such

of

general

denominational interest
keep it* readers well
‘posted up.' If ministers and others, at different
point* in our large State, would be a little more communicative of local fact*, they would greatlv increase
its intrinsic worth, and proportionally eularge its circulation.
matter*
as serve to

(From Rev. Dr. Tappan.]
In common w ith many others, I have earnestly desired that we might have in Maine, under the attspfeea
of our denomination, tut one religions newspaper,
and I canuot but hope, that the Mirror, which I have

taken from the beginning, and on many accounts
| have highly valued, may again secure general support,
; and prove In its future course to he a paper in which
i we can all unite. In most of the views expressed in
| relation to this subject, bv Professor Pond, in the
I Mirror of this week, I Billy concur. Your own offer “to send it without charge to any who inav be desirous of receiving it, till the meeting of the June
(State] Conference in Portland.” is fair and liberal.—
You will permit me however to inquire whether it
might not Im* well toseud one number at least to every
Congregational minister in the State, who is not now
u subscriber, w ithout w ailing for an
application, dps*,
otherwise many may not know' that such a proposal
has beeu made.'
From

Ambrotypes Copied

To any si/e required, and finished in Oil and Water
Colors, India Ink and finest materials.
Pleas.- give us a call, as perfect satisfaction is guar-

dtf

W. T. A If. II. WILDER.
June 2», 18tB.
dlwoodlw

€.'*■(r.M,

THIS h the Urpnt Hotel In the State, poemint all the modern improvement,, and
drat clam in every appointment.

obviously

need one good religious paper in
Maine; and one (if it cau be made satisfactory,) is
enough. We need it, not only as a vhehidc of Intelligence and thought, but lor the publication of notic**, and the accomplishment of various local objects
which can be reacln-d in ua other way.
•
•
•
1 have been v subscriber’for the Mirror
and a constant reader of it for almost thirty years;—
aud though 1 have seen things iu it occasionally
which 1 did not like, (as I do in most other paper*.)
still all candid readers must acknowledge that the
Mirror has lx*en, from the first, the steadfast advocate of tiospel order and truth, and *au important
auxiliary in the great work of eulightening aud evaugeli/mg Maine. I will also say that I think the 31 irrou ha* never beeu more ably and faithfully conduct«*d than during the last few years. The present editor
| devote*
time, and thought, and labor to it. and succeed* iu making it (what he has shown hiuiseif
abundantly able to do) au interesting weekly viaitaut
I to our families and homes.
It should be further considered, that some of the
| exciting quc*tiou* which once threatened to divide
their forms and losing their interest.
us, are
They may give place to others, for aught we know, or
themselves
come up again; but at present wo
may
see’m to have got be>oud them. The 3Iiukor is an
supporter of the government of the
l-mted Slate* in its contest w ith the slavery rebellion,
it hAka sincere friend to the colored race, amt is
unite iu all well considered efforts for their
liberation and advancement—though 1 am far from
advising any one as to what, or how many religious
papers he shall take, yet 1 will venture to propose
that we make trial of the Mirror. As we ought to
have and must haw one religious paper in the State,
let us take hold of this together; subscribe for it,
write for it, and endeavor to make it such a* our
rhuiche* require.

Proprietor.

EASTPORT, CALAIS AND ST. JOHN.

Carr,

Alfred

1!
larye
1

the Week

M|dsiMy hy

Day.

tt

AMERICAN HOUSE,
Bnsmi, Mass.,
TS the largest and best arranged Hotel In
'he New England States; is centrally loca-

A

UflLik I

JJJftLfR'cd-

sud easy of

access

from all the

route*

of

It contains the modern improveyV'^ERtravel.
[Ml
foment*- and
every convenience for the comtort and accommodation of the- travelling
public.
The sleeping room* ore large and well ventilated;
the suits of rooms are well arranged, and completely
furnished for families and large travelling parties,
aud the house will continue to be
Hotel in every respect.

Boston, January, 1863.

kept

as a

first class

From Rev. Dr*.

■UMXIU ARMA90KMSST.

By C. M. PLUMMER.

ft

•••Term* fl per day.
with house.
Bath, June 23, 1862.

Stable connected

dtf

1 MILK STRUCT,
JOHN

PORTLAND,

ME.

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

Every Delicacy

Shepard

enterprise*

of the Season

Served op at all boars.

TURTLE SOUr, TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.
BROOK TROUT ood all klod# of GAME
Strved to onler.

PINE APPLE LEMONADE,
8TR AW BERRY LEMONADE.

A. W. B A N FI ELD,
(Successor to P. J. Forristall and Milts k Forristall,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN,

FANCY

GOODS,

28 and 30 Fedtrtd and 106
ADDISON W.

UANKIELD.

Congress Streets,
13o»tOH.

can

bo

found at the above place.
wly

To Thk aso, rmniATi.
Toledo. 8y. I'acl. La
New Oeleaee, or

SOCTH

*

BROWN,

would say to their friend* and the public that they
purchased of Messrs. CUADBOL RNE A KEN-

have

NORTH

WEST,

RAILWAY.

Via Bcyealo, Dcekiee, asd Niagara Fall*.
Thi, rood i> broad anoi And i,
New end Splendid Sleeping ('in.

provided with

ITTWdi told in Portland at loweat Boeton rate*

DALL, their Stock of

Vj

LITTLE. Asset,
Ofirt 31 Exrhamgt Strtrt.
money by teearing ticket, at thli

W

Ready-Made Clothing,
Also, their entire interest in Manufhcturing and Custom Department. Having awared the service* of
Mr. J. E. FOLEY, late Foreman and Cutter for
Messrs C. k K., they hope to merit a flur share of the
patronage bestowed upon their predecessor*.
02 Middle St*# •ppaalte Peat Oflrr.
June

(LimAro. DuTuotT,
(’eouue, 8t. Lortu,
Bay part of the

OR

ERIE
GARDINER

23, 1862.

4wdaw

ET" Yon

can are

office.
June

D.

23.

dawtf

STEAMBOATS.
Portland and Xew York Steamers.

D. W. CLARK,

The

.a,

m

splendid

and ffiat Stranuhtp
SlDRBY
until farther notice run

r---ruplaiu
will

iffitg

-DEALER IN-

SRSEaBbaa

follows:

1-eave Brown* Wharf, Portland, everr WEDNESDAY, at 4 P. M-, and leave l*ier 9 North River, New
Yori, every SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P M.

ICE HOUSE

-and-

OT All order* promptly attended to, and the
BEST QUALITY OF ICE delivered in any part of
2w
city, at the market rate*.

tin*

THE BEST. MOST EXTENSIVE
AND VARIED

Assortment of
Ever brought into the

city,

N. I. MITCHELL'S,
» e nave

Dry Goods,
always be found at

can

This vessel is fitted np with fine accommodations for
pawiigen*, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable mute for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage #6,00, including Faro and State

Rooms.

iioods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal.
Quebec, Bangor, Bath. Augusta. Eastport and St.

John.

Shippers are requested to send their freight fa tbo
steamer before 3 P. M
on (lie day that the leaves
Portland.
For freight or passage applv to
EMERY A FOX.
Portland.
H. B CROMWELL A CO., No. 96 Weal Street.
New York.
June 23. 1962.
dtf

Browurs'Wharf,

MONTREAL

OiEAI STEAMSHIP CO’S

127 MIDDLE ST.

in store the moat extensive stock of

Mail Line.

Weekly

197i r.or tne min*wing nnr-mw,

powerIII HERMAN. NORTH
AMERICAN. NORWEGIAN. JURA.
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON. NOVA MOllAN—will nail from Quebec every Saturdav morning, for Liverpool, via iAiudonderrv.
IWhk«h leave Torvill per Grand Truuk Train*
with I'uited Stale* mail*, every Friday, at 1 IS 1* M
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
ful Steamer*

Just

purchased

at the lowest cash

price*,

to be

sold at

trifling anvance.
We have also a large lot of

a

CASSI MERES,

CLOTHS,

MIXTURES,

DOESKINS,

SATINETS,

Ae., Ac,,

or Pants, and in this line
prices that can’t be beat.

Either for Coat
at

we

will sell

Ladies’ Sacks and Mantillas,
Constantly on hand,

and made to order.

OUR STOCK OF PRINTSj

moraiag.

P».-«age to Liverpool. Londonderry or Glasgow
Third Clase. WV First Class. *H7 to «*2—according
to accommodation,—which includes ticket* ou Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn tickets issued at reduced rates
Excursiou tickets to the World’s Fair, out and
back. flfiO.
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan k Co., Montreal, or to
J. L. FARMER.
ST., PORTLAND.

No 10 EXCHANGE
Jnne 20. 1863.

Irn-KMOK TO

THAYER A WARREN,

AMD

Proprietor

Every Variety of Houte-Keeping Goods,
Is

unsurpassed,
line,

in this

We have

and

one can

always

at about wholesale
a

large assortment

PARASOLS,

SI'S

flud

any article

price*.
of

UMBRELLAS,

SKIRTS, HANDKERCHIEFS. BUTTONS,
EMBROIDERIES. LINEN BOSOMS,
t.loves, hosiery,
And

>n

rariotjr «f of Small Article pertainbMtneM, all of which will be Mild cheap

cndlru

ing

to

for

ca#h, at

our

]M. I.

of the

LIVERPOOL PACKETS,
Sailing from Liverpool tor Boston twice a month.
Steerage Passage. *2l). Also, Agent for New York
and Liverpool Steamships, mailing from New York
every Saturday, and from Liverpool every Wednesat t^ueeustowu, Ireland.
Cabin
day, and
Passage, *75. 3d Claaa, *30.

calilng

Sight Bills of Exchange, for XI Sterling and npwmjd, payable at any Hank in Great Britain or Ireland

constantly

for sale.

For Passage Certificate*, Steamer
or for further information. Address,

GEO. WARREN.

Tickets, Drafts,

9b State Street. Poston. Maas.

EATO!\ BO \HIMX* SCHOOL,

IvlitohelTs,

197 MIDDLE STREET,jdSeoddk wtf

dtf

Warren,

BLEACHED OK BROWN COTTONS,
QUILTS, LINENS.
DAMASKS, FLANNELS,

FOR

MUZZEY ROW.

BOYS.
READFIiLD, MX.

KENT’S HILL,

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.

milE SECOND OCARTER of the Summer Session

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have parchased from the llauuibal St St. Joseph Railroad
Compauv a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, raid well

MONDAY, JUDY RUt.

THE

County,

tor tanning and manufacturing porpoee*,
and have divided their pro)H‘rty into lots and farms.

They are offered lo sub-crib* rs in share* of B20 each.
Maps, with Bill information, can be had by calling ou
EDWARD Nil AW, Afral,

P. J. Forristall
June 23.

Portland. Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebee A Port8. W. EATON. Sapt.
Depots, in Portland.
Farmington May
june&rftf

land

BY THE

YANKEE NOTIONS.

STATIONERY, TOYS, fcc.,

Portland mod Kingfield. oa Wednesdays and Saturday*. returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stare* leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Aroa
and Phillips.
Passenger* for this mate will take the cars at the

CLOTHING.

Pocket and Table Cutlery,

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELBY,

covnacnova.

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays. Thursand Saturdays, for Urermorr. Canton. Pent
and Dixfield; returning opposite davs.
Stare loaves North Jay for East Dixfield. Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington -or New Vineyard, New

days

WEST,

respecting

people,

ton.

an THROUGH TICKETS

£F" Frogi Served to Order.
•*• Meal* to Kkoular Boarder* at Reduced Rate*.
Open every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 to &
o’clock.
je23edtf

reading

providence

FI nm.gton via Brunswick. at I P. M.
Leaks Farmington for Idcwistou, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.16 A. M.
I>*wfcton for Bath and Portland rla Bruns«tt at 11.45 A. M
Freight train* daily between Portland and Lewisitaoi

JUIRIGO EATING HOUSE,
No.

On and after Moxpat, Mar 6, UR,
will leave Portland for Lewietaa

:SBSBB3
Him

386, Washivutus 8t., Bath.

J_1

and Harris.

Mr. Lord. Dear Sir:—Permit us to express our desire that the Mirror may receive the confidence and
of ourchurclies and Congresupport of the member*
gation* in Maim*. It is conducted with painstaking
and ability.
It is a judicious and earnest supporter
of the doctrines and polity of our churches, of their
and their spiritual interests.—
missionary
Its religious articles for family
are cltoice. Its
summary of news, though necessarily condensed, is
and
The
occasions for
comprehensive
well-digested.
the application of Christian
difference
truth to civil aud social affair* arc pacing a wav, aud
Christian people are rapidly approaching unanimity;
candor, forbearance and patience, with the grace and
of God, w ill enable them to obtain it.—
Under these circumstances we hope that those who
take a religious pajM-r will make a trial of the Mirror; and wo expect—we think with good reason—
that they will be satisfied with it. A Maine paper has
obvious advantage* to Maine
above one published abroad, aud presents onvious claims to their
GEO. 8 HEP A RD,
support.
SAMUEL HARRIS.
Hangor, May 12. 1*52.

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

HATH HOT Kb,

■ iiiniiuiu ntini

paper like iPtnedium sized book, is better than a larger
one. aud 1 can say iu all sincerity, that 1 know of no
or provincial,
pa|ier, large or small,
which, with mi little intermingling of what is of a
different character contains a larger amount or a
greater variety of readable, reliable and every way
valuable matter, original and selected, than the Mirnon.
Karely do 1 place a number upon tile without a
distinct feeling of regret in regard to more or less of
w hat it contains, that I cannot have it in a volume on
my shelves where it will be constantly at baud.

_Jnne23.__

d7mi*

No. 32 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, Me.

iniiutih*

<

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.

read^B

I'uin

On and after April 28, the Steam"NK.W BRUNSWICK" and
FOREST CITY
will, aalfl for(her notice, leave P. 8. k P. K. R.
wliait, tmrt ot state Street, as follows:
Steamer "New Branswick,” Cnpt. E. B. WixcaxaT»a, will leave for Eastpobt and St. Joh.u every
MtiNllAY. at 8 o'clock. P. M.
Returning will leave St. Johx every THURSDAY
MoRMNti, at 8 o’clock, for Ex ST roar, Postlard
and Boerox.
Steamer "Forest City." Cap*. E. Finn, win leave
for EARTroaT and St. Juux every THURSDAY at
8o'clock P M.
Through tickets are sold by this line counseling at
F.AerrouT with stage coaches for MAcaiAa. aad
with Steamer Oneen for Rohbinston, Calais, St.
Stkfiixx*. sad St. Axdhxwr. and at the latter plaee
over Railway for Caxtububt: from thenee
per
stage coaches for WoottsTOcx and Hocltov, which
is the cheapest aad most expeditions way of
reaching
the Aroostook County.
We also ticket through per Steamers and
Railways
for Wixtmon. Halifax, Dtuxr. FuDmicmr,
St'SSXX. Moxrrox, SHXDIAC. Pxtxex Edward
Islaxp. Pit-ror. North shore or Nhw Buu.vswick, Mikimioh. and Bay db Chalxl'b.
C. C. EATON.
dswtf
er.

THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfuIlv situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the *ca, aud affords oue of the most
uviting retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
cities.
The Sagadahoc* is one of the finest, most
spacious, and best appaftfMB Hotels in the State, located
within time uunuteaiMlk of the Depot, Steamboat
Landing. Boat Often. Ofiftom llmmv Ac., being diof the City.
rectly in the
;

unflinching

wui

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

Proprietor,

BATH, MAINE.

SILVER STREET

I'm'

Btesauhip Company.

SACUlitAHOCK HOUSE,

changing

supply

Internstlonsl

OR DAY.

|

It would be difficult for me to express too strongly
how desirable on every account, it s«*ein* to me to Ixj
that the MlRBQS ikoild be WuU l—tlhul Nowhere
is the influence of a p«MMt religious newspaper more
important than it is in Maiue. In no State is it more
important that the Congregational churches should
have an organ of their own. Nor do 1 see how any
reasonable man cau ask for a better orgau than tin*
MnutOl. Some other pajK-rs indt-ed an- enabled to
a greater quantity of readiug for the same

"XXECTIOXS.

Angnsta. April, 18*2.junc23dtf

TERMS MODERATE, FOR BOARD BT WEEK
CHAR. H. AD AMR,
jpffl—3m

<

Stages leave Bath daily I Sundays excepted) at 8.(0
• M on arrival of train from Portland and Boston,
for W iscnsset. Dmmariscotta,
WsWoboro', Rockland
and Thonimnton.
Stages leave Angnsta daily (Sandays excepted), for
lie!tut, on arrival of train from I'ortland and Benton.
Ticket* sold in Bonton for all the stations or the
Kennebec ft Portland, Androscoggin, and 8onerwt
ft Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains run daily between Augusta and Port*
)»ud.
B H. CUSHMAN.
Manager and Superintendent.

af

earner

on ar-

Aagnsta.

STAOB

PORTLAND, ME.

Professors in Bangor Theological Seminary.
From Rav. Dr. Pond.

We

>

8.48 A. M. train for Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on
Saturdays, at 8.18 P.
rival of train from Boston, for Bath and

Preble Street*.

and

anteed ill every instance.

wanted.

Bilratc.

liberty-loving

metropolitan

City

to the

to'light
amfinterest*,

Held, Newport aad Bangor: arriving same night.
Mototog Morning and Unturdag Evening Trains.
On Monday trains leave
Angnsta at 8 JO A. M„ aad
Bath at 8J» A M
for Portland, connecting with tha

anhilly
and the

very respect
numerous friend*,

to hi*

PREBLE HOUSE,

From Professor I>. T. Smith.

State

KINOSBURY, Jr.,
CLEMENT I’ll INNEY,
DANIEL ELLIOT.
LUKE BROWN,
O. Ci. COOK.
EDWARD L PICKARD,
JOHN T. HULL.
CHAR ELS II. OSOOOD,

by

time in such a manner as to bring
and to chcrish those local religious sympathies
which
be reached only by a paper published iu the State.
All

President

harmony

and has been conducted

can

to resist the tide of

to eucourage unity of purpose and
ion among all loyal men.

people,

our

religious
hristian
! Mr. Lord, its present editor, with earnest
fidelity, with a high degree of ability, and at the same

leave I’ortland for Bath and Aagnsta at 1.00 F. M,
at Brunswick with the
Andrceeoggta
train, for stations on that road; and at Aagnsta with
the Somerset k Kennebec Railroad for Water, II Ic,
Kendail's Milts and Skowhegan. and at Kendall's
Mills with the Penobscot k Kennebec Rend for Pitta-

hope*

recently pub-

Professor# in Bowdoin College.
published out of the limit# of the
State, are useful; but they cannot be expcct«*d to take
the place and to fulfill all the object# ol a
|taper published among ourselves. The Mirror is well known

sweep from existence
greatest anomaly in a free |

Lincoln, and all
other constitutional mfiteures looking to a peaceful
removal of our greatest "moral, political and social
evil," will find in theffcEss a generous and hearty
support.
While thus distinctly announcing the general course
proposed for the Press, and intruding that, alike in
war and in peace— in oar country's peril and in **s
triumph, it shall speak with no uncertain voice,
do not lose sight of the* fact that true incn ha** honestly differed, and that, coming by different routes
they now find themselvefc travelling parallel roads;
and, instead of seeking Id widen the differences between those who are required by a common patriotism to act in concert, the Press will labor hopefully
as

our

Farmington.

public generally, that during the temporary
suspension of Tils business he
furn shed this well-known house anew, and is
now better than ever prepared to wait
upon his customers. and
by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. G. MAYO.
Pasaadumkeag. Jane 23,1981.
dfcwtf

Terns*

extracts from letter#
columns.
some

Commenced April 14f*. 1882.
ana P»«*enger trains will leave dally, (SunW^^Wd«tt excepted) ns follows:
Augusta tor Bath, I'ortland and Boston, at 11 U A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad (or Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton aad

U__[compulsory

From

esrfpfcicipation of slavery in the \
federal Capital, the cooperation of the Federal with
the loyal State
governments, to secure gradual emanThe

nounce

Other papers,

to

MW

prepared

To all of which

Jewelry, Toy

character.

events that

TENEMENTS WANTED.

himself bv selections from the New
Styles of Goods recently imported in New York and
Boston, to inec* the requirement* of his customers
aud the public as to

Assortment of Fire-Works for the

Just received from

central idea of

dation.

Tailor,

lished in

democracy—ttrit the majority must govern.
Upon the exciting qifMtiou of Domestic Hi# very, it
may be proper to say,
fiat while the Pmxfcs dUBsanction no interference wm the constttntional m
legal
right, of loyal men. i*>'> ocHhar ^apologize tor an
evil which cou.titutc* the foulcM blot apoo our
all true

esteem—are not

BECKETT,

jVIerchant

No. 60 ICirhnnec Street.
23,1*3.

une

kaiust

loyaljf to the great

inculcate

S. I*.

CAll D

Crystal

AND

00.,

in rebellion

men

but will

endorse any compromises
the laws of the land,

met

EULENE HALE,
K. It. FULLER.

A.

hand.

E. J. D. LABRABEE &

party

subjoin

subscriber would

THE

ARRAXUXHXHT.

eoiiuectiug

bwhMiflftrp

TESTIMONIALS.
We

Proprietor.

....

especially

I’ortlana, May, 1862.

partizan spirit, but
the true
government rests, and af-

ALBERT WEBB Ac CO.,

CaaBBtrrrlal S■ reel,

paper# generator, and
religious
less likely to be destroyed than those more
are read tnortfln families than Dailies—
they are taken home and preserved, to be examined
at leisure—their contents an* more thoroughlv scanned—and they are often sent to absent friends to convey to those abroad, some idea of the state of affair#
at home.
are

BRACKETT,

SUMMER

E. O. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PASSADUMKEAO,, MAINE.

secular—they

that it embodies

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
jc23iitf

Corn, Flour and Grain,

eekly

ones,

a mere

conicinu*4b

LEONARD ANDREWS,
SAMUEL E. H'HINfi,
N EIX)N DlSU LEY, Jr.,
R. S. STEVENS,
'Republican
N. A. FARWELL,

Sugar Refinery,

to prices.

large

Constantly on

took this

and

of

fetter

to

of that

of Maine.
Mav. 18H2

13T, MIDDLE ST.,

quality

organization

People

PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE

to

as

20 feet

Goliath of ltclicldom. If he docs
succeed in retaking the steamer, which I
have no doubt he will attempt to do, the reliels
have lost one of their chief
Detils, i. e. one of
their chief Sea Detils. The former

and

CHANGE OF SEASON !

Will be cheerfully furnished with
which contaiu* a complete list.

my l>oat drew 11 feet. This
Walker is one of their chief villians,and

not

Work

extensive, being of the br*t manufacture.
Winsor It Newton'* Oil and Water Colors,
Brushes, Drawing Paper*, Pencils, Crayons, Oils aud
Varnishes, Mathematical Instruments, kc.
Our stock embraces all article* in this line, and is
the largest and best selected in the State, and we offer the i*e*t inducements to dealer* and
pliotograpers,
both

with

an extra

Corner of Pearl and Federal Sta*.
j«*23tf
PORTLAND, ME.

I* very
aiicIi a*

of water, and

who

RECEIVED,

sustain tMe

year, idvariably in advance. To any person sending
the names of
ne*c mb$rriber$, cash in advance,

THOMPSON,

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

HAND,

Our Assortment of Artists' Materials

though much to be deplored,w'as only occasioned by a conscientious discharge of what I felt
to be my duty. It was only owing to a fortunate raising of the fog just at the time it
did,
that we succeeded in capturing the steamer.
Had the fog lasted twenty or thirty minutes
longer, she would have passed under the guns
of Port Caswell and have escaped us. As it
1 had chased her into about 19

R.

I* prepared to receive order* for

Engravings,

A very choice collection of Fine Engraving* and
Lithographs, w hich we shall be happy to show to any
who may call.

Hope,”

was

FLAG.

MIDDLE STREET,

sumption.
\\

fSLAND,

CENTRAL HOUSE,

This being pre-eminently a Family Journal is one of
the best chauncls for advertisements relating to Books,
Sale#, Legal Notices, and all article# of geueral con-

sec-

principles upon wiiichipnr
fords the only available means of accomplishing such
results as a lofty patriotism imperatively demands.

tirely

SIGN OF THE BIG

Re-

Tier and Ovsl Frame*, with French Mirror*; Gilt,
Ebony and Imitation Knee wood Frame*, both Oval
and Square, for Engraving* and Photograph*, at lowr
price* and warranted satisfactory.

were

ded
PORTLAND.

HEAD OF MERRILL'S WHARF,

CONSTANTLY ON

anchor

and tendencies

known to the

MIDDLE 8RREET,

90

Manufacturer* of
ORNAMENTAL
GILT
FRAMES.
For Oil Tainting* and Looking Glasses.

and started for New York.

under the names of

LYXCB.

BURNHAM,

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, Ac.

from U. S. steamer Victor” was sent on
board as a prize crew, and at 3 1-2 o'clock on

morning of

Dealer* in

Picture Frames,

inen

the

THOS

Photographic Artist,

Conspicuous among these, I canfrom mentioning Elion II. Neil,

K. J. D. LARRABEE A ( «,
Manufacturer*, Importer*, and Wholesale and

Ilaxton and an Assistant

ten men from the

BARKER,

OKA LEUA IS-

The steamer was taken off to a safe anchorage and coaled from the State of Georga
sufficient to take her to New York. Lieutenant

rELKU

je23dtf

I may possibly find from time to time, some
passenger, i further
items of interest. If so, 1 may jot
Also there !
them down.
Epsilon.

Mr. Waters, a very important
individual,
appeared to have the control of the cargo
the few remainiug paper* on board.

was a

MERCHANTS,

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
(Oppoaite head of Widgery a Wharf,)

Esq., who has been for many years an active i
and prominent man among ns, during which
time he has Justly acquired that reputation for !
thorough reliability, which is a business man’s !
best capital here, and the best legacy he can

1

Q-rocers,

-and-

the present time. Some few othof the old and honored residents, the business fathers of the
community, yet remain in
not

dtf

JOHN LYNCH & (O,

oldest and most honored citizeidf,
been a resident here before the admis-

midst.

Merchant,

AXD WHO LEX A LX DEALER IX

beginning to

our

tfioruugtf «a°ia_jt*£3tf

C. D. BROWN,
Successor to Manning & Brown,

ers

|

warranted”to give

desigm

design

a

national

Partlaad, Me.

army and navy, but
iu the midst of this

tional, and triumphaq£jr .vindicated its claim to a
just and libera) XatinMllity, has remained steadfast
in its devotion to the C don while other organizations
have so generally bcojfne Infected with a dMoya!
spirit, and inasmuch 4l ii the only party which at
present seems competeffMo conserve the great principles underlying all llec Governments, the Press

government.

Law of Savannah, formerly of the firm of

Claphorn

AND SILVERSMITH.

ally attended to, ia

our

that,
unparalleled
gigantic rebellion,’ on Government securities are
selling at a premium. It will zealously labor to exhibit and defend souwHfpnblican principle*, and,
inasmuch as political qganizatiou* have become a
necessity iu carrying yeffect great principles of
political economy, ami inasmuch as ,the Republican
party which, in the brigf chapter of it* history already
written, has successftilll refuted the allegation of its

an

sion of Maine into the Union, and lias seen the
progress of the place from its small and feeble

Nassau of N. P.” She was loaded with
Enfield Itifles, ammunition, clothing, Ac., for

to

Portland, Me.

141 Middle Street,

our

having

successfully run the blockade;
however recently changed her name
so

the Confederate army. She had on board a
large number of persons, although several had

of

one

npcratioMMef

It will neither seek

L. J. CROSS,

Slates, in two countiesrand in four towns, and
ail the time under this identical roof. Such
are the
changes time brings. Mr. Philbrick is

and took

sent

eodtf

the remarkable fact that be has lived in two

killed and one wounded and that
the rest fled into the woods in every direction.

MOODY.

Also. Dealer in Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
Portland. June 23. 18G2.
tf

the residence of Samuel Philbrick,
Esq.,
has been torn down recently to
give place to
a more modern edifice. In connection with the
old house thus demolished. Mr. Philbrick states

one man was

Politically, the Press will give an earnest, cordial,
and generous support to the administration of Abraham Lixcols, who Jm^tle more than one year, has
indellibly impressed hMnamelf upon the nation's heart
as an incorruptible patriot, an inflexible Chief Magistrate, and an honest man; the ability of whose administration is most stjhmlly exhibited, not [ouly in

in the full
C

Manufacturing Jeweler,

jpk

long

afterwards that

Me.

FRANKLIN

141 Middle Street.

State.

cordially

stated contributors to the

spprongated

and to promote the material interests of the
State, and of the City of Portland as it$ interests
twine with, and are inseparable from, those of the

will

as

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

OPEN for Genteel Boarder*—three mile*
from Portland—within thirty rods of the
Ocean—with good opportunities for fishing,
sea-bathing and water excursion*. A Steamter ran* from Portland doily. Experienced
I
boatmen in attendanc.
je2,*8w

paper is devoted to the diffusion of moral, religious. educational, and such other intelligence as
pertains to the welfare of society.
Its foreign and domestic news is made up to the
hour (Monday noon) of going to press, and is sufficiently general to meet the wants of those who take
no other patter.
The fourth page is
to the most interesting Literary. Scientific, ISd Commercial miscellany that can be gathered.
It has a department expressly for Children. It is
intended to tie a safe family newspaper; with nothing
to offend the most fastidious—neither
cherishing a
morbid appetite, nor catering to a
perverted taste.
We do not claim for it that it is the oldest, the largest, the netrest, even the
paper in the world: or
that the Church and State would fall without it.
V\ e claim for the Mirror that it is a ('hristian
paper.
It aims to be a true reflector of Bible principle
and
practicof and in the correction of moral evils and the
renovation of Society, to hold forth the true
remedy.
It can be said of our paper that while its correspondence is not meagre, its
epitome of news and compact
items of interest is inferior to that of no other paper,
and its abstract of valuable article# in American and
Foreign guartcrlies has supplied a place not filled by
auy other re ligious print.
If any want a pajn-r that can safely be a companion
on the .Sabbath, that gives an unprejudiced view of
public affairs, that aids to be a transcript of the age
without identifying itself with its error#, that ohrouicles to ininuteuem religious and revival news, that
holds firmly the doctrine# and practice of a proteataut Christianity and can In* safely put into the hand#
of the young, we ask them te take the Christian
Mirror.

Both of the above Mamed papers will labor to
inculcate, in no dictatorial spirit, sound political prin-

not with

Wall. II. II. HATCH,

to

things

IH

23.

June

street,

Are upon the boat.
aud burst in the

immediately

PORTLAND,
DOLE.

ANDREW T.

A curious instance of
and boundaries which may be witnessed in a
growing country like this, has just come to
notice here. The pretty cottage on Klin

a

boat filled with men pulling from the steamer
to the shore. I immediately gave orders to

The boats were

but other

WHOLESALE DEALERS

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

prove a total loss. The
grateful moisture comes almost too late materially to affect the hay-crop, which must be

light,

merchants,

year and

columns of this paper.

Is a large, wcll-flllct
tally edited, and neatly
led specially for
printed weekly paper
jrnoral
circulation throughout4ite State.

enemies that Its

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

serious fears were entertained for the result.
In many instances there were extensive fields

her. Our fourth shot struck the water and ricocheted over her decks. She immediately
hauled down her flag and /tore to (or stopped

us

AND

<

which seemed likely

MOODY,

Commission

pride of manly strength. But
they died nobly, in a noble cause. Their
country will not “forget the faithful dead.”
It is raining hard_ here today, and the farmers “act as if they had received some
very
good news.” In fact, matters had began to
look rather des|>erate w'ith them. So severe
and long-continued had lieen the
drought that

pounder rifled gun forward. The shell passed
over her amidships, but she still
kept on her
course.
We then fired again at her. The shell
this time, fell right under her bows. She still
kept on without regarding our firing. Our
next shot was a good line shot but passed over
her. The State of Georgia all this time was
sending shot and shell thick and fast around

board the steamer told

a

A

GENERAL

went forth in the

the same time, and
which the chase took no notice. I then gave
orders to Are on her, with her with our 30

on

DOLE

Florida, with the 15th on the steaming shores
of the Golf, and elsewhere, she is
largely and
nobly represented. Some have fallen. From
time to time, grim war gives bark to some
hushed household the pale shrouded form that

immediately started
cutting her off, hold-

At that moment I discovered

d.3m

censure

sident of this town, and has
many friends among us. Skowhegan has contributed her fu.l share of brave
Isiys to fight
the battles of the Union. With the
gallant
7th and 3d 1 adore Richmond, with the ilth in

ahead for the purpose of
ing her under my guns, for she was not more
than a mile off. when first discovered. The U.

engine.)

a

Few men can show, in
all the relations of life, a record so unspotted
and consistent. He is a high-minded, public-

employed for the summer, recruiting is
ne^-ssarily a slow process; but the ranks are
filling w fiwt, perhaps, as could be expected.

Mt Dear Sib : At 8 A. M. weighed anchor,
to stand off to sea, and whilst in the act of doing so, the fog lifted, (for it was very foggy)

her

act of his has ever called forth

UK.

June 23.

a

This

in tbc

PAINTER,
PORTLAKD,

Theological Seminary,

THE MAINS STATE PRESS

the matchless

Half Wa, Down Willow Stmt,

are

Off Wilmington Bar, X. C., I
U. S. S. “Victoria," May 28. ISO* f

I

SIGN

A company for the 16th regiment, Col. A.
W. Wildes, is in process of formation here. In
this busy season, when most of-the young men

We publish below.

full head of steam.

approval,

hands.

Gordon, in

the perusal of which we dare say the readers
of the Press will find as much satisfaction as

a

cordial

daw2w

WILLIAM CAPEX,

and'financial ability; and they feel the
assurance that their interests, if intrusted to
him, will be confided to faithful and judicial

address to a

and we saw

witli

meets

Signs of every description executed to order.

tive

Victoria,
distinguished
gentleman of this city, given particulars of the

have.

me.

June 23.

party which he represents iu his nomination.—
He is not a talking man, having always preferred trork to teords, and he is without pretension or display; but sprung from the people, lie is emphatically the people’s choice.—
They have great confidence in his administra-

COMMUNICATIONS.

we

Portland,

spirited, judicious, humane and liberal man,
and worthy the confidence and support of the

as

above.

steamer

No. 10 EXCHANGE STREET,

from his townsmen.

morning to 9 in the

capture of the Confederate

Coburn

vate

Hr Job Printing of every description executed
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the of-

Steamer

PAINTER,

almost

HENRY M.

We are happy to announce Rev. Messrs. Rond,
Shepard, Harris and Smith, Professors in Bangor

telegraph.

and

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK'S

quarter.

one

ciples

BEALE,

SIGN AND FANCY

speaks volumes in his favor. They have tried
him, for years, and they know that they can
rely upon him. From his birth he has been a
resident of this vicinity, and no public or pri-

Press

application

to the collection of all de-

OLIVER S.

testify more readily than his townsmen.—
If you want to know what a man is like, go
and inquire how he stamls among the neighbors with whom he lias passed his life. Tinfact that among this class the nomination of

HP* All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the "Editors t\f the Press," and
those of a business character to the Publishers.

promptly

given

attention

can

Mr.

paper

Law,

REFERENCES:
lion. J. J. Perry, Oxford,
II. P. I>eatie, Esq., Portland,
D. W. Fessenden, Esq., Portland,
d&wlw
Luther Billings, Esq., Bridgton.

Long

of the office in which his friends desire to place
him, is but the simple truth, and of this none

vance.

on

Prompt

XLI—ending July 29,1863—being

AMD

_RAILROADS.

Summer Retreat,

July 29.

All perrons who now subscribe to the Mirror
by
P*.v*n* 92 shall hawe a receipt to the close of Volume

JOSEPH B. HALL, of the Aroostook Herald.

BRIDGTON, MAINE.
mands.

Will Commence

BT

The Portland 1 * ail V Press is intended to be
sn enterprising, vigor*** sod live Daily
Morning
Paper, containing the UiXefit and fullest news by mail

HALE,

and Counsellor at

Attorney

writer says of Mr. Coburn, of his high character and eminent fitness to discharge the duties

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) for 38 cents per square iu addition to the
above rates for each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for in ad-

tcblm

DAVID

In an issue of yours the other day, I noticed
an article referring to the
liepublican nominee
for Governor, Hon. Abner Cobum. What the

cents.

transacted

Meet Deeirable Pattern.

the

K D

FORTY-FIRST VOLUME OK THIS PAPER

THE

JOHN T. GILMAN, recently of the Bath Times,

Portland, June 23. 1862.

tractive appearance for the present, and a gratifying promise for the future. Its style, tone
and temper warrant the most flattering predic-

for throe insertions

or

Of

June 26, 1862.
Messrs. EnrroRs:—The first number of the
Daily Press arrived duly, and presents an at-

IUateR of Advertising:

Clothiers,

K D I

_H OT E L S._

VOLUME XLI.

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS:

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

—

THE CHRISTIAN MIRROR.

OF Til K

iXP DKALKKf* IN

SkoWHJCOAN,

vance.

fice

Fashionable

Farmer's pr aspects—Carious Changes—Old residents, «fcc.

The Portland Daily Press is published every
morning, (.Sundays excepted), at $6,00 per year in ad-

7 o'clock in the

Col. Wildes

—

PROSPECTUS

TUCKER A WEBSTER,

[From our Regular Correspondent.]
letter from Kkowhegan.
Daily Press—lion. Aimer Cohnrn—Sixteenth

of

Terms:

ning, from
evening.

BUSINESS CARDS.

June 23.

lu2 Middle Strxbt, Pobtlaxd.
dtf

X

of this Institution will

commence

Family School, and the best of reference
given. Please seut for a Circular.
II M. EATON A SON. Proprietor*.
AMOS II. EATON, Principal.
LLEWELLYN A. LUCE. Assistant.
d2w
June 2Wth,

This Is
emu be

a

1*8_

Notice.
after the first of July, Postage Stamps
and Stamped Envelope* will not be charged at
the Duet Oboe
JeRtf

FROM

and

THE DAILY PRESS.

cherished name, and the Democratic party
would be as dead as were the bones in Ezekiel's
Valley of Vision, and there would be no more
possibility of awakening it to life than there is
ot breathing the breath of life into the silent

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Monday Morning,

June 30, 1862.

tenants of the tomb.

--.

The cry of abolitionism—of black republicanism—we have said is stale. It is fast be-

REPUBLICAN NOMINATION.

coming

a badge of honorable distinction for
honest man to lie taunted as an abolitionist
a modern democrat.
It implies that he is

an

FOB

GOVERNOR,

by

ABNER COBURN,

his

OF SKOWIIEGAN.

Let any man, with Jefferson, declare
that in view of the Institution of slavery, he

heart.

—:-------

trembles for his country when be remembers
just,” and he will be denounced as

Considerations for Honest Democrats.
It has

leaders

long been

that Uod is

the lioast of Democratic

abolitionist—as a proper
cratic opposition.

an

that

their party, for one-half of a
century, has had control of the Government,
held the reins of power, and that nearly all of
our material prosperity, with the growth of

Union, have been secured under the dominance of the policy heretofore denominated the
Democratic policy. It is not our purpose at
this time either to endorse or ignore this claim.
We are not ignorant of the history of the par.
ty referred to, nor are we unmindful of the
galaxy of great names scattered along the pathway of that history. For Democracy per uc—
Democracy as understood and exemplified by
Jefferson and Madison—we entertain the
and when mrh

a

j

were

shall he able to determine who is blameaAt present we have no
which to judge whether any of-

by
to blame,

casualties of

or

whether it is

of those
not to be foreseen.”

the war
But for that form of Democracy
The following remarks
to-day is recognized by party leaders;— I
timely:—
kind of Democracy set forth, vindicated

which

Whether blame attaches to any one or not,
there is a lesson comes with this event, which

ry

Epsilon

a

general

order to his

were

Gov. Washburn.

make the followletter from Col. Plalsted to

Our readers will Bud it in---

EF“Tbe

as

generals
protested against
hazardous In the extreme, lnvolviug a

4th of July.

Anatomicatjpabinet at Brunswick,

return, the crowd was vociferous to hear from
Mr. hincoln, and would not be satisfied or
put
off with a mere nod of the head, so the distin-

"When birds

through

a

and

fog they

animals

are

seen

to

looked at

arc

disadvantage,

and their size is greatly increased; but when
the fog clears away the effect is
diminished,
and they appear in their natural
proportions.
And so it might be wttb you if I were to attempt to tell you why I wont to see Gen. Scott.
1 can only say that my visit to West Point did
not have the importance w hich lias been attached to it; hut it concerned matters that
you
understand quite us well as if I were to tell
you all about them. Now I can only remark
that it had nothing whatever to do with making or unmaking of any general in the country. (Laughter and applause.) The Secretary of \\ ar, you know, holds a pretty tight
reign on the press, so that they shall not tell
more than they
ought to; and fain afraid if I
blab too much he might draw a
tight rein on
me.” (Laughter and
applause.)
Semi-Annual Dividends.
Am *
Capital. Divd
*4,loo,700
3
*124 671

rayabto July L

Itiwtiin A Maim- Railroad,
Hates Manufacturing Co.
Hm

IKIO.lXJO

400,000
Interest #n Bands.
Bath City 6’s, interest about.
Portland City, about.
Maine .Slato 6’a, 1871, capital *300,000
L mted State* Loan, about.

6
6

48 000

aolooo

3
g
3

0

nm

Js’floo
»'oo0
500 000

BROKERS’ BOARD. BOSTON. Jane 88.
10 ICasteru Railroad. 01
2 Boston & Maim*

Railroad.108

827.050 United State* Coupon .sixes (1881).106}
89500 Uulted State* 7 3-10 Treasury Note*.1054
82.150.do
lOf.l
..

11-16
820.060.do.106
United

for the establishment
Bangor has donated

State* Demand Notes.ldfiA
810,645
885.810 ..do.iQ5
913.546 United State* Coupon*
(July). ...1004
817,750 .do.]09
81.600 American (ioid.
uini

ment to the donor.

822.130.do.;;;;;

of this

State.

8y~The Lewiston ,H*ruld learns that tlie
Androscoggin & Kennehtc Railroad Company

intend to erect • new pamenger and merchandise depot at Auburn, airing the present season; and also a new turn table and

Engine

house at Danville J uuctktn.

Ey-The Rockland Gosrfte says that several
stores in Belfast have beak recently entered
by
means of false
keys, anf the tills robbed of
their contents, but

83.290.do.

•W*®.do.b

honor of Gen. Charles D. Jameson

nothing else

molested.

Ejyrho Rockland CHfy Council has approfor the ronRruetlon of reservoirs
of water for convenience in case of fire.

priated *500

triVe turn- on hand that will appear tontfmtom, No. 2 of the Utters from the Wild

queoee of the late hour
ceived.

which

they

10

|(2!

w

.1064

P—t Oilier Mail Arraagrarat*.
WESTERN—Arrives at 12.40 and 8 PM. Close* at
i.45 AM and 2 PM.
EASTERN—Arrive* at 1.45 PM. Close* at 12 M.
STEAMBOAT MAIL—Arrive* from Eastport Me, St
John NB and the British Province*, Tuesday and
Friday morning*. Clone Moudavs and Thursday*
at 4 PM.
EUROPE* via Quebec—(‘Jose* everv Friday at 12 M.
Portlnnd

CANADA—Arrives at 1.45 PM. dose* at 12 M.
about 6 PM. Close* at

COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives

FOREIGN IMPORTS*
ANNAPOLIS.
Sch Albion—45 ton* plaster, 17
cord* wood A I) Whiddeu.
FREDERICKTON KB. Sch Julia—40 M ft timber
A J Miller.

FOREIGN EXPORTS.
Ship Kate Dyer, for Buenos Avres—0000 gallons
kerosene oil. 4261 do alcohol, 748.927 feet lumber,
27,100 pickets, 213 M shingles, 2 carriages.

_MARRIED.
Id this city 22d inst, bv James Caridr. Esq. Mr
Francisco Ramniars to Mrs Marte Johnson Adams,
both of this citv.
In Bristol 36th inst, by Rev J U Parsons, William
«
w oodbtiry, Esq, of Portland, to Miss
Lizzie T
kord, daughter of lienj Ford, Esq. of Bristol.
In Orono 26th iust, Mr John Coulter, of
Bradley, to
Miss llannah K Jackson, of Milford.
In Aubtiru 36th inst, Mr t.eorge S Woodman. Esq
of Minot, to Miss Nellie M Tufts, of A.
lu Cautou 24th inst, William T H or robin Jr, E*q.,
of Biddeford, to Emma F, daughter of F W
Deane,of
Canton.

n^'V'dl

our

friend,” of the

Maine Seventh, who
co^rilmted so many excellent letters to the Hath Tinien while it was
under our control, alWw his light to shine

through

the columns of the Press? Ilis articles will be ever welcome.
Post Office Rodders Sentenced.—The

iclegroph has reported the sentence at Hangor,
on Friday last, by
Judge Ware, of the persons
convicted of robbing the post office at ReadHeld and North Berwick, the latter in April
and the former in May last. These fancy gentlemen, who thought to evade the divine order
of things by acquiring money without earning
or
deserving it, have been brought up with a
short turn, and will render tlie State good service at Thomaston. Sfieaking of these cases,
the Bangor Whig says, “they have been followed up with energy by Mr. N. G. Ordway,
the Special Agent for the New England States,
aided by the postmasters whose offices have
been robbed The U. S. District Attorney, G.
F. Talliot, Esq., and the Court have evinced in
the trial aud seutence of these parties a determination to put a stop to depredations upon
the mails.”
It is to be regretted that any jealousies
should exist among our Commanders in the
field. Gen. Fremont, feeling that he has been

unfairly treated, it

seems, has asked relieffrom
his command, and the president has promptly
granted it. It seems to us that the consolidation of the Divisions of Gens. Fremont, Banks
and McDowell,
we

can

see

promoted by wisdom, and
no more reason for Gen. Fremont
was

than for either of the others

named

DOMESTIC PORTS.
8AN FRANCISCO. Ar June 16, Mary L Sutton,
New
^ork Feb 18.
Spicer,
Sailed 15th. shins Rambler, ('triton. Bouton- 18th
Astcrion, llurd, New York ; John L Diuimock’ liarward. Callao.

NEW ORLEANS. At the S W raw 18th inst, ship
Merchant, Sprague, from Boston.
BALTIMORE. Cld 26th. hark Amelia Gehring
Haynie, llong Kong; brig Francis, Jane. Martin,
St Johns I K.

PHILADELPHIA. Ar 25th, brig W J Treat.Park.
Saturn; Marv E Thompson. Havener, Matiuzas; 26th,
Summit, Swett, Wellfleet; L Rich, Lunt, Port
Koval SC.
Also ar 26th, schs Sallie B, Bateman, Cardenas; H
R Coggeshail, Swain, do; J C Hamden, Shaw, and
Co umbia, Naason. Bangor; Utica, Thorndike, Port-

land.
Cld

6th. bark Letand, Nickerson,Ship Island; brig
Ashler, ''best rap, Portland.
NEW /< >RK
Ar 36th. ships Lvdia, Nickels, Leghorn April 10, Gibraltar May 1; bark Leon, Parritt,
Sagua 10th inst; brig J Means, Sedgwick.
Also ar 27th, rhips Viking, Smith, London, 7th nit;
Antarctic. Stoufler, Liverpool 29; bark Scio, Hume.
Sagua; schs Sylvi, Reynolds, Addison; Charlotte,
Arer, Rockland; Boxer, Rankin, Saeo.
( Id 28tb, ship Victory'. Ainsworth, Liverpool.
Also cld 27th. ships Manchester, Trask, and Liberty, l'attci son, Liverpool; barks Magadela, Joy. Aspinwall; Volunteer, Gorham, VeraCruz; Princeton.
Seeley, Demantra; schs Abbie Bradford, Galacar,
Jeretuie; Wm McCobb, Gmy, Bangor; B Franklin,
Mills. Rockland.
STONINGTON. Ar 36th. sch brig B Younk.Cook.
Ca’ais.
N EW LOND<)N. A r 27th, sch E H Weston.
Chapman, New Orleans, with a cargo of molasses and
sngar.
Si YSTIC.

to

Ctty of Baltimore. Liverpool.New Y’ork. Jane

Southampton

Uverpooi.New

Telegraphed, ship NatM Thompson, from Cadiz.
Cld 27th. schs William 8 Baker, Hamilton, Genoa;
Julia A Marv, Chase, Bangor.
Also cld 28th, ship Harrisburg, W is well, Loudon;
bark Revolution, Loud, New Orleans; brig Samuel
Cook, Dyer, Port au Prince; schs Mary Anna.Gibbs,
Washington DC; Charm, Crowell.Baltimore; Exeter,

Snow. Bath.

SALF^M. Ar 25th, sch Rough A Ready, Achorn,
Bangor.
Also ar 27th, sch Beauchamp. Daily, Rockland.
NEWBURYPORT. Sailed 27th, seb Melrose,Kent.
Bangor.
GLOUCESTER. Ar 26th, schs Effort, Fritta, Machias for Boston; Znlma, Cutler for NYork; Round
Brook, Emery, Bangor for do; Exchange, Kellev, do
for Harwich; Equal, Hallock, Rockland for NYork;
Victor, Caudage. Bangor for Boston; Francis, Cohoon, do for Providence; Ralph Hewitt, Rhoade*.
Rockland for New York; Shawmut, McDermot, Ban
for Boston; Wilmington, Lunt, Calais fordo;
ivilean Treat, llopkins.F'rankfort for do; Valparaiso.
Higgins. Mt Desert fordo; Utter Rock. Lane,!Bangor
for do; 26th, luspector, Evans, Mill bridge for do.
BANGOR. Ar 26th, sch William l*fckcring,Perry,

.Jnly
Jura.Quebec.Liverpool.July
Bremen. New York.. Bremen.July
Etna.New Y'ork ..Liverpool.July
Arabia.Boston.Uverpooi.July
Anglo Saxon.Quebec.Liverpool.July
Teutonia.New Y ork. Liverpool.Jnly
City of Baltimore New Y ork Liverpool.July
Scotia..New York. .Uverpooi.July
Hibernian.Quebec.Liverpool_July
Edinburg.New Y’ork. Liverpool.July
New York.New Y ork. Bremen .July
Europa.Boston... .Uverpooi.Jnly
Great Eastern.New York Liverpool.July
...

Boston.
Also ar 26th, sell Ada Frances,
ville; 27th, Saxon, Suow, Boston;

Coombs, BrooksShenandoah,Nash,
Rook land.
Cld 26tli, schs Sarah Helen, Sherman, Baltimore;
Convert, Wyman, Greenport; A Hamlin, Lansil, and
Sarah Hall, Pierce, Boston; Susan Frances. Currier,
Gloucester; Bradore, Lawrence.Neponset; Napoleon,
F'ord, Chelsea; Danube, Kendall,-.
Also cld 27th, schs Horace, Smith, St Croix; Jas
Henry. Wood, Hartford; Planet, Harding, Middletown; Maj Deering, Lewis, Cambridge; Boxer, Sutton, Ipswich; Margaret, Pendleton,and A 8 Wiswell,
Clement. Boston.

NEW ADVEItTISEMENTS.

ing surgeon—some for the slightest physical
imperfections. One man was rejected because
I.'mon

k.J

lie is

....a

..at_

as sound and able-bodied as
any man iu
the army. We think the examination of recruits ought toYx* strict, but there ia such a

tiling

l
>

|

\

|

:

I

|

as

beiug too rigid.

Ship Kate Dyer, Dyer, Buenos Avres, A A

Gnssettings,

a. o.tckxt.

gffi-HEN'• BERRYT^Saq.,
FCRBISIL
JAME>

E.

Aaq

CARTER, Eaq.

The following bare been
adopted

Utiles
AH

ae

Herniations.

and

Boat, to be pulled in the

he

race. mn.t

T"rVr,Ar
jHlrrttdrdr^JiTh»0’C,'K'k’
July third, with the
number of
name.,

entered

Afternoon,

on™, and eol.
raee in which

or. of each: aim the nnmber of the
they will pull. A book for that purpone I. now open
at Lowell A Senter'h, No. M
Exchange street
Entries by mail may be made until the nbore men-

tioned time, by addressing the
Secretary of the Committee of Judges, Stephen Berry.
All Boata will enter free.
There will be two guns bred at each raee; the trrt
for the boata to come into line, the aecond for the
start.
Boata will not be allowed to croaa each other's
hows. Boats ao crossing will forfeit their chances for
the prize.
Two or more boats rounding the outer station at the
same moment, the outside boat mast
keep of and giro
the inside boat sufficient room to roand without nitMng the Make. Any outside boat so crowding will
low its
for the prize.
Each boar* crew will be required to appear in uniform dre*a, and each boat muiit
display its number
distinctly, placed iu a conspicuous position upon tbe
boat.
All boat* entering for either of the race*, mqM report themselves ready for the Mart at the Judges'
Mat ion, at
precisely the time named for the race*.—
Hosts failing so to report, will not be allowed to
pall
in either of the races.
•Suitable accommodation will be provided for housing of bosts from out of the eitv, on application to
Euxx D. Cboate, No. 4 Portland Pier.
The drawing for positious will take place at the Aldermen’s Room, in the City Building, on Thursday
afternoon, July 3d, at five o’clock, at which time each
person or crew entered for the race will have some
authorised representative present to draw for them,
or take such places in the race as
may then be drawn
for them by the Judges.
Each boat may carry a coxswain, or not, as the
crew mav elect.1
At three o’clock a gun will be fired for the wberries
and fanev boats to come into line.
The other races will take place in regular order,
with as little delay as possible.
Boats will start from the Judges’ station, near Dming’s Bridge, and round tbe lower station from starboard to larboard.
Boats in returning must pan between the Judges'
station and the outer starting Make.
Prizes will be awarded
immediately after lust rues.
The ruling of the Judges must be final in all cases.
An allowance often seconds per oar for the two
miles will be made in the sreond race. Tbs
question
of allowance in the last race is to be determined
by
the Committee, and will be announced.
June 30, 18*2.
d

chance

Cap?.

DEEMING
Four

HALL.

Nights Only!

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and lak>
arday Evenings, July Cd, 3d, 4th it 3th.
CARD.—The management respect foil v beg leave
to announce that they have leased tbs above
Hall in order to secure the aid of scenery wherebv
they will be enabled to give entertainments different
from the same o/<{ style, that cannot be avoided
by
that appear in halls without soenerv and
wardrobe. Tbe entertainment offered will be entirenew;
this
original'with
ly
Troupe and performed by
no others, as the different piece# are secured
by patent.

A

Troupes

Annii?l Tour

Seventh

Of the world-renowned and only

BROTHERS’

Trowbridge Minstrels,

From their Opera Honse. Boston, where they have
performed fur the past six years, ten months in the
year. They will hero the honor of appearing as
above.
In their matchless entertainments
dnoe

they

will

intro*

THE FAMOUS RAW RECRUITS,
Performed by them 123 nights In succession in Bee-

ton

Also

THE CONTRABAND JUBILEE,

thic

ORNAMENTAL

PAINTER,
No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
ST* Orders solicited.
Je3U—3m

wear

from the

the 18 suits

Potomac.

of clothes scat

Billy Morris’ Celebrated Stamp Speech and Mocking
Bird.
l’cll as the 11am Fat Man.
Trowbridge as the old Sexton.
Bowers’ Novel Duel. How to get your bills paid.
McClellan's l.raud Review, Ac., Ac.
The best singing, dancing and orchestra in Urn
Menton.

at

Bargains will be given to those who wish

X to purchase Gravestone*
(J.OOD
Thoeo who will

or Mouument* of any
ffcvor me with a call
shall be *ati*fied that they are baying a good article
at the lowest price.
Shop on Forest Avenue, near Evergreen Cemetery,
Steven*’ Plain*.

description.

J. M. COOK.

j€30-3m

Troupe

Johnny
J. C.

«-K\VEHT©.\ES.

For fall particulars
7}, to commence at

see

programmes.

8 o'clock precisely.

pro-

Doan open

Ticket* Twenty-Fir* Cents.
To he had at the Box 0»ee, from 10 A. M. till 1 P M.
Reserved Scab 60 cents.

LON MORRIS. Manager.
J. J. HILLIARD. Agent.
Je3*jul6

PORTLAND^

CITY OF

Dr. John. O. Mott,
PHYSICIAN

SURGEON,

AND

86CorRTST., Cor wr of Howard, Borrow, is
consulted daily from 10 until 2. and from 6 to 8 in the
evening, on all disease* of the Urinary and (ieuital
organ*. Scrofulous Affection*. Humor* of all kind*.
Sore*, Ulcer* and Eruptions, female Complaints, kc.
An experience of over twenty years* extensive practice euables Dr. M to cure all' of the most difficult
case*.
Medicine* eutirely vegetable. Advice Free.
June 23. 1S»I2.
*n3aw8m

Wanted at

Premium!

a

American Gold,

Coupons.

M. WOOD.

dlw

NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE,

JTJLY

4th, 1862.

Bella of all the Churches will he meat Banrise. Noon aud Sunset, and a National Salnle sill
be 6 red at the same time (Tom B ram hall and M enjoy.

TIIF.

MMER EXHIBITION of the Horticultu-

ral Society will be held at
THE

A Procession will be formed under the direction *f

l^eohanics’

opriiig.

SAVE THE UNION.”
-or oc*-

FLORAL EXHIBITION!
SI

“GOO

Celebration of the 86th Annivonary

Sovereigns,

E

-oi-

TUESDAY,

Hall,

JULY 1st, 1TO2.

Commencing at 3 o’clock, P. M.

Shutc, Baltimore, M B Nicker*

The Commerce of New Orlenns.
(From the New Orleans Bee, June 14 J
Tile |w>rt of New Orleans has been legally
open since the 1st of June; the arrival of the
Collector of the jKirt w ill tend to regulate the
movements of vessels, and he will remove all
ARRIVED.
traces of the blockade but the restrictions relSaaday, Jaae 89.
ative to articles contraband of w ar. as stated
Sch Albion, (Br) MrFadden, Annapolis NS. plaster
to A D Whidden.
ill Mr. Chase's circular, which we published
Sch Francisco, Kilby,
Philadelphia.
yesterday. We are informed that a multitude
Sch E A DeHart, C ummings. New York.
of ships, actually loading in the northern ports,
Sch Kush, Currier, Boston for Surry
will soon appear at New Orleans, anil cover
Sch Georgianna. Turner, Newburyport.
Sch Augelia, Rich. Bangor.
our levees with a great quantity of manufacBELOW—In the Uoads, a fleet of coasters.
tured articles.
We believe that these reports are greatly evTie Government
sch II Middleton was told at
prize
aggerated. Postal communication between auctiou in New York
for £3&nu.
New Orleans and New York is frequent enough
for speculators in this city to get accurate indisasters.
formation of tile state of financial and comBrigs Amanda Jane, from Philadelphia for Cardenas. and Princeton, for Boston, were oflr Bofnbav
mercial a It airs in New York. As regards proHook on
visions and a few very necessary articles, there
Wednesday. both badlv damaged from col*
lisiou during Tuesday night, and would return to
l» very little that can tind buyers it. a state to
Newcastle for repair*
pay in cash, w hile business oil credit w ill not
Miaaiao Vessel—Ship Simoda. Searlcu, sailed ftn
la* re-established until long after the war is j
\ork Nov 27 for Liverpool, and has not since
ended. Iu fact, the means of business are lim- J New
b«eu heard from
The S was an Al) vwm*.| of 944
ited to the rily itself and a few adjoining towns II tous, built at Keuuebuuk in
1854, and ow ned in Bos*
ton.
—tin* |s‘opie are heavily cmlMUTasscd. their
agents are deeply involved, and the banks esnFISHERMEN.
not pay specie.
Ar at Kenncbunkporf »>th inst, sch Charlotte Ann,
Tile summer season is already far advanced,
Bank
Grant.
Ouereau, 40.000 tt»h. Spoke 11th, schs
and it is hardly prolmhle that there will lie
Snow Souall, Hutchins. 400 «jtl» Asli; 16th. St Law*
much business in products of the seaaou: on j rence. 1‘iukliam. 27,000 Ash
Spoken—June 15, ou La Have Bank, sch Globe, of
the other hand, it is too early to send any w inBuck sport, all well.
ter
products. Commerce, then, will be limited
during the summer to articles of daily eonFOREIGN FORTS.
sumption, and the people will lind themselves
At Accra. W ( oast Africa, 12th alt. barks Kedar,
restricted by tile state of affairs immediately | Buyer, and Witch. Huitinau. unc.
Sailed from Sierra Leone 7th ult. brigs Samuel
succeeding the present embarrassment.
Churchman, Gandy. Goree; 12«h. Potomac, t.iilan,
These considerations, which ought to lie
Bissau; 13th. Ann Elizabeth, 1’wwcr*. Mellicourie
known by the commercial men of the North,
At Genoa 10th inst. ship Ur ion. Libbey. fni Maul*
w ill stop any great
discharged about one half of her cargo of
exportation of merchan- maiu—tiad
lumber, and would sail about Julv 5th for Trapani to
dise. It will Is* difficult to freight ships forthe
load -alt for Boston.
voyage out alone if they are not assured of
At Sagua 16th inst, barks Henry Darling. Beals.for
freight on return; and we cannot see how there
Portland; Hauuah Crooker, Sheriff, from Havana tor
New York; brig Sauiuei G Adams, Carver, fordo.
can Im* freight for the multitude of
whose
shi^s
Sailed 16th, bark Scio, Ilium New York.
arrival we announce iu advance. Northern
Ar at St John NB 23d inst, brigs Exemplar,Newell;
captains will not care to arrive here at a time Sea Bird, Hamilton, and Margaret
Aun, Whelplcv,
at which they would tie
New
York; sch Boston, Smith, do; 24th. bark Victoexposed to the yellow
sch
riue,
Jones,
Eiuilv.
without
Mniilau, New
the
of
able
to
fever,
Philadelphia;
beiug
certainty
York; 25th, sch Annie M. Larsen, Providence.
secure freight lor the return trip.
Fifty shi|is
arriving (lorn now to the end of July, with
SPOKEN.
provisions, ice, Ixsits and shoes, could obtain
May 16. lat 86 26. Ion 2 50. bark Edisto, Flinn, 8 dys
partial cargoes of sugar, molaasas, tobacco, or from Marseille* for New Yoik.
May 17, lat 36 18, lou33u, ship Charlemagne,Brown,
slaves; hut it a greater number of them should
from Trapani for Boston
come, they would run the risk of returning
Mav 25, lat 38 08Jon 18 60. ship Ella E Clark, Bur*
iu ballast.
ton, 14 days from Valencia Ibr Boston.

prize.:
HF.NRY FOX, Eeq„
•
apt. KBKN D. CHOATE,
•apt BENJAMIN J. WILLARD,
Jamem BAILEY. Ewi

Lon Morris' Kreat Contraband Acts.

AND

July 27.

Brig Waredalc, Croning. Eastport, J S Winslow *
Co.
Sch Lark, (Br) Macomber, Wind«or NS. master.
Sch Ceresco, Smith, St George NB, N J Miller.
Sch Ocean, l’earce, Baltimore. b Gwvnn.
Sch Oivuna, Johnson, Calais, master.
SAILED—Brig Col W Coggins; sch Maryland;
3
and others. Wind SW

of the Regatta
arrangement*, and will

SION

WM

Brig Col W Coggins, Coggins, Matanzas, Isaac
Emery.
Brig Martha Washington, Leland, Fortress Mon*

Jndgee

u

of all

award the

In which they will

88.

8

following gentlemen,
who will hare
charge

w

Demand Votes,
Government July

CLEARED.

4th, 1862.

The Committee of Arrangement* for the Ce!rbration of the Focr th or Jr ly here appointed the

____jt’3>—3m<lA
SC .A. so* s o n,

PORT OF POBTLAVq

son.

Elutic

POBTLAND, MR.

c. H. breed.

Length of days.lft 25
12 30
High water, eve

Sch* Hannie Westbrook, Littlefield; Rosa,
Sawyer;
Fannie Mitchell, Hamilton, and Olive Elizabeth,
Boston.
Sch Foam Kemp. Harpswell.
Sloop Splendid. Hill, Bath.
Steamer Lewistou. Knight, Boston.

JTJLY

Pell &

—

FINDINGS.
MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS A SHOES,
ALSO. KID AND GOAT STOCK,
80 Union, four doom from Kiddle Street,

*

roe, J C Macv.
Brig ( has Edward,

IXPORTKRa OF

AND

MINIATURE ALMANAC—Mondav, June 30.

Jaae

PORTLAND.

MORRIS
BREED & TI'KEY,

2
ft
5
ft
9
12
12
12
12
16
19
19
23
26

MARI NE~NEm

OF

for

ARRIVED.
from Aroostook, arrived in Augusta last Thursday, but several were rejected by the examin-

Eden.

ships Cromwell, Svmmes, Calcutta
Cushman, Otis, Liverpool 6th ult;
Rainbow, Goodwin, do 6th ult; schs Grapesliot. Gastin. Grand Meuan; St Lawrence, Quimbv, Mac bias:
Friends, Pinkham. Mil'bridge.

TO DEPART.

China.New York.. Uverpooi

unknown, with

Also ar 28th,
Feb 19; Robert

IS

Juue2i
June 25
New York.
New Y'ork June 25
llilieruian.Uverpooi.Quebec.June 26
Europa..Uverpooi.Boston.June 28
Great Eastern.Liverpool.New Y'ork July 1
Borussia. Southampton.New Y'otk July 2
York July 2City of New York.
Tersia.Liverpool.New York July ft
liausa.Southampton.New Y'ork..July 9

name

BOSTON. Ar 27th, schs (Hsian E Dodge. Lewis,
Bridgewater NS; Convoy, Cook, Calais; Penninah A

Josephine, lliggins,

Scotia.Liverpool.New York.
Edinburg.Liverpool.New Y'ork.

Saturday,

large sch,

gor.

Teutonia.Southampton.New Y’ork. June IS
Anglo Saxon.Liverpool.Quebec.June 19

Sun rises, morn.4 20 I
San set*, eve.7 46 |

a

PROVIDENCE. Ar 27th, schs Forest, Conerr,
Rockland; Ida May, Arey, Pawtucket for Bangor.'
bailed 27th, schs Yankee, Lowell, Bangor; Eliza
Hand, Tarr, Gardiner.
NEWPORT. Ar 26th, brig Harp. Smith, Providence for Bangor; schs Pierce*, Tapley, Somerset for
Bangor; Native. DeHart. Rondout for Fall River.
F'ALL RIVER. Ar 27th, sch Avon, Park, Bangor.
SOMERSET. Sailed 20th, sch Pierce, Tapley,Ban-

TO ARRIVB.

com-

Recruits rejected.—A squad of recruits

26th, sch Telegraph, Williams, Phil-

Passed eastward,
mainmast gone.

Londonderry.

plain. We do not learn that Gen. Banks feels
humiliated.

o

Ar

adelphia.

SAILING OP OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
Mail* are forwarded by every steamer in the regular lines. The steamers for or from Liverpool call at
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call at

CITY

schs

Lutings, Serges,

In Augusta 24th inst. Henry I) Iiuck, formerly of
New Hampshire, aged 72 years.
In Bangor 27th inst. Mary Jane Martin, aged 19
years and 10 inos.
In Alton 24tli inst, Mr* Susan, wife of A S Manuel).
Esq, aged 44 years 5 mos 24 day*.
In Sabattisville 21st inst, Mr* Angie J, wilb of Dr
Milan Grave*, aged 25 years 7 mos.

AMUSEMENTS.

Antwerp.

—

DIED.

“gallant^nung

Juiip 5. lat 41 20, Ion 49 30, bark E H
Yarrlnaton,
from Ho-ton lor
Jure 16, no lat. »c. »ch A.l.lla Ki
lley.lo
day, from
New lnrk for Sombrero.
June 18, lat It 48. Ion 80,
ship
Trimountain,
Field,
from Bangor tor Cardiff.
June 25, 40 mile* S of Moutauk,
from
brig
Empire,
Cuba lor burton.

were re___

|

war.

buildings

EyDiptheria, it i»«atd, is yet prevailing to
alarming extent in Franklin County.—
Among the recent deaths in Farmington, is
Lieut. E. G. Craig, aged $4 years.
^y*Thc camp of tlie |6Ui Maine Regiment
at Augusta, is to be ealind
Camp Jameson, in

1

it

other

was

an

reataPT,

ami

The main house

of which Dr. Seavey of
$1000, is to be called
“Seavey's Anatomical Museum,” in compli-

!

charm of an old

destroyed by
difficulty. Several
more or less injured.
Are.

Smith. The quarrel arose about some fish nets
on the shore of tlie island.
Young was shot
in the shoulder and in the thigh, and
badly
wounded. Two shots were made by Smith.
It is uncertain whether Y'oung will recover.
Smith has given himseMffii, and is now in the
custody of the jailor. fBllswortli American.

j

organizations the

of

Shooting Affrays—Last week, at Iron
Bound Island, off Gouldaboro’, an affray took
place lietween Warren Young and his sons on
the one side, and Galen H. Smith on the other
side, in which the elder Y'oung was shot by

.j

their

Wednesday

son’^

permitted to

people will do well to heed. It shows the
bers of the present Congress—and upon wliicli
danger of precipitating men upon strongly enHeadquartersl
trenched lines of defence. In the first place
it has been proposed to re-erect and re-estabour officers and moil, though brave enough for
lish a National Democratic party, we have no
Hon. L Washburn, Jr.:
,
the deadly work, have not the experience
more respect than we have for the teachings |
My Dear Sir:—We like Dr. Blunt much.
necessary to conduct it successfully and with
of Jo. Smith, the insane follies of the FiveHe appears to be a whole man and a good
the least necessary loss of life, in the next
Lover. or the idiosyncroeies of Abby Folsom.
place, with the most experienced and veteran physician. It is a pleasure to have such a man
it inevitibly involve a terrible loss of life,
Our present purpose Is to appeal to the can- j troops,
with us. My sick list is diminishing and our
which only the most imperious necessity of
did spirit of old political associates, and ask
numbers increasing. The sick are returning
haste or importance in carry ing the works, can
them to consider for one momeut if. under the ! justify a commander in
from the Hospital. I have two hundred and
sacrificing.”
Unquestionably, where no ini|>criniis ne- fifty "absent and sick” who ought to be back
pleasing and specious name of Democracy, j
requires the immediate capture of bat- here very soon. In all, I have 327 absent anil
they are not liable to deception, and are not cessity
teries by assault, they should first be pounded
a
mere
mere
really worshipping
phantom—the
by artillery sufficiently to weaken or demolish sick privates, and eight commissioned officers
“ghost of Democracy,” to use the precise term them, before bringing unprotected flesh and While we were on the march every day, ali
receutly applied by one of those to whom we blood under a murderous lire from strongly who were taken down so they could not keep
covered works.”
would appeal—while the essential essence, soul
up with the regiment. 1 had sent off to hospi“it took our impulsive and sanguine people
and spirit ofDemocracy, aud all there is of it ; some years to learn that
railroads, factories and tals. They could not follow the regiment, and
other public works need to be constructed
worth remembering or preserving, have deto leave them behind would have Iwen death
with some regard to economy in the expendito them, probably.
Most of that large numparted from their organization, and are really ture of
money, and it will profaally take them !
identified with and represented by an organizaquite as long to learn that war which, in its ber. I doubt not, had we tx?on ia camp, would
tion which they are opposing? What was
have recovered by this time. Every day now,
best estate, is all exposure, privation, danger,
the Democracy of Jefferson, and wherein consuffering ami death, needs to be carried on they are coining iu, having been discharged
with as economical an expenditure of life us
from the hospitals. A large num!x*r have been
sisted its (lower to touch and move the popucircumstances will allow.”
lar heart ? It was, briefly summed up, the docrent home to Maine.
Now that passes can be
Such a continued series of v'etories has
trine of equal rights—that all men, by virtue
given them to'return I lio|x> soon to see them
crowned the efforts of the Federal armies from
of their common creation, arc equal. Such a
coming in large squads. * * * •
the taking of forts Henry and Donelson un' l
If I had a thousand men—Maine men—such
doctrine laid the axe at the very tap-root of
the battle of Fair Oaks, that we have learned
men as I now have, God
all those old governmental policies which
helping us, we would
to look for no reverses, and this fact is
perhaps make a name for our goixl old State.
spring from a recognition of the “divine right a sufficient
My litexplanation of the dispiriting ef- tle battallion stood the Are
of kings,” and awakened the opposition of all
of the enemy for
fect of reverses which reasonable men should
who doubted the ability of the people to govhours, until more than half their number had
calculate upon and be prepared to meet. We
ern themselves, or who believed iu a framefallen, and would have stood longer had I said
need, perhaps, an occasional reverse to disciwork ol government made of hardened alrei,
so.
It Is a wonder to mi1—their
coolpline our military leaders, and check the ten- ness after the tlrst “scare” was off.perfect
that would break before it would bend a hair's
They
put
dency to do acts of undue presumption and themselves into
breadth to meet the Increasing wants of man,
my hands and otx yed my orrashness. If the reverst at James Island shall
developed by the advance of the age In light have this
effect, it will, like the terrible expeand knowledge.
hottest fire, while their comrades were dropriences at Bull Bun, Ball's Bluff and Front
The secret of the success of the Jeffersonian
ping all around them—as they did on parade.
to
be
a
profitaIndeed many did better, for they gave better
doctrine, is found in its adaptability to the com- Boyal, though expensive, prove
ble lesson.
mon wants of the common
attention. Such men ran't be beaten. Even
people. It embraced
The New York Post has the following acthe masses, and to it the same masses cheerthe wounded would not retire so long as they
count of this disastrous affair, the facts derivcould fight One boy—his name I think was
fully gave their hearts and their hearts’ best
ed, we take It. from the disabled soldier* who
offerings.
Prescott, from Exeter, held up his bloody
have been returned to that city:—
But how is it to-day? Take that
hand—blood was all over him and his gun, his
policy
“The battle of the 16th inst.. began at four
claimed to be democratic by those who
worship o'clock in the morning. The design of the of- face was all presperation and blood—and lookabe name of Democracy and are
striving to ficers was to approach the rebel works near ing up Ifltn my face, said: “Colonel, do you
rekindle fires upon its altars; do the
people Secessionvffle before daylight; but the delays think I had better leave.” His middle finger
incidental to an advance over ground where
had been cut away close to his hand and he
respond to it? Where? In what State? At not
perfectly understood, prevented the execu- had
wbat election ? Is it not notoriously true that
kept up his tin' until forced, not by |>ain,
tion of the programme.
the people refuse both their votes and their
but by the inconvenience of the thing, to deGeneral Benham assumed command, nnd
sympathy for nominations coupled with mod- our men, with the llighlauders and Eighth sist. I sent him to the rear. There was no
Michigan regiment in the advance, marched difference, all—young and old, officers and
ern expositions of
Democracy ? Our experi- gallantly on the enemy’s wurks. This
charge
ence and our observation both assure us that
to make the fight to the death.
was so
rapid that the rebels were unable to privates,ready
such is the fact. The reason for this fact is
their
full
Into
use
Yes, it is a iconrter to me—their good conduct.
until
the
Federal
bring
guns
force was very near. They poured iti a deThe 11th l<oysare buried nearer Richmond than
apparent. Democracy, as at present defined—
structive fire, including musketry, and remainof course we refer to the definitions
given ed inside their entrenchments. Thor* was lint any soldiers of the Union army. That is tme
through its organs and organizations—is not little pause. The regiments we have named of Lieut West’s grave, and he fell several rods
rushed up to the trenches and into and through
what it was in Jefferson's time. It has ceased
in rear of where some others fell. Willis
them and directly to the breastworks, where a
to make equal rights its chief comer Btone,
Haddocks, corporal in color guard, fell at
terrible struggle took place, in which the eneand has come to be the champion and defendthe very front atud his grave marks the extreme
were
driven
from
their
my
guns. A large
numlier of our troops scaled tile
er, or at least, the apologist and conservator of
point where the Union men fought. * • •
parapets, the
rebels
one of the worst forms of
retreating.
I am, very truly,
despotism that ever
There are
statements regarding
l'our ob’t servant,
disgraced a civilized nation. Look at the the battle atconflicting
this point. The officers of the
so-called democratic platforms and resolutions
H. M. Plaisted.
storming party declare they were not supportof the day—the programme of Messrs. Valaned—that Gen. Stevens failed to bring up his
(Correspondence of the Portland Tress ]
digham, Richardson & Co., to which allusion forces in time; and a halt, it appears, was ordered. It is believed by the troops who conLetter from the Maine Seventh.
has already been made. What is the central
stituted the advance, that they could have
Head Qtarters 7th Me. Vols., 1
idea, the inspiring spirit, the real soul, the escleared the defence* if they had followed
up
Camp Lincoln, June 21, 18(12. )
sential essence of them all ? Is it that human
the advantage while the rebels Were
disorganThe situation of our camp at this time is
ized ahd expected to be pursued. The
freedom must be defended; that civil and rehalt,
however, enabled the enemy to collect their across the Chickahomlny, one mile from the
ligious liberty must be sacredly guarded; that force*.
railroad station. Smith's division holds an adthe avenues through which oppression travels
They soon recommenced the fight, and a vanced
jKisition (1 miles from Richmond. Dashould be carefully dosed up; that
liaud-to-liand conllict ensued, in
Right is sanguinary
vidson’s brigade is in front, as usual, and alwhich
the
rebel
force
vastly superior
brought
superior to Might; that fidelity to its moral
against the small number—variously stated at
though there are many labors to perform, the
convictions is the safest policy ior a nation ns
one and three hundred men—who had actualmen seem contented and happy,
lodged 1
well as for an individual: that truth, iustice
ly scaled the parapets, enabled the reliels to think
they would he dissatisfied if ctmipclled
force them liack into the treuches. Here a
aim nguieousuess arc as
from
nainseparable
to go to the war to lie held in
terrible and destructive tight took place. The
they
tional as from personal prosperity ? Are these
renew obtained position* whence
could
having had the advance since leaving Portress
they
tiie cardinal, unbending, immovable landmarks
on
fire
pour
enfilading
upon our tnups, and
Monroe.
of Democracy, in the present form of its develfour litinilretl vicn of the Federal force were
We have lately had an accession to our brieither
killed
or
wounded
More
&
retreat
could
o;>emeut ? Do these enter into the" constellaNew York 2d, whieli have had a
he successfully accomplished.
gade—the
tion by whose light its course is
shaped amid
The utmost bravery and heroism were disgood opportunity to improve in drill and discithe clouds and darkness of the present hour?
played by our men throughout the disastrous pline, having seen no active service since the
We ask honest Democrats, whose hearts have
struggle. They retreated in order, taking with battle of
Big Betliel.
them
their wounded, w ith a few exceptions.
not become fossilized by
party drill—especially I The reltels did not IbUow.
June 22.—Quite an engagement took place
young men, who wish to start in a sale direcKeitel troops are constantly arriving, and
yesterday on that part of our lines where
tion and from a defensible tjaml-poiut. to think
their preparations for the defence of CharlesSedgwick’s division is stationed. The rebels
1 ton, which would he
to
of these things, and as the church lias
bombardment
ex]Kt»ed
it,“mark, il tile rebels were driven
advuuced in force at about half-past five in the
oil'
James
are
Island,
learn, and inwardly digest them.”
afternoon, and attempted to break through our
u|kiu a very extensive scale. There is, howWe ask them, spurning all
leadership, and ever, some difficulty itt obtainiug troops, from lines. Sedgwick permitted them to advance
using the intelligence with which they have from the fact tint the reltel cause is nowhere until they came in good range of several lotconsidered safe enough to admit of detaching
been favored, to look facts in the face, and see
teries that lie had concealed in the wood.when
any part of their forces, and the authorities in
how tiie Democracy of
to-day, as it is propos- Richmond are calling in all available troops for he opened upon them with grape and canister,
ed to reconstruct and defend it, is a mere bob
tlie defence of the capital."
which caused them to skedaddle toward Richfor the slavery kite. Look at its
The following, gleaned from the Hilton Head
mond in a hurry. Nearly one hundred were
resolutions,
and wherein they differ from the resolutions
cttreespondence of the New York Commercial captured, and as many killed and wounded.—
of the Republican organizations, it will lie
Our loss was very light.
; Advertiser, give one some idea of the awful
found that they differ mainly on the side, in tie
horrors of w ar, ami show w lmt fearful responThis is the second time since the battle of
direction, and jn favor of, slavery.
Slavery sibility rests upon the authors of this wicked Fair Oaks that they have tried to take our men
must not be
disturbed”—'“Slavery must be let j and causeless rebellion:
by surprise, and have lieen handsomely realone
"Last night tint lien Deford brought down
Slavery must not be abolished"—
pulsed each time with severe loss. They enthe w ounded from Janus* Islam), and oh, what
these are their sum and sulislance to a lamendeavored hist night to rescue their wounded,
a sight it was!
Four hundred brave men
table extent. Sup|iort the
hut they received no quarters. The sound of
government, they
strew n about, tilling deck, cabin, hold, and evaay, but don't touch slavery; put down the reery part of the ship, some miuus an arm, otlimusketry could he heard at intervals all night,
bellion, but don’t touch slavery: restore tiie eis a leg, ami others with fearful ghastly hut, with the
exception of those particularly
wottmls
of
every description. Though everytTnlon, but don't jostle slavery; and so the
our men slept undisturbed.
Our arengaged,
was
dour
for
their
atid
possible
comfort,
don't-Uiucb-slavery is tacked on as a condi- thing
my seems to have implicit confidence in its
every menu* tried for ventilation, the sinell was
tion precedent of almost
horrid, ami nothing hut a personal Interest ami
every proposition
commander, and feel safe at all times to await
a h«>|s' to relieve some
made by the class of democratic leaders to
poor fellow's distress
his orders. The frequent murmurs of last wincould
whom we refer, and who are to be tiie men of
keep you a moment on board the vessel. ter of “too
slow,” are now hushed, and the
Four men lying next to each other had each
the party and R» rotitroliug men, if the
party
lost an arm—two the right, and two the left
praise of lien. McClellan Is ou every tongue.
is galvanized into life. Tiie very
1 have written of matters in general; with
necessity lor 1 They were earnestly reciting their several exits reconstruction is averred to be. in almost so
perience* on the field, ami only regretting they
reference to our regiiiieut in partieular but
could not catch some of tire traitors.
many words, to save the I’nion without hurtfew changes have takeu place of late. The
Capt. Hitchcock, of the 7th Connecticut, is
ing slarrrgThis tendency and pur|tose are one of the victims. Hi* leg was shattered at general health of the regiment at this time is
shown in tne very slang phrases which they
lire hip, aud w hen told that it was useless to
good. But three officers are now absent sick,
apply to Republicans and Republicanism; amputate it, that lie could not survive the op- vlx: I'apt. Oilman and Lieut. Hall, Co. G., aud
“
he answered, "1 have a wife and five
eration,
Repubiicaeisin is abolitionism r say they;
children; 1 cannot die and leave them desti- Lieut. Fogg, Co. K.
Republicans are abolitionists,- and with the tute. My constitution is strong, aud you must
Lieut. George McGinley, who was recently
stale, senseless and meaningless charge of
try it.” lie never rallied from the operation.
from 1st Sergeant of Co. G., now has
promoted
The 8til Michigan ap|>ear to have been the
Abolitionism they hope to keep men from liscommand of the company. Col. Mason has
losers. This Is the third fight w here
greatest
to
the voice of their ow n consciences,
tenliig
they have sufiered severely—once at Fort Roy- recently written a letter highly complimenting
and from being true to the voice of God
speak- al terry, again at Wilmington Island, and now Lieut. McGinley for the soldierly qualities lie
on James Island.
lng within them.
They sufiered much from displayed since having charge of the company.
sickness when
first arrived here, and from
Wc have said enough to indicate not
only one thousand they
He also spoke in high terms of the soldierly
men they are now reduced to
why Jefferson's democracy was popular, ami less than four hundred.
bearing of the whole company. More anon.
carried the popular heart with it, but also
From what I ran learn, the officers, other
why
Aboostook.
Democrrry. as at present represented, falls than Gen Uenliarn, who was in command, had
no thought of the movement until Sunday
dead upon the public heart, and fails to awak33f“The Republicans of York County hold
night, when they were called to a council of their
eu a response from the people.
Take from
couuty convention on the approaching
The other
all

fire on

hotel in Or-

Libby's at *2000—insured for *1000; Mr. Bowker’s at *000—insured tor *800; Mr.
Thomp*500—insured for *1000; Mrs. Graves’
at *Jw0—insured for *2X.

teresting.

our

by

a

The Brunswick Fire.—The Bath Times
gives the following list of losses by the fire in
Brunswick on Friday last: Mr. McKeen's loss
is estimated at *1200—insured for
*800; Mr.

Maine.

a

stable connected with

saved with

of the Eleventh

events

tic:

were

men

object, and to learn what
might hinge on that quiet and unostentatious journey. At Jersey f’ity, on his
great

evening last.

Fire in Eli-rwoth.—We learn from the
American that on Tuesday morning of last
week, the ell, woodshed and stable attached to
the house of Charles L. DeLaite, of that town,

mot e.

extracts from

Journal says that the

dnd out his

toe to

guished traveller gratified them with the following, winch is both capital and characteris-

ono, w as destroyed
last week.

trell, Guild, Morrow, Horton, Hitchcock, many
other gallant and noble men we shall see no

We have been

a

The President's Speech.—It is known
that President Lincoln’s brief visit to and consultation with (icn. Scott, set curiosity on tip-

grocery store of Mr. J. Tebbets.on Lisbon
in that town, was destroyed by fire

tj”A

“Our best and truest men now sleep the sleep
that knows no waking. Their dead bodies lay
on the enemy's parapet.
Church. Pratt, Cot-

ing

ields

St.,
Thursday

concluding as follows:

Plalsted,

w

£y“The Lewiston

Division,

Honor, therefore, all honor to you,

or-

facile jam. On the last page
a good
story of the sea, and an important article on the revival of Southern trade.

than at any time before.
The future is of course in the dark, but all
confidence is felt in the discretion of Gen.
Hunter. The key of Charleston is in our
hands, and it can be successfully used with
such officers as Gens. Wright, Stevens and
Williams. We can afford to wait our time.
Even if our forces are now withdrawn for sanitary reasons, what we have gained can be held
by a gunboat or two, and when the time comes
the slaughter of June lti will be remembered.'’
Alter the battle of James Island, General
Stevens issued

On the first page will be found two

iginal communications. Tlie letter from Skowhegan will be found exceedingly interesting.

slaughtered

one

of the Traveller are

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

worse

letter from Col.

somewhat

(leer is

and contended for in the recent address of C.
L. Yallandigham and others—thirteen mem-

we

evidence

we

■

ordered, during which

ble In the matter.

confidence, in tliis regard, may beimpaired. As the Boston
Traveller well remarks, when the evidence Is
all in, and an official investigation is made,
come

Democra-

was

of
the Second Division. You have shown what
will
do
when
shall
have
the
you
you
proper
opportunity. You did not seize the fort, because it was
and
known
now
simply impossible,
to lx* impossible bvttae reconnoissance referred
to in the orders of thanks of the Commanding
General.”

that their

cy is understood we plead second to no one in
the justice of our claims to be recognized as a

that

of demo-

dampen those of the relsds. Our troops have
prided themselves upon their superiority
in a close, hand-to-hand conflict, and we fear

most

Democrat.

subject

The Battle at James Island,
The unfortunate affhir at James Island, near
Charleston, on the lflth of June, is not calculated to raise the spirits of our peopl?, or to

the

profound respect,

instincts; that he has not forgotten
brotherhood; that he is a man, with a man's

true to his

—■

needless risk of life, and almost sure to end in
disaster. I am also informed that lien. Hunter had given ]>ositive orders, loth verbal and
w ritten, that
no advance should be made except by his order; yet in the face of all this the
attempt to storm the works was ordered. I
hear that on the secoud attack thy batteries
had ceased tiring for some minutes, that Gen.
Williams had flanked them on their right, and
that in a few minutes more the works would
have been In our possession, when a retreat

T«f Fellewlai Prenlasc are •Mr red S
For best six varieties ( berries... 9900
For best three varieties Cherries.
800
For best single variety Cherries. 1 on
For best six varieties {strawberries,
4 00
For best four varieties Strawberries.
8 00
For best single variety Strawberrira.. 3 00
For best twelve stalks of Rhubarb. 1 00
For best single spcciroeu Plant in Flower,. 1 00
For best New specimen worthy of note,
1 00
For beat display of Cat Flower*. 5 On
For 2d best display of Cat Flower*.. 8 0»»
For best display of Hums.
6 00
For best twelve named varietie* Rose#.. 300
For best six nam-id v arietie* Rose*.
3 0O
For best collection Verbena*. 3 00
For 2d beat coOnUm Verbenas. 1 01*
For best six named varieties Fuschias.
3 00
For best three named varieties Fuse bias.. 300
For best "ill*!*-var»« tv Fuschias.
1 '»*
For best Parlor lUniuct,
4 00
For 3d b**t Parlor Boquet,. 3 00

(Wo B Merrill. Esq
Minimi of the Dot, rew•isting of n Military Fscort. the Portland Fire Department. and Fire Department* of other cities. Sows
of Tempenwee. Mechanics' Aeeoeialion, sod Trackmen. and Other Associaiiona will escort the City l.orernment and Incited sweats through the prineitwl
•treets. to the Pity Flail, where the Deelaratioa of ladependeoce will be read by Nathaa Webb, Esq aad
an address dciirered by His Excellence.

ISRAEL. WASHBl’RN, Jp„
Governor of the State.

...

..

For
For
For
For
For
For
For

best Hand Roquet..
2d best Hand Ilnquet.
best Basket or Btiunet Wild Flower*.
2d tout Basket or Roquet Wild Flowers,.
best Floral iiesigu...
3d best Floral Uesign...
best display of l“ausk*s, not less than six
varieties,.
For best display t arnation links.
For best display Pickota links.

rtO
00
00
00
3 00
1 00
3
1
3
1

8 00
1 00
1 00

Amateur Hardener* are respeetAdly requested to
coutnbute specimens to the Exhibition.
The Secretary will be in attendance at the Hall on
Tuesday forenoon from 8 o'clock till 13. to make eutries.
Per order Executive Committee.
8. H. BECK Err, .Secretary.
June 27. 1803.
td

FOURTH OF

JULY,

1809.

FIREWORKS,
Rockets,
Roman Candles,

Benitolas,
Pin-Wheels,
Serpents, Ac„ Ac.
——

ALSO

FIRECRACKERS,
-

And

rvurythln,;

TeMhuh Vhraatt.
TV children of the Public and Awnday Schools will
be stationed u|n*n State Street, and will ««ng pntm>tio
ai>d national anthem*. while the Procvwiion m hahii 4. Th#- Tableaux and Musk will be under the direction of Mr. Tbnrtton.

REOATTA.
A Grand hegatta for Wherries, Barges, aad ——T
Buata, will take plaor oa Back (ova, alt o'clock
FIRST RACE.

Opea to all. In Wherries aad Fanes Boats of eeery
one man, with oaa pair af
sculla.
la* Prlae..313 OO
3d Prlae..
IO OO
3d Prlae,.
3 OO
SETOND RACE
Open only to the four organised Boat Claha of this
City, via: North Star, Toung Mechanic, Alpha, aad

description, palled ky

Atlanta.

Prlaa..*TO

OO

script ioa.
1st Prlae,.3100

OO

lai

3d Prlaw,. 30 OO
THIRD RACE
Open to til Barges aad Race Boats of every da3d Prlae,.
33 OO
DISTANCE FOB EACH RACE TWO MILES.

All the Oarsmen of the Provinces and States are
Invited to compete for the championship of Casco

Bay.

IXHIIITIOF

Steam

o]»u in thU Hue.

.A-t the Lowest Erices,

EYENIXG.
Three Bands will be stationed at different
the Lily, and will discourse sweet Musk.

MECHANICS’ HALL,

CONGRESS ST.,

Corner of Cmoo Street,

SMITH A BOYD.
dJw

points la

A CORDIAL INVITATION.
Is extended to all Military, Fire and other Associations and Societies in the State, to loin with us iu the
Celebration of our National Birthdav.
l*er Order Committee of Arrangements.
Portland, June 23. I*ti2
dm wed

AMD-

AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

or

Fnjrines.

There will be an exhibition of Steam Fire Engine*,
under the supervision of the t hief Engineer of the
Portland Fire Department, H. C. Barnes, Esq.

—

TORPEDOES,

Fire

PLEASURE

PARTIEsT

visiting the Island,, ,applied
with M.irw at the shortest notice.

IVXCI’RSIONISTS
Orders solicited.
180

Fare Street

arar

fssl mi Eichsage.

CALDEBWOOD k BECKETT.
dtf
TortUnd, June 9.

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

Municipal Court.

TELEGRAPHIC

Jr»B 28,1862.
We have to note this morning another

Fihe on

Munjoy.—Yesterday morning at
1 1-4 o’clock, a Are was discovered in a wooden building on the comer of Lafayette and
Congress Street*, owned by S. L. Carleton,
Esq., and occupied as a dwelling house and
Bakery, by Messrs. Bryant A Bowie. The fire
was discovered by Mrs. Bryant in the rear of
the building, and instant alarm was given.
By the prompt exertions of neighbors, most of
Bryant’s property was saved from conflagration ; but

we

regret

that little else was

to state

saved, the balance of goods falling a prey to
the devouring element. Upon some parties
the loss will fall quite heavily. The building
was mostly covered
by insurance.
An Accident.—On Friday evening last, a
gentleman riding near the foot of Wilmot
street, was thrown from his horse, receiving a
very serious fall. We are pleased to state that
although in a very contused condition, nothing
of an alarming nature may be apprehended.
Would equestrians but watch the ears of a
balky or vicious horse, much trouble could be
anticipated and avoided.
Don’t Stop

yoi b

Ixgh.—Several times

Teams at the Cbosk-

lately

we

have observed

instances of this kind, where parties luUting
for the moment, have obstructed the cross-

walks, and that too in our great thoroughfare*.
Ladies have not unfrequently lteen obliged to
turn aside into the mud.toavoid such nuisance*.
We know of

a

case

where

a

lady finding

her

progress impeded in this manner by the fourhone team of a country wagoner, endeavored
to pass to the rear of the vehicle, and while so

doing, the driver in starting his horses caused
them to back, bringing a wheel into close proximity to her person, and passing by her with a
rate and force of a 68 lb. shot in its flight. We
recollect having seen somewhere a notice
posted up in a room at a public house, to this
effect—“No gentleman will smoke in this
roomand we also feel assured, that “no gentleman will stop his team over the pnblic

crossings.”
Glccine—A cement for glass, earthem,
china or
nomical

wood—just the article for every ecohousekeeper always to have at hand.

Invest twenty-live cents, and receive a dividend in dollars saved. Bailey A Noyes have

bottle, which, if we can find no other
use for, we shall send to Bro. Pike of the
Age,
with which to mend the wooden “ghost” of
sent us a

democracy, which he seems so anxious to preserve.
It is likely to get badly fractured.
B3T" Bailey A Noyes, and H. L. Davis, Exchange street, have received a full supply of
Harper’s Monthly for July. It is a capital
number. Messrs. A. Williams A Co., Boston,
are the General Agents for New
England, for
this and other of Harper’s publications.
An Honest Boy.—An honest boy Is generally sure to make an honest man. On Saturaay evening, as we were quietly standing on
the corner of Exchange and Middle
streets,
our

of

attention was attracted by the voice of one
those juvenile specimens of

humanity

y-clept “news-boys,” and who with his generlittle soul shining through his eyes, was
calling to a gentleman who had but just purchased a paper of him—“Look here, sir, I
didn’t give you the right change. You want
five cents moreand handing out the required
ous

about to clear off, when he was
questioned by the gentleman: “Why

amount,
thus

was

didn’t you keep the money, my lad, I shouldn't
have missed it?” “I don’t do
things in that

style,”

answered

the

youth,—“that kind of
money wouldn't do me any good,’V—and the
next moment away he sped,
crying out, “Only
one more left—have a paper, sir?” Good
boy,
—may you live and shine, unmoved and unprompted by that sordid avarice, which too
frequently governs those making higher pretensions than yourself. That boy will make
his mark in the world,—depend upon it.
Y. A C. Railroad.—In a communication
from Gorham, which appeared in our columns
yesterday, there was an implied censure of the
management of the York A Cumberland Rail-

road, because,

like other roads, it did not run
its trains at half fares on the day of the late

Masonic celebration.

We are informed—indeed, we have reason to know—that this road,
as between the public interest and another interest which its temporary managers have no

right to ignore or disregard, did the very best
thing it could under the circumstances. The
facts, briefly stated, are these: the road is insolvent, and is now in the hands of the legal
tribunals, being run by Receivers or a Receiver
appointed by the court. Its rolling stock is
limited, and in ail cases of ordinary excursions,
by the courtesy of other connecting roads, cars
be borrowed for its accommodation. On
the day referred to it was found
impossible to
borrow cars, as the other roads had use for all
they could command. The Y. A C. was obliged to be content with its own limited supply, and in fidelity and good faith towards the
creditors the managers did not feel at liberty
to reduce the receipts one half;
merely to do

can

other roads did, when by so doing not an
additional passenger could be accommodated.
These we presume to be the precise facts.
as

Stranger as we are in the place, it is not our
intention to be unjust either to corporations or
individuals.

of a— ult and

battery. Notwithstanding the
examples made lately of that class of offenders, it seems that there are still those foolhardy enough to brave the law, and set at de-

George

E. Coburn

was

Honor Judge Lane, on a charge of assault and
battery, committed upon the person of an

“aged

yet

to learn that
surrounding towns were aware of
his presence among them. It
may be, that as
whale oil “is Hz,” a point of
economy up there,
to light but one town of a State
per diem.—
Anyhow, the light obtained was of the first
brilliance, and the “solar” appeared to be a

leetle

too

near

for comfort.

Nothing of consequence to newspaper editors appeared to
transpire, and the only thing worth relating

the appearance on Middle street of a little
boy, who, having “tripped up,” or down, rathwas

er, on to the curb stone, passed on his way
home with his mother, liathed in gore from his

nasal organ, presenting much the same appearance as it is premised “Secesh” hombreti will
have to make, as alter having been bathed in
their own blood, they will be led home by their
fond parent, Samuel.
Atlantic Monthly.—This deservedly popular magazine—the “Blackwood” of America
—for

July

has

come

to hand.

This number

volume—the tenth—and
presents an attractive table of contents. The
list of contributors embraces the best
literary
and scientific taleut in the Union.
Ticknor A
Fields, Publishers, Boston.

commences

a

new

Attention is called

gulations

to

the rules and re-

for the Regatta, on the
will be found in this paper.

4th, which

l

youth, who, behold-

son

was

No casualties
seventh Maine regimeuts.

Rumor of the

der put in force.
fore the right honorable eyes of Russell and
Palmerston, and yet they dare to pluck the
mote out of their neighbor’s
eye while the
beam blinds their own vision. This is what
their

Metropolitan Police- uct

says:

“Every person shall be liable to a penalty not more
forty shillings, who, within the liinits of tlio
Metropolitan Police District, shall, iu any thoroughfare or Public Place, commit anv of the
following offences: Every person who shall'use
any thrcateiilug.
abusive or instilling behavior, with intent to
prorole
a breach nf the peace, or
whereby a breach of the
be
than

peace may
or

occasional;

every

common

night walker, loitering or being iu
or public place, for the
purpose

prostitute

any thoroughof prostitution

of

JACKSON, PRICE AND BEAUREGARD
AT RICHMOND !

They

are

to

he Assigned Impor-

tant Commands !

j

solicitation,

No Foreign Intervention !

Reported Capture of Riohmond.
New

|

York, Sunday Night.

Rumors are current here that there has been
four days fighting at Richmond. That J ickson
reinforced Jhunson arid fell on and turned our
right wing, but that Gen. McClellan, by a masterly manoeuvre, threw a portion of the left to
its support and defeated the enemy. This led to
a general fight in which the
artillery was prominent and the rebels were defeated and driven and
our troops followed up their
advantage and took

Richmond.

These are rumors, but the fact that Mr. Fulton, editor of the Baltimore American, states
in the only dispatch he is allowed to tclgraph
by the Secretary of War and Military Censor,
that the greatest military victory of the age has
] been
achieved, gives a color of truth to such rumors

tlie
annoyance of the inhabitants or
passengers;to and It shall be lawful for anv constable
tlie Metropolitan Police force to take inbelonging
to custody, without warrant, anv
jierson who shall
commit any such ofll-nce within the view of anv such
to

thirty

Two soldiers convicted of theft had
been
drummed out of the 31st Massachusetts regi-

Refuse to take the Oath.

ment.

Special dispatch to the New York Herald.
Col. Kimball, with four
companies of the
Nashville, June 28.
12th Maine regiment, had broken
a
rebel
up
At the second special conference ot clergymen
camp at Manchac. There had been for some
before Governor Johnson, all declined to take
weeks 1800 men there, with a number of
heavy the oath of allegience. Most of them were sent
guns. They skedaddled on the approaeli of
to the penitentiary prior to their removal to
our forces,
leaving their camp equipage, regi- Gen. Ilalleck for the purpose
of being exchanged
mental colors and some of their
garments.
for Tenn. prisoners. Many Nashville churches will
Gen. Butler has issued a modified form
be without pastors to-morrow. Amoug those
of
the oath for foreign residents,
by which per- sent to durance were Rev. Drs. Baldwin. Schune
sons taking it only swear to
and
Sawvie. Methodists, and Ford and Howell,
support ann defend the Constitution of the United .States
Baptists. Rev. Dr. Wharton was allowed some
Advices from New Orleans slate that so 1 days grace on account of illness. The Rev. Mr.
Elliott did not
great is the crowd of reliel soldiers pressing
appeer. The Rev. Mr. Hendricks
forward to take the oatli of
is expected to take the oath. The Catholic deallegiance, that vines
Gen. Shcpley has been
being loyal were not disturbed.
obliged to extend the
time of registry.
New York Items.
Fremont, Missouri, Ac.
New Yore. June 28.
It is reported says the Post that Gen. McCook
Boston, June 28.
A special to the Journal from
is on bis way cast with his entire division from
Washington j Gen. Halleck's
says Gen. Pope will have a well officered and
army.
The steamer Jersey Blue, from Newbem, arefficient command for his operations in Vir- 1
rived
a few
with
to-day
furloughed soldiers.—
ginia.
She brings no news.
Fremont has lost reputation by his coarse
Special tu Tribune from Martinsburg, 28th,
Even his best friends hi-me him for
retiring says all quiet at Middletown and along our lines
from the post of duty on a
question of mere
in the valley. Scouts report no enemy in sight.
etiquette.

Gen. Benhain's management of affairs
on
James Island Is severely criticised.
Hon. Joshua K. Guiding* cannot now
be
spared from Montreal to till the mission to
Hayti, which his friends have hoped that he
would be transferred to.
The extreme confiscation measures will
probably he defeated in the Senate to-day.
From James Island.
The Richmond Enquirer of J une 26th has

Charleston,

New

York,

June 2s.
estimated our loss

The Times’ correspondent
in the tight on the 25th before Richmond at
from flOO to 7lK).
The Herald’s letter says:
“Wednesday,June
25, was signalled by another glorious struggle
bi-tween the rebels and Union
troops.in which
the latter were twice victorious. About tMXJO
of our men on that day encountered two divisions of the rebel army, and drove them back
a mile.
My a remarkable blunder we relinquished all
the ground we had
gained as soon as we obtained possession of it, and then, when the error was Billed and
understood, our gallant
lads weni at it again and corrected the mistake. Upon our retirement the
enemy lmd
once more swept over the
field, and a second
time we drove him back step by
step over all
the ground orignally won, and maintained our
there
at
position
night.
Hut little artillery was employed, and the

casualties, therefore, are not so "numerous as
might be supposed from the kuration of the
fight. As tin- artillery used was mostly ours,
the enemy's loss is doubtless
considerably
heavier than our own. Cur loss will
perhaps

reach 80 killed and less than 200 wounded.
Two hrigadi-s of Gen. Hooker’s
division,
Grover's and Siekles’, did nearly all tile
work,
some
other
though
brigades were slightly enIn-fore
tile
was
over.
gaged
day
The Tribune Washington dispatch says that
the Surgeon General has ordered that the Patent Office be no longer used for
hospital purposes.
Au order has been issued by the
Adjutant

General henceforth prohibiting furloughs to
soldiers, under any condition.
We understandthat a resolution
looking to
the expulsion of Mr. Simmons of Rhode Islaud, from Ids seat in the Seuate, on account of
his connection with the Sehubart
contract,will

be introduced, probably to-morrow.
The Times says that Gen. Jameson of
Me.,
just nominoted for Governor by the war democrats of Maine, is still in this
city, and very
ill. His disease has assumed w ithin a day or
two a more serious type, and fears have been
entertained of his recovery. It is thought,
however, this dvening that he is slightly I letter, and may be able to assume command in
the field.
soon

Personal.

Miodletowr, Va., June 28.
left this morning, having by

Gen. Fremont
general order turned his command over to Gen.
Schcnck, next in rank.
Various Matters.

St. Lons, June 29.
Gunboats Essex has been constructed, and
leaves for the South next week.

Washington Items.

June 25.

Operations before Richmond, Ac.

GOOD NEWS!

Cotton excited, sales 1500 bales at 38.
Flour 5 lower; Superfine State 4.35a4,45; Extra
State 4,70a4.80; It nurd Hoop t Olio 5.06 <15.15;
Su|ierfine Western 4.35.14,46; common to good extra western 4.70«4.90: Southern Icssltrm; mixed to
good6.15
@6.76; fanev and extra 6,8000,76; Canada less firm:
extra 4.70o0.20.
Wheat Opened heavy and dosed 132c lower; Chicago Spring l.OOo 1,08; Milwaukee club 1,02.34.12;—
Canada club 100 for common; w inter red western
l.lSal,20; white western 1.26; amber Michigan 1.22
nl.23; amber Iowa l.ldjyl.ll, the latter ah extreme

Washington, June 29.
Brig. Gen. King on leaving his command at
Fredericksburg, issued an order to his late followers, complimenting'thcm. He was the recip-

ient of serenades, etc., and left to take command
over the troops lately under Fremont.
City is full of exciting rumors of severe fighting at Richmond, which are believed, but no reliable intelligence has transpired.
The following staff officers will report for duty
in person to Maj. Gen. Pope, in this city:
Maj.
John Bufford, Assistant Inspector General, U.S.
A.; Maj. R. Jones, Assistant Inspector General,
U. S. A.; Burgeon, Joseph It. Barnes, C. 8. A.
The report that Gen. Banks is dissatisfied with
the order placing Gen. Pope in command of the
army of Virginia is not true. Gen. Banks is a
soldier and obeys orders. Long ago he expressed his willingness to form ajunction with either
Fremont or McDowell, and act in the field subordinate to them if by so doing it would contribute in the least to crush out the rebellion.
The appointment of Gen. Pope to his present
position was no surprise to Gen Banks.
Senator Wilson is still confined to hiB room.
He is very weak and suffers a great deal. His
symptoms however, under Surgeon Dorr, indicate that he will soon resume his seat.
The rumors here about foreign intervention
are without
foundation. Formal communications relating to the Butler affair at New Orleans
or other comparative trifles are
readily construed and magnified into intervention.
Exactly
the opposite is understood to be the authentic
news from abroad, and it is apparent in all our
foreign intercourse there is an increasing respect for the Government of the United States.
The declaration in the House of Commons which
come by the last steamer arc conclusive.

Corn unchanged; mixed western at 64®55 for old,
48o53 for new, and 43340 for unsound.
t tats
hardly so firm; Jersey, northern and western
at 43q 14 j.
Beef dull; country mess 8,00310.00; prime 6.50%

My

attention has been called to a confusion
of dates and names In your
report of my remarks on the 24th inst./in relation
especially
to Brother Andrew Pierce of Dover, N. H.
I did state that seven of the petitioners for
.renewal of Charter in 17iS8
with K. W.
Win. King, Muster, and one other
Brotiier,
not a petitioner, were
at
a meeting of
present
the Lodge, in 170D.
I also stated that Bro. Andrew Pierce—the
only survivor of four acting Grand OlHcers of
the Grand Lodge of New Hampshire, who assisted in the constitution of the Grand
Lodge
of Maine, in 182(4—was in our
city on that
day.
Respectfully yours,
—

84

As if was, we did the best we
could, and
verbatim from a Boston paper.

CONGRESS—First Session.

Washington, June 28.
SENATE.
The President pro tern, submitted the official
report of the battle of Shiloh. Referred.
Mr. King presented a petitiou numerously
signed by volunteers honorably discharged, asking that the provisions fur boudty be extended
them.
The bill to establish an arsenal at Columbus,
Ohio; Indianapolis, Iud., and Rock Island, was
considered.
Mr. Browning moved to insert Quincy instead
of Rock Island.
Mr. Davis moved to insert Keakuk.
Without action on the bill, the confiscation
bill was taken up.
Mr. Cowan said he was as much in favor of
punishing rebels as any one. He would only be
lenient to the Uhion men of the South.

4
1

Have this day marked down their

IMMENSE

aad Cake

full

.KEROSENE OIL AMD FLUID.
M UNION STREET,

line of

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,

JUNCTION OF FREE ft KIDDLE BTS.,

DRESS GOODS,

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,

In

almoet endleee variety,

HOSIERY,

DEALER

AND FANCY

MOHAIR MITTS,

EMBROIDERIES,
VELVET RIBBONS,

SUN

UMBBELLAS,

will be sold at

All of which

GOODS,

-Aim-

onr

Low Prices.
ROBINSON,

No. 84 MIDDLE STREET.
23,1862.

Repairing

Cutting

edtf

at

usual.

BAILEY,

G. L.

EXCHANGE STREET.

42

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

And all other articles usually kept in
Establishment.

ISTew

Drug Store!

CROSHAS A POOR,
lik«i More, No. 7S Middle Street.
(rox Block.) and respectfully invite public attention to their large and well selected stock of

HATE

Drags. Chemicals, Fancy Goods, Ac.,

And solicit a share of public patronage,
trusting
that by furnishing the
purest chemicals aiid best stock
of drugs the market aifords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence

je24tf

Tiioa. h.

Printing Office,

Fox Block,

FIRS

A sent of the

following

Fluor

Republic

Fire Insurance Company,
Cuh ( xpitxl and Surpltu. 5313,000.

Relief Fire Insurance Company.
Of New York. -Cuh (apital and SurpJu, (330.000.
Equitable Fire mud Xariue Ins* Co.,
Of Providence.
I*rrf*ct SecrRiTT. which ought »Iw»y« to be the
first consideration in effecting insurance. i» here of.
fi red to the public, at the
rate*
premia .*
adopted by strand and responsible companies.
Office in "boyd'a Building," opposite Post Office,
d A at l'

Mutual Fir. Insurance

Establishment is furnished with all the approved modern machinery, and their assortment of
Their

Fancy Types,

Is adequate to do any work demanded in this State.

Company.

Company

continue to insure
favorable as those of any

Tills

property on
reliable com*

terms as
pany.
All policies open which six premiums have been
paid, arc renewed auuually free of premium to the
policy holder.
Those desiring insurance will do well to call and
ascertain the terms befoie insuring elsewhere.

102 Middle Itmk

OMn

Variety,

neat

land is so celebrated, and which never look
finer than at this season of the year. State
stieet, in particular, attracted much attention,
—its over-arching canopy of tress, the
magnificent residences and gardens on either
side,
and la«t, but not least, the array of beautiful
women that waved greetings to the
Knights as
they marched down this splendid avenue to the
martial and inspiring strains of their fine
baud,
will not soon lie forgotten.”

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

HOLDER,
Edward Shaw, Secretary.
June 23.

BOOKS

Rl'LED

AND

CUT

fry ideal.

article

entirely

worthless to the

Gazette believes the insluuatiou a slander that the short editor of the
Kennebec Journal cried with vexation because
his neck was not a yard long, while

“tickling” operation
through a straw.

of sucking sweet cider

^STATIONERY.
rjg

BANK CHECKS. NOTES, AM BILLS OF LABINC.

experience,
TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES a GLUTENED
WHEN DESIRED.

Blar.k Books

variety

of

style

nudge

from

Democratic pa-

a

not stir up ‘old Buck’just now. The smell of
bodies in an advanced state of putridity Is
very disagreeable in hot weather, and besides

politically

very

unhealthy 1”

Policies* Printed and Hound for

cay

Slate.

Our stock

And other

LAW

DOCUMENTS executed with

dated

30, 3 A. M., says: “The

badly we

Washington, June
lines are working so

could not send you the message in

From

was

supplied

with water from

greatest care from the best Foreign end American Houses, end embraces every article ueeded for public olhcc.
Counting Houses and
private usee, and at iotntl prices.

PAPERS

Of every variety, quality and price, embracing all
the various styles of gold papers manufactured, together with a full stock of Sattus, mediums aud common papers—the largest stock to be found in this
market, at lowest market pricee. School hooka of
every kind in use at wholesale piieea.
|i,

1/A »

Portland

Executed In taste to suit tbe most flsstidious.

are

unsurpassed.

haxoi

Steekt.

June 23. IMS.

Tlie

Breckenridge Democrats of Calithing—to abandon

fornia propose one good
their organization. Their

brethren in this
Slide would do well to follow their example.
——————

Coal Freights.
‘^I7'E8SEL8 wanted to carry Coal* fVom Pictou,
▼ Sydney, Lingan. and Cow Bay to various porta
iu New England.
t^uick despatch and the highest going rate# offered.
Apply to (iEOKl.K if STARR,

Portland, June 27,1802.

Xo. 30

Exchange

PROPOSALS

will he

his stock of

SHOP

BILLS, PRRGRAMMES,

Book

AUD

Binding

Immediately,
from

oompuny

CUMBERLAND COUNTY,
To

three yean, anlma aooner diachargcd.

aenre

Better Inducement,

are

oflhred than

before.

ever

•100 BOUNTY AT THE END OF THE WAS,
And 100 ACRES OF LAND.

Together with W OO Bonn*, and
Fay authoriied by Congraaa.

Trifle

a

month’.

Adraaeo

Corps Armory,

OLD CITY HALL, PORTLAND.
MF* Fay and Ration,

commence on

the day of

en-

listment.

JOHN X. XARSTON.
chas. l. mcallister.
JeSttf

Recruiting

OR cere.

Portland. June 26,1962.

and Picture

daw

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC
For sale at the

Pier and Mantle Mirrors.
Oval, Square or Eljptieal frames,

order, of any size, style

or

M.

with
Gilt finish made
design, of new and
or

elegant pattern*; also cheap Lookiug Glasses aud
plates re-set in old frame*, by
MORRISON A CO., 26, Market Square.

style
workmauship—made

to

order bv

books.

MEDICINES,

above store by

SEAVET.

and Families supplied with Medicines
Cases renewed and vials refilled.

BLANK

and

eod6m

ACCOUNT

patterns

BAILEY A
66

BOOKS!

NOYES,

AND 68 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

out, Rosewood, Black Walnut and
Oak Mouldings.

by Banks. Insurance and Railroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and Counting Houses.

AT

lowest cash prices, in quantities to suit the

bliip Moulding*

Square.

Old Frames He-Oilt,

And

renewed by

every

kind of Blank Book need

STATIONERY.

made and duifciied to

MORRISON CO.,
Market

Sell Cheap.

MORRISON A CO.
BAILEY St MOVES,

CONSTANT Buppiy of beet Extra Deep Gold
Leaf, aud at low rates at
26 Market Square.

Photographic f>ood« St Chemicals*
stock in this department i* complete,
prising every article used iu the art.

OUR

diaza^w

Janc24dtfw8t

MORRISON * CO.,

Brituii* Tan. Talk (Him. at Maid Wan,
A*1 a General Assortment of

Attention of purchasers is invited to the largo
a:id desirable stock of House-keeping Goods
THE
iu
now

stoie, as above, comprising as it ooee nearly every
usually ueeued in the Furniture aud Crockery
Departments, being one of the largest stocks iu the
State, purchasers cau tied a’most any variety of rich,
medium and low-priced goods, salted to their differarticle

ent wants.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outIIi at this establishment, without tne trouble
and loss of time usually at.ending a selection of thin
kind; and the subscriber is confident that, eombiniug
U

111* (IflM tha* vRriaui*

66 and 68

com-

Exchange

Portland, June 23.1862.

26, Market Sqtnrc.

-<*——

nt

sol

138 ud 140 Kiddle Street, Portland.
dtf

PENSIONS BOUNTY MONEY,
Back Pay, de,
eerrlce In the [test war. obtained for Soldiers
BRADFORD * HARROW,

No. 88

Kxchaxuk St.. I'obtlaxd, Xiivi.

Having

devoted our attention exclusively to the Fen•iou business ibr the last twenty yeais, anu hating a
teliahie A genet in Washing.on, we are enabled to
prosecute all claims s-ainst the G overrunwith
promptness and despatch, and on rtry r< assn able
terms, making no charge a-.til the claim is obtained.
h.

Portland, Jane 20th.

HARMON
dft wtf

THE Three Story Brick DWELLINGHOUSE. No 8 Gray Street. It i> la
good repair, and contain ten Hioabed
rooms.
If not sold before the 16th of
August neat, it trill be sold on that day,
at II o'eloek, A. M., at Auction, w ithout
Terms very easy. For information apply
reserve
to JOHN RANDALL, on the premises, or at the
store of RANDALL A WOODBURY, oa Cummer,
cial Street, head Central Wharf.
June 21,1862.
dtf

CONGRESS STREET SEMINARY,

Kiss B. L. Whittier,

Principal.

AUTUMN SESSION will commence Sept.
THE
8th. and Continue 15 weeks.
Trior
21*t, full luiormation
bp obtalaod
July

can

of the Principal. 349 Congr*** Street. Hour* from
8 to l o’clock, except Saturday*. After that time application mav be made at 40 State Street.
lawWw
Portland, June 23. 1963.

MAX HOOD-How Lost! Mow Re*tor*d!
Jut published, in

a

sealed

Envelope,

ruci six ckstc.

LECTURE ON THE NATURE. TREATMENT
AND RADICAL CURB of Smrmatorrhtna or
Seminal Weakness, lnvolnntary Kmiseiot *, Sexual
Debility, and lmnedimcrts ta Marriage generally.
Nervousness. Consumption, EpUepav and Fits; Mental and Physical li.earaeitr. reeultiug from SelfAbuse. Ac —By ROB T J. CULVEKWELL, M. D„
Author of the Gnnui Book. Ac.,
••A Bus to

Street.
dtf

Wanted to PurrhnM*.
MASTER’S Interest in a Vessel. Best of Referet cos given.
Address PORTLAND POST OFFICE,
June 24.1862.
»d4w
BOX 672.

A

KmhoKm

hu«iur«. he can oftr good* at price* that wii*
fail of proving MUi.»iac»ory on examination.

A

Letter, note, Cap and Record papers. Envelopes—
white and buff, Gold Pens, Steel reus. 4c., 4c. Every article at lowest rates. Wi Bur roa Cash and

Ou Hand.

A

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,

to

Journals. Ledgers. Invoice, Sales. Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Dockets, Letters, Masonic
and Church Collectors Books.
We make to order

Dealer In

FOB YOUNG LADIES AND HISSES.

These

kind called for.

an'l

For Wales

June 24. 1862,

of any
aud best

being manufactured by ourselves, except those
necessarily impound, we can compete with auv market for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 26, Market Square,
MORRISON A CO'S.

trade.
order by

Importer

Z.

Photographic Frames.
oval—every

FURNITURE,

Manufactured and for Sale by

MORRISON A CO.. 26, Market Square.

or

^.PLAIN^.

FREEMAN BRADFORD,

Framing,

Physicians

PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES
pOK
size or
desired— latest

X

Parlor, OliamDer

Done neatly as usual.

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.

to

Express
be in

Office, where he will accommodate all who may
waut of goods in his line, at very low prices.

received bv the Committee

on Street*. Side-Walk* ami Bridge*, at the Civil
Engineer'* office, until Tne*dav the 8th day of July
next, for the removal of the Pile* or Dolphin* iu the
Harbor off Victoria Wharf.
8 W LARRABEE. Chairman.
Other daliei plcftpe copy.
Je26td

a

FOR

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Picture Fumes, Piper Hiuio Fiarj Cosds, it., Ac..
TO No. 92 EXCHANCE STBEKT,
Next door above the British and American

Street.
lw

Notice.

To fill op

and Sailors, their Widows and Heirs, from the United States Government, on application in person or
by letter to

8. H. COLESWORTHY,
Has removed

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

CUl'ARE

---

15 Recruits Wanted

_June 23, 1882.

JO,

63 Eii

Printing,

Victoria I.akc, ltith Inst. The local papers
speak in eulogistic terms of the efficiency of
the St. John's Water Works.

SIXTEENTH REGMIENT.

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

Is selected with the

Oilt Frames.

Newfoundland,

WINSLOW k DOTEN.

ioag

six hours.”

NKwkot• x 1)1.Axn.—The town of St. John’s,

OFFICE • UNION STREET.

order,

oar

Bronze, Colored, and all other kind* of

WITH
Rosewood, Black Walnut

despatch

Traxtsn. Swatr ud Cibcvlab Sawixo, he.,
as heretofore.

attended to

of

ROOM

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,

it instantly, the hall passing through its
head. On going to it, he found four more
asleep on the same ledge, which he attacked,
killing with the butt of his gun, his fists and
stones, three of the lour, the fifth making good
his escape. Mr. Cole got about tVJ worth of
oil from the four,-or about 10
gallons.—[Ellsworth American.
A

finish.

enabled to ofifer to the trade and
our customers better b<iri?ninM in
quality and prices,
than
be found iu any other establishment in the

a

killing

£y

hand And mads to

and

STATIONERY

Our Styles

Sporting.—Mr. B. W. Cole, living in the
vicinity of Swan's Isle, one day last week,
tried Ids hand at killing seal, with the following success : He fired upon one upon a ledge,

on

are are

UAlil.

per for some Irreverence expressed for the Buchanan dynasty, retorts by saying: “Better

is

Premium
of every

Dispatch.

a

LUMBER PLAJTIHG MILL,
Near the foot of Urlon Street, where
they hope to be
able to give all the accommodation and dispatch
which the nature of the business will admit.

-DKALU IS-

WAREHOUSE !

land.

received

othara.

notlm that they bars

PAPERII A>’GI>’G

Billets A Circulars in Every Variety of Type.

Chilis many friends in Portland will be
pained to hear of the death of Rev. Spmuel E.
Brown, former pastor of the Christian Societyin this city, that worshipped on Temple street.
He died on Thursday last, at Hampton, X. II.,

ing

Dealers, Buildar* and

SAMUEL ADLAM, lrn

Insurance Companies.

where he has been settled since he left Port-

Rrpairr*

—AXD—

engagedin

the

To Lumbar

BLANK BOOK AND 8TATI0NEBT,

family.

^“The Hallow ell

Charts, Howditch's Navigator. Blunt's Coast Pilot,
Almanacs, Sumner's Method, Ship Muster's
Assistant, Sheet Anchor, Seamen’s Friend or Manual,
Ship Master's Guide, Expeditious Measurer, Ibr
Freight, Ac., he.
Nautical

Recruiting OHce at

EaKMIiked !■ 1S2S.

an

Glasses.

IN

THE NEATEST MANNER.

Kennebec editor having been presented with a rake, his wife objects to duplica-

ting

Quadrants, Spy Gl sues, Barometers, Surrey ora'
MaHners’ Compasses, Gunter's Seales, Dividers,
Parallel Rules, Protractors, Drawing Instruments,
Land Chains, Thermometers, Linen Provers.
Opera

and

eod3m

EXCHANGE ST.

fjg
BILL-HEADS

Shell end Horn Combe, Fane, Caaee,
Accordeoas,
Wallets, Card Caaee, Table and Pocket Cutlery;
Teeth, Hair, and Sharing Brushes; Purina Cologne,
Lubln's Extracts; CLOCKS.

Class Iiuurance Co'»:

PORTLAND

compliment to ihe “elm shaded
city:
“The march was through some of the splendid, broad, elm shaded trees for which Port-

EYE-GLASSES,

ES^Time determined by transit, m
Portland, Jone 3>, 1863.
d3tawfcwtf

INSURANCE.

National Inanrance Company,
Or Boaton.
Cub (apital and Suiplu, $600,000.
Of New York.

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING!'

streets” of this

SPECTACLES AND

CHRONOMETERS, REPAID ?J> AND BATED.

WARREN SPARROW,
cor. of Exchange Sl«,
PORTLAND, MF...

The Proprietor! of the PotTUim Daily Puces
respectfully invite attention to their fhcllitiee for executing, in beautiful style, every description of

Business Carda of Every
Style and Coat

8ILVER 8POONS AND PORKS. CUPS. BUTTER
KNIVES, THIMBLES. NAPKIN KINGS.

OSieo 74 Middle,

Second Floor,

Book and

—A»D—

Watches aad Jewelry

insurance!

CHARLES

lowing

poo*.

POWER

821 EXCHANGE STREET,

CHRONOMETERS, WATCHES,

TLATED TEA SETS. CASTORS, AND CAKE
BASKETS, BUTTER KNIVES, fc SPOONS.

dispensary

Book and Job

DIALB I*

Drug and

a

ty State Agent for DAVIS k KIDD'S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
je28—lmdaw

CHA*. w. cnoaxAV.

STEAM

Sew Cotta loue ud Pat Mce, PatW, law,

Dye-Stuffe,

4wi«ed

Trout & other Fishing Tackle.
Grst, Rifle*, Revolver*,Cutlery and
Sporting Loon* generally.
ALSO,
and Stencil
attended to

EXCHANGE STREET,

71

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,
Paint

LEACH A

P. BANKS,

EDWARD

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE. FOREIGN
LEECHES. SURGICAL
INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS. Ac.,

And

S. B. WAITS.

JdMwood

—

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

&c., Ac., Ac.

TTsual

Ilf

ENGLISH, FRENCH AM AMERICAN FERFIIE&T,

GLOVES,

PABASOLS AND

Cutlery,

HANDLED KNIVES.

prepared to offer them at
LOWER PRICES than erer

are now

a

Banket*

IVORT, HORN. EBONY AND COCOA

Mantillas, Capes. Short Sacks, and Jockejs,

Ladies will aim find

ware,

Cantor* Spoon* Fork* Card

Table

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Boston Commercial Bulletin, who
participated
in the late Masonic celebration,
pays the fol-

plated

STOCK

—or—

And

WARE,

At LOW PRICES.

---

The Forest City.—A
correspondent of the

Croekery Ware, China,
GLASS

copied

Fire In Brunswick.—On Friday
morning
the store and stock of Mr. David 'B.
Libhy,
near the
Congregational church, were burned.
The upper atory was
occupied hy Janies
Me Keen, treasurer of the college, and was also
used as a store-room. Contents burnt. A
building occupiep by Mr. Corbett as a painter’s
shop, connected with the store, a dwelling
house occupied and owned by Mrs. Graves, on
t rows street, and the dwelling-house owned
and occupied by Messrs.
Henry and John Bowker, on Main street, all two-storied buildings,
were destroyed.
The store ownep by Joseph
McKeen, Esq., was insured for $800; the paint
owned
S.
shop
by S. McEellan, no insurance;
Messrs. Bowker had an insurance of$800; Mr.
Libbey had ail insurance on his stock of goods
of $1000; Mrs. Graves was insured $225.
The store and goods of Mr. H. A. Thompson,
situated on the opposite side of Cross
street,
were damaged to the amount of
$200 or $400.
Mr. T. had an insurance of$1000. The loss is
nearly covered by insurance.—[Argus.

HAY,

Middle Street,

Moses Pouoe.
The “confusion of dates and names” was not
made by us, nor was it our own
report that we
published. Had the Address been furnished
directly to the press of this city, no reasonable
excuse could have been offered for mistakes.—

£y
XXXVII

POMTI.A.M), June 28, 1862.
of the Portland Daily Press :

XX.

-AMD-

June

To the Editor

H.

MISCELLANEOUS.

LEACH * ROBINSON,

7,00; repacked Chicago ll,00o 13,50; prime mesa 19,00
®20.00.
l’ork firmer, mess 11,26; Prime 8,6288,87; prime
mess 10,87 all,00.
Sugars firm ; muscovado 7®7J ; Porto Kico 7}.

Coffee more active.
Molasses quiet.
Fish steady and firm: dry cod 434,25 for St
(ieorges; mackerel are In good demand, and prices
are
very firm.
Wool firm.
Freights to Liverpool ffhn: cotton nominal: flour
3s; grain lOalld

DRUGS & MEDICINES.

GOOD NEWS!!

price.

SENATOR WILSON RECOVERING !

The prohibition of the transmission of Mr.
I
I Fulton’s account of the
battle or even a definite
statement of its results undoubtedly arises from
the fact that no official report has been received
i from Gen. McClellan at the War Department
constable.-'
; but appears extraordinary after
receiving the
By the same statute It Is enacted, that every assurance this afternoon, that any news, good
or bad, would be sent to the press
immediately.
person (ladies included) so arrested shall be
forthwith delivered into the custody of the
More Returned Soldier*.
constable iu charge of the nearest stationPhiladelphia, 29.
house, and there detained until brought beThe following are the names of the Eastern
fore a magistrate, or bailed as therein
provid- wounded soldiers who arrived here Saturday
night on the steamers Whclden and State of
ed.—[Boston Journal.
Maine from White House :—
The Government Censor would not allow the
Boston Encampment.—The Cunmrrcial
fact of their departure to be telegraphed from
Bulletin, In an article relative to the Masonic Baltimore. Names:—C.
W. Smith, 22d Mass.,
celebration, says:
O'Kensey. 6th Me.. W. A. I'errv. 3th Vermont.
G. W. Stewart, 3d Maine, J. R. Palkend, N.
ne i*osion
encampment was chartered in
1800, by the U. S. Grand Encampment, and j Murphy, S. H. Wood, and J. N. Carley, 23d
Maas., E. D. Ellis, 3d Vermont, A. 8. Online,
Fowle
was elected the tirst commander,
Henry
and E. Emery, (ith Maine, Lieut. C. Flagg, 10th
the Encampment at present ntimlters
about
Mass., G. A. Grents, 5th Maine, G. 1$ Blaisdell,
three hundred and
Sir Knights in its 1 11th
Maine, O. Dunius, Oth Vt., B. Kelley, 33d
ranks, and is commanded by John K. Hall ;
Mass., C. P. Sarhoff, 4th Me., J. Michalson, 1st
E-«|., of this city. The Boston Encampment Vt.,
J. Varnuin and H. A. Hitchcap, 3d Vt.,
was quartered [in
Portland| at the U. 8. Ho- i G. F.. Chase, 3d Vt., E. L. Robins, 29th Mass.,
tel. and the host of that establishment deserves
j N. P. Leach, 5th Vt., 8. Hadley. 3d N. II., E.
credit for his successful effort to
accommodate ! Jones, 10th Mass., Lieut. G. F. Homan, 2d X.
and please the immense numljer of
guests that
II., F. Coyle, llth Mass., F. Swainc, 2d R. I.,
crowded every nook and corner of bis house.
N. Dearbon, llth Mass., P. Howe,4th Vermont,
It was the principal resort of the
J.
F. Meserve, llth Maine.
fraternity
daring our visit there.”
Whereabouts of Hebei Gene.
LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.
Philadelphia, June 29.
The Sunday Dispatch publishes the following:
Prom Hew Orleans.
City Poiet, Vs., June 27.—Refugees taken
on board by our gunboats,
New Yo k. June 28.
report that Jackson,
Price and Beauregard are in Richmond, and will
The steamer Marion, from New Orleans
20th,
has arrived.
j assigned to important commands shortly.
It was rumored in the rebel camp yesterday
A citizen has been condemned to two
years
Jackson had turned McClellan's right wing.
inprisonment in the Parish Prison for kidnap- that
Gen. McClellan had issued an order prohibitping a negro in the employ of one of the l7.8
ing uniformed persons from leaving White
officers.
House. No soldiers sick or well are allowed to
The thermometer on the 19th was 05 In the
go north of White House for a few days.
shade
fan-

MISCELLANEOUS.

New York Market.

Butler's celebrated “Order,” and to load his
conduct with condemnation, the law
regulating the police of their own city should bo prethat which (Jen. Butler’s orIt is executed every day be-

Capture

Richmond !

Knoi.isu Inconsistency.—It is singular
that, while the Icadidg men In the English
Parliament assume the right to canvas Gen.

same as

So
of sixth and

IMPORTANT NEWS !

the acquaintance of the devil. “The drink
that's iu the drunkard's bowl," Ac.

the

reported

,

lug the inan in the drinking of a giasa of spirits, speedily find that they have been courting

cisely

June 30.

wounded, and Col. Heath killed.

reported.

natural faculties which God has
given him—
that had his reason not been clouded
by the
destroyer—that we should have had occasion
to chrouide the above case.
May this prove a
to those of our

PRESS.)

In battle of Friday the second, fifth, sixth and
seventh were engaged. In the second 7 were
killed and 28 wounded. In the fight Col. Jack-

Individual,” whose head had liecome frosted by the snow-s of
sixty winters.
The prisoner pleaded not guilty,
urging at the
same time the excuse of intoxication.
This,
however, in the mind of the Judge, was insufficient to mitigate the offence, ami lie was sentenced to pay a fine of $.r,,00 and cost* of
Court,
amounting to $8,42.
Hum is the parent of all tnd deeds, and
they
arc as inseparable from one another as is smut
from a chimney. Now, we do uot lielicve that
bad this young man been in
possession of the

warning

DISPATCH TO THE

Washington,

colored

All is quiet at James Island
to-day. The
gunboats yesterday shelled a detachment of
the Marion Artillery posted on John’s Island
and forced them to retire.

arm, To-day.”—This remark was made
by at least nine-tenths of our population, on
Saturday. It did seem as if the sun was centreing ids forces at this place, and we have

[SPECIAL

arraigned lx-fore His

acted as nurse to the Tenth Maine will
give a
free lecture at the New City
Hall, this (Monday) evening, on the wants of our soldiers in
the Held and hospital.

interesting communications in relation
to the sanitary condition and wants of our soldiers at New Orlean. Rev. Mr.
Hadley, agent
of the Sanitary Commission at
Washington,
will also be present and address the
meeting.
A contribution, for the purpose of
securing
hospital supplies, will be taken up.

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

fiance the wholesome restrictions made for the
benefit of our municipal peace. For Instance:

thp ftillowintr'

some

THE

many

mKETiso ix aid or Sick
Soldiers.—Mrs.
A. A. Goddard, who since October last has

Rev. Mr. Colby, chaplain of the Twelfth
Maine Regiment, will be present, and make

TO

case

Mr. Wilkinson refesred to the declarations of
the Union men of the South, that unless something was done of this kind there would be no
hope lor them.
Mr. Cowan said he would put down the rebellion with the whole force of the govenment and
hang the guilty leaders as high as Haman, but
it is not the way to suppress the rebellion to
pass measures obnoxious to all loyal men
from the border States. Hardly a day passes
but measures are introduced by a certain school
which are culcated to make enemies instead of
friends.
Mr. Sumner offered an amendment to the Senate bill, that no evidence shall be enclosed on
account of color.
Rejected, yets 14, nays 35.
Mr. Sumner read letters from Uuion men in
Tennessee in favor of confiscation and emancipation with colonisation.
Mr. Powell said such was not the opinion of
one man in five thousand of the people of the
■lave states.
The question was then taken, on Mr. Clark’s
motion, to substitute the bill of the Senate Committee for the House bill, which was agreed to.
On motion of Mr. King, the Senate went into
executive session. Adjourned.

under
ivsiriiu,
stampa, bv
seni

Thusaadt of SwHrrrra,”

seal. In
on

a

plain envelope, to

rcc-inf of aix

ce:

t,.

or

anv

is

aili-eu,
n-

age

Dr ( H J.C KLINE. 127 Bowery New
\oi:k. I'obt OrntK. Box. 4586.
June 28.
is4r dAw

MnUi}

LlSil.

SUM OF MONET. The Inderwill be
suitably rewarded by learlng the same at thin
OMee.

Lost.

A

r-

succeed, the rest of you may be saved: but
now we are all in great danger.
Port the helm

MISCELLANY._

and I will go."
Caleb took the nxe from the mizzenmast,
soon bis form was lost In tile darkness, as he
The True Hero.
moved toward the starboard rigging. The
Not many years since tlie good ship Ponto
helm was put a port, and the ship gradually
to
Sumatra.
sailed from Boston, tiound
She
gave her sturlmnrd side to the gale. Soon the
was commanded by Captain Isaac Jacobs, a
blow of an axe was heard. There was a feara
and
hearted
seaman,
naturally
good
good
ful straining and cracking—and then came the
man; but in his long career beneath the tricrash. The heavy topmast had gone clear over
dent of Neptune he had imbibed many of those
the side. Fragments of trestle and cross-trees
false ideas prevalent among seamen, and he
came rattling upon the deck, but all eyes were
had eoine to look upoii tlie sailor’s life as one
strained painfully toward the masthead.
which necessarily did away with those warmer
The ship was onee more got before the wind,
and finer traits of character that mark the huand ere long Baker came safely to the deck.—
mane and generous landsman.
In this wise
He staggered aft to the binnacle, and there he
Isaac Jacobs sometimes lost sight of true merit
sank, fainting and bruised, upon the deck, but
where it actually existed.
he was ipiieklv conveyed to the cabin, and his
Among the crew of the Ponto, on her pres- wants were all met.
ent voyage, was a young man named Caleb
Caleb's bruises were none of them bad, and
Baker. He had shippedduly three days liein a few days he was again at his duty. The
fore the ship sailed. lie was a slender framed
men eyed him anxiously, and seemed uneasy
man, w ith a fair, prepossessing countenance,
The captain, too,
as they
met his smiles.
blue
and
brown
hair.
light
eyes,
light
Though
changed color when he met the kind, noble
light in his build he was well stocked with look of the young man. but soon overcame the
muscle, and his motions were quick and ener- false pride that actuated him, and stepping to
getic. His appearance wes calculated to prethe noble fellow's side, he took him by the
dispose beholders in his favor.
hand.
One day, shortly after the ship had left port,
‘’Caleb,” said he, “if I have done wrong I
as Baker was
busy about some matters of his freely a«k you to forgive me. I have called
own in one of tie gangways, one of the men, a
you a coward, but I did not know you.”
rough, uncouth fellow, by the name of Bunk- i “Think no more of it," said Caleb, with a
ton, came along and gave the clothes bug of beaming eye. “I once promised to one whom
Mr. Baker a kick out of his way, thereby scatI loved bettor than life—my mother—that I
tering a number of things about the deck.
would never do a deed of which I might after‘1 w ish you’d be careful,' said Baker, as he
wards be ashamed.”
moved to gather up his tilings.
Bunkton pressed forward. “Caleb,” he said,
•Then keep your tilings out o’ my way,’ seizing the hand of the
young man in his hard
Bunkton.
returned
gruffly
fist, “you must forgive me for what's past.—
not
ill
were
wav.’
your
‘They
We’ll be friends after this.”
‘Do you mean to tell me I lie ?’
“Bless you, Bunkton. and friends we will be,”
‘I said iny things were not in your way.’
returned Caleb.
‘And I say they were. Now don’t you dis“Yes,” added Bunkton, “an’ if you won't
pute me again.’
fight for yourself, I'll tight for you, if ever you
have
it your own way,’ calmly
‘Very well,
stand in need of it,”
replied Baker, as he dew his bag in toward the
“I tell yon, my men,” said the captain, “there
bulwarks.
are two kinds of courage, and after all, I don't
‘And doh't you be impudent, neither,’ proknow but Caleb Baker's kind is the best. It
vokingiy added Bunkton.
takes a stronger and bigger heart to hold it, at
Look ye, Bunkton, if you've any business of all events.”
your own, you’d better mind it.
‘Eli, lubber? I'll show ye my business. Take
that.'
Mowing Machines on Farms.
As Bunkton spoke, he struck the young man
In
one of the
face.
The
crew
had
tlie
most
of
them
Legislative agricultural meetupon
gathered about the place, and arrangements ings which took place at the State House in
March last, when the topic under discussion
were quickly in: d
for a fight.
was that of “Farm
‘Just eoine forward—come forward, and I’ll
Implements,” one or more
of the speakers stated that they thought mowshow ye my business,’ cried Buukton, bristling
about with his fists doubled up.
ing machines were profitable on large farms,
but on small ones would hardly pay.
‘A fight! a fight! cried half a dozed of the
We thought at the time that this was an ermen.
Don’t stand that. Baker.’
roneous view of the matter, ami upon farther
The young man’s eyes had flashed as he received the blow and there was a quick quiverreflection, we think so still. Tin- farmer who
ing of the muscles in his hands, but he made lias a large farm is presumed to have capital
no motion to strike.
corresponding with his acres, and to devote
his whole time to the management of his es‘Ain’t you agoin’ to take It up ?’ said Buuktate.
He is never ningk-kanded and alone.
ton.
If sick, or disabled in any way, he has strong
‘No. I want nothing to do with you,’ Caleb.
hacks
and stout arms to depend upon, in his
‘Than you are a coward!’ uttered Bunkton,
hired men, still to carry oil the cultivation of
with a contemptuous tone and look.
tlic
Baker
crops, or to secure the harvests. He cun
Young
calmly replied to the taunt,
even visit the seashore or the mountains, and
and Bunkton became stfll more savage. Those
who know anything about the ocean life, will
be absent for several days, without auv special
detriment to bis farming operations. Ills corn
at once understand the sentiments of the rough
and roots are hoed and kept in a flourishing
crew upon such matters as the present. They
could comprehend but one kind of courage,
couuiiion, anu ms nay, anil wncui. nun rye
and the moment that Baker refused to fight
crop*, carefully secured, so that lie finds loadthey set him down as an arrant coward. At ed scatTolds of golden grain, and bursting bays
of aromatic hay, all safely housed, to gladden
first they had been urenossessed In his favor.
for Bunkton was a quarrelsome fellow, and
him ou ills return.
If he has used a mowing machine, all this
they hoped Caleb would flog him, but when
they saw him quietly turn away and resume lalsir has undoubtedly been greatly facilitated,
his work, the.', too, began to taunt him.
and the crops have been economically secured.
‘What's all this!' asked Captain Jacolis who
Hut suppose he has not availed himself of this
was attracted to the spot.
labor-saving implement—lie lias had, and alThe matter was explained to him.
ways can have, a force, in athletic men, equal
‘Didn’t resent it V uttered the captain, lookto all the demands upon him. If there is any
with
class
and
of our farmers who can dispense with the
ing
mingled surprise
contempt upon
Caleb. ‘Why didn't you knock him down,
mowing machine, and not most sensibly feel its
Baker?’
absence, it is this that we have descrilied. Thi^
‘Because I don’t want to fight any man, sir.’
class may lx- independent of the machine if it
‘And will you allow yourself to be struck
will, but not without loss.
and not resent it ?’
Such, however, is not the case with the small
‘I will defend myself hi case of danger, but I
farmer. Ills whole success-is centered in his
will not so abuse myself as to engage in a bruown judicious management, aided by his own
tal fight when it can be possibly avoided. I
muscular power. The hard jobs, as well as the
have as yet done wrong to no man; but were
easy, anil ull the duties that incessantly come,
I to fight one of my shipmates, 1 should
Isith late and early, are also his. His sons may
wrong
him and myself both.’
lie in the army, factory, or behind a counter,
‘Then you will have yourself looked upon as
all but the youngest, w ho is only fourteen, and
one who may be struck with
yet has swung tlie scythe the’ two previous
impunity.
A quick flash
passed over the young man's years.
face as the captain thus spoke, but he was soon
Perhaps the fanner is considerably past midcalm.
dle life, and although in good health. Ids cheek
‘I mean sir,’ he returned, ‘to give no one ocis furrowed, and grey hairs sprinkle his temcasion to strike me; yet Bunkton struck me,
ples. It is (rue that the grasshopper is not a
and you can see that he already suffers more
burden to him yet. but he docs not feel like
from the effects of it than I do.’
cutting his acre liefore dinner; he stops to whet
Bunkum gave Caleb the lie, and again tried
o(teller than he did twVnty years ago, and rests
to urge him into a fight, but the captain interlonger in the shade ol the big appletree! In
fered, and quiet was restored.
fact, his “mowing machine" ika-s not w ork a* it
From that time, Caleb Baker was looked
formerly did. There is plenty of will, but lews
upon by the crew as a coward.
power, and the work progresses slowly, wutie
At first they taunted him, but his uniform
he looks |iainfully around to sec what lie can
kiudness soon pm a stop to these outward
call in his aid. to secure the ero)is which beneficent Heaven has matured for the support of
manifestations, and the feelings of the crew
were expressed by their looks.
his family.
Bunkton took
The moving machine comes to such a man
every occasion he could find to annoy the
as a real blessing.
young man, for he had taken his oatli that he
It enables him to keep up
would ‘have a fight out of the coward yet.’—
with his younger neighbor*; to cut his crops
The rest of the crew might have let the matin season, anil six-lire them without loss. He
ter pass, had not BuukUin's continued ls-hais relieved, encouraged, and fed* comparativevior kept alive the idea of Baker’s cowardice.
ly young again, because he can carry on Ills
None, save himself, knew the great struggle farm as rapidly and successfully as lie did in
that went on in the young man’s bosom; hut
Id* younger and stronger days.
he had resol ved that he would not fight, exPerhaps the small farmer is in feeble health
—not really sick lint unable to take the lead
cept in actual and necessary self-defence, and
he adhered to ids principle. He performed
in laborious work—but with the aid of a mowhis duties laithfully. and Capt Jacobs was
ing machine and a good horse rake, he is more
forced to admit that though Baker was a cowthan a match for the best five men in the counard be was a good sailor.
try. Hut this is not all. Somehow, he feels
Tims matters
until the ship had douI letter than he did. His appetite is sharp—he
passed
bled the Cape ol Good Hope and entered the
has gained tiesh, stands up straighter than for
Indian Ocean. It was toward the close of a
many years before, and with these blessings,
day that had been sultry and oppressive, that another lias come, more valuable than all, in a
a fltfiil breeze
sprung up from the southward.
cheerful, trusting,hopeful spirit, which brings
It came in quirk and cool gusts, and the cana new sunshine and
joy to hi* whole homevas only flapped before it.
stead. Wonderful! And the doctor
ys,“all
‘We are likely to have a blow,’remarked the
this has come liecause you do n
work so
mate.

hard!”

‘Not much, I think,’ returned the
captain,
he took a survey of the horizon. ‘This
spitting will soon die nway,aiid 1 think the wind
will then coine from the west'ard.
However,
it may lie well enough to shorten sail. You
take
in the t'gallants'ls and close-reef
may

There arc other reasons why the small fannshould use a mowing machine, but w e have
pursued the subject too fur to give them now.
We have said enough to suggest many more
reasons to those who anwilling to think about
it, and so we leave it at present for their own

as

er

tops'ls.’

pleasant thoughts, and,

we

trust, judicious

con-

The order was quickly obeyed, and, as the
clusions.—N. E. Farmer.
captain had predicted, the spitting gusts died
away, but there was no. wind came out from
Revival of Southern Trade.
tiie westward. It grew' dark, hut no wind had
come.
About ten o’clock those on deck were
An article from the New Orleans Bee, which
startled by a sudden
darkening of the stars, we reproduce elsewhere,
and they saw a great black cloud rolling nn
presents some conlrom the southward.
It noon hung over the I siderations on the prospects of trade at that
place which seem to ns worth attention. We
ship like a black pall, ami tile men liegan to lie do
not wish to discourage the hopefulness and
frightened. Tlie captain was called, Imt 1**tbre he came on deck then* came a crash as
buoyancy which an- such valuable elements of
national character, ami which nourish the
though the very heavens had been rent asun- our
confident and enterprising spirit to which we
der. The old ship trembled in every
joint, and are even uiurt*
indebted lor our wonderful
a huge hall of tire rolled down the
mainmast.
progress than to our great natural resources.
Another and another crashing of the lightning came, and at length the electric light ls*- But nothing is gained by refusing to look at
unpleasant facts; and facts do not warrant the
gan to play about the ship ill wild fantastic
expectation that .Southern trade will, for a
streams.
long time to rome, resume its former import•Tlie mainmast is struck!’ shouted one of
ance.
the men. *See where it* head is shivered T
The fact that the trade of the* South has alAll eyes were turned to the spot, and
by the ways is-en done on the
next wild flash the men could see that
system of long credits
dangeris conclusive against its speedy resumption.—
ous havoc had been made witli the
mainmast.
Tile South has always purchased goods in
The cap was shivered, the starlioard chock
New York on the strength of the next years
was
nearly sripped oil', and the trestletrees I cotton
were quivering.
crop. Southern trade has not suddenOf course the heavy top- I
ly built up swarms of wealthy cities, like Chimast was held in its place
by the dubious tres- cago,
St. Louis, Buffalo, CleaveCincinnati,
11ctrccs. and tin* main top threatened
every
land, Detroit, Milwaukee, and a multitude of
instant to come thundering to the
with
deck,
which arc reservoirs that the stream of
the long topmast and
topgallant mast in it* others,
Western commerce tills in Its progress toward
company. Such a catastrophe would prove
the ocean.
fatal to tlie ship, and all were aware of it.
Eight Western States, namely
Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin,
But while aii hands were
gazing at this an- Oliio,
Minnesota, lows and Kansas (half of them in
other danger arose. Tlie low
rumbling sound tlie
that had been muttering in the southward had
beginning of infancy) have already a |*>pulation
of 7,882,00(1, while tin- population of
esca|x*d the notice of the crew, and ere they !
tin- eight Cotton States, Alaliama, Florida,
knew it, the rushing, howling wind wa*
upon
Louisiana. Mississippi. South Carolithem. The ship leaped like a
frightened stag ! Georgia.
na. Texas and Arkansas, is only 5,402,000. Debefore the gale. The mate cut the
maintop|
duct from this tin- slaves, which make about
sail sheets, and the sail was clewed
up, and tlie
one-half, and tin- “poor w hite trash,” who, as
ship got before tin* w ind.
consumers of goods, hardly rise above the levThe lightning cloud was
swept away, and it
el ol tile slaves, and even the tallies of
was dark a* Erebus.
The wind how led fearpopulation will show that tin- value of the Southfully, but there was a sound more fearful than ern
trade
must
Issmall
as
witli
that
that, it was the cracking of the shattered !
compared
of (in- West. Then that of tin- West is annutrestlet recs, aa the lid of the
topmast bore ally
increasing at an unexampled rate.
down upon them.
While therefore, no great expectations can
‘Oh God!' ejaculated Captain Jacolw, ‘if tlie !
tic entertained of Southern trade for the next
trestietrees give way we are lost, ilark, hear
year or two, both the South and the North unthem labor !'
likely to learn practically of how little account
Away up aloft, in the irnpenetruble darkness, it
is in making up the sum total of national
stood the giant
and
all
felt
that
it
topmast,
It is mainly the West that has
prosperity.
could not stand there
Tin*
men
crowded
long.
been enriching the country for tin- last
uft, and with painfully healing hearts they
twenty
years; its growth is making the South all the
heard the mast labor.
while ol less relative importance. Tin- revival
“Jl we could bring tlie
ship broadside to,” of Southern trade concerns the South more
said tlie mate, “the weather
rigging might be than it does the North; and
cut. and the mast must go overboard
although the
"Tnie, true,” returned the captain; “but prospect is not battering, we do not, on the
w hole, consider it
very depressing.—[N'. Y.
who 11 go aloft and do tlie job ? Then* will be
World.
no foothold in tlie trap, for timt will
go with a
crash. The treslctrees an* already shattered
“If you will
port tin* helm I will make tlie
"A young man, married less than a year
trial.” cried a dear, strong voice, which wit* at
once recognized as Caleb Baker's.
since, says that until tin- last month or six
"I* will Is* sun* death." said jarolts.
weeks, In- never fully appreciated the restraints
“Then let it lie so,” returned Caleb. “If I
of Bohy-lotiLsh captivity.

!

THE MARKETS.
Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Expressly

corrected for

the P11E88 to June 23.

Afttse*.
Ashe# Pearl p bbl.
Ashes, Pot.

6|

®

6 ®

G

Apples.

Apples, Green p bbl. 34 00 ® 5 00
G ®
Apples, Sliced p lb.
7
Apples, Cored p p.
6 ®
G
2 ^
3
Apples, Uncored p lb.
Bread.
Bread, Pilot p 100 lbs.
6 00
5 25
8 75 p 4 00
Bread, Navy.
Crackers per bbl.
Crackers, p 100.

Butter.
Butter, Family p lb.
Butter, Store.
Brans.
Beans, Marrow p bush.

Beans. Pea.
Beans, Blue Pod.

3 50 ® 0 00
85 ®
40

16 ®

17
14

12 i®

2 60 @ 2 75
3 (K) i® 3 25
2 75 ® 3 00

Candle*.
Candles, Mould

11
3G

p lb.
Caudles, Sperm.

11]

%
®

00

Cheese.
Vennont p !b.
New.

Choose,
Cheese,
Coal—(Retail.)
Coal, Cumberland P ton.
Coal Whiteash.

Coal, I^diigh.
Coal, Fraukliu....
Caffe.
Coffee, Java p lb.
Coflee, St. Domingo.
Coffee, Rio
Coffee, Mocha.

Cordage.

81
8

do.

Cement—per

bbl.

G 50 (® 0 U0
6 60 ® 0 00
6 50 ® 0 00
0 20
00
20

Camphor.

Cream Tartar.

Logwood ex.
Magnesia.

Inalgo,

Manilla, line.
Madder.
Rhubarb.
Alcohol.

Fluid.

Camphene.
Saltpetre.
Vitriol.

2G]
21
21

«

10C®

11

10J w

11

12] ®

12]

14 ®

14]

12]®
1 20

Alum.
Aloes.
Arrow' Root.
Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).
Bi Carb. Soda.

Sulphur.

%
®

none.

Drug* and Dye*.

Sal Soda.

9

826®850

American.
Russia.
Manilla.
Russia.
Manilla.

Cordage.
Cordage,
Cordage,
Boltrope,

9]

@
(®

13

® 1 30

03
i5

04
25
40
21

(q)
a)

17 (®
17 (®
4 (®

4]
6]

6 (®
6 f®
2] ®
85 ®

6
3
92
85 (® 42
10fi® 12
22 ®
30
1 00 i® 1 26
1G C®
00
88® 1 12
66 i®
60
68
70
1 70 ® 0 00
10 ;®
20
12 *®
00

Olive Oil.
CMtorOil.
Ne&tsfoot Oil.
Oninn* —per bbl.
do Bermuda p lb.
Paints*
Portland Lead, in oil,.
Lewis Lead,
44
Boston Lend,
44
French Zinc,
American Zinc, 44
Rochelle, Yellow.
Eng. Yen. Red.

Litharge.

Load.
Plaster*
Per ton Soft.
Hard.
Ground.
Provisions*
Chicago Mens Beef..
Portland
do
Red

Portland extra liens do.
Pork, extra clear.

Pork, clear.
Pork, mens.
l’ork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
Pork, Hams.
l’ork, City Smoked Hams.
Produce*
Beef p quarter, p lb..
Eggs, p dozen.
Potatoes, pbrl...
Apples, dried, p lb.
Chickens, Spring.
Lamb.
Turkics.
Geese.
Veal.
Pickles, p brl.
Rice*
Rice p lb.
Runs*
Rum. Portland distilled.
Salerntns*
Saleratus pft.
Salt. Turk’s Is., p hhd. (8 bus.)Salt, Liverpool,.
Salt. Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.
Ground Butter Sait.
Starch*
Starch, Pearl.
Starch, Potato.
Shot—p 100 lbs.

Brmcil Wood.
Camwood.
Fustic. Cuba.

4]

02

®
1?®
4] ®

Hypernic.
Logwood, Cam peachy.
St. Domingo.
Extract Logwood.

02

2]

02
06
00

®

11

3]®

4]
.3]

08 (®

u

02 ®
2] ®
03 ®

ouercitron Bark.
lied Sanders.

Dark.
Duck, Ravens.
Duck, Pint laud, No. 3.
••

Navy, Superior,

2}

0G

23
48
34 ®
47 ®
33 ®

No. 10.
No. 3.
No. 10.

I'UVt, U. O. Av ...
44
44

12

0u

00
00
00
00
Ull

Uj

35

ox.

Feather**
Feather*, Live Geese p lb.
Feather*, Russia.
Fi*b«
Fish, Cod large p quin.
Fish, 44 small.
Fish, Pollock.
Fish, Haddock, new.
Fish, Hake.
Herring, Pickled, p bbl.
Shore.
Labrador.
Scaled p box.
No. 1.
Mackerel p bbl.
Bay No. 1.
Bay No. 2.
Bay Ho. 3.
Shore No. 1.,.
2.
44
44
3.
44
44
4.
**

00

3
2
2
1
1

65
45

25
25

@ 3 75

2
2
25 ay 1
00 ta 1
«

<«*

<»

75
50
75
25

Almonds—Jordan P lb
Soft Shell.
Shelled.
Currants...
Citron.
Wil. Pea Nuts.

Figs,
44

13

16
30
ay
12
(o^
32 '»}
35
2 25 a 2 50
25
00

common...

Elemc.
Lemons, bx.

Oranges.

Pimento.
Seeds*
Herds Grass.
Western Clover...
< anary.

Sugar*
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,

none

15 '-ay
20
6 ft» « 6 no
4 00 & 4 60

Black.
Bunch, box.
La\ rr.
Dates.
Pruues.

Flour—Portland inspection.
Flour, Superfine.
Flour, Fancy.
Flour, Extra..
Flour, Family.
Flour, Extra Superior.
Western extras.
•*

fancy.

44

superior...

Ohio extra.
44
family.
Canada superior.*.
fancy.
44
44

extra.
double extra.

44

Rye Flour.

Buckwheat Flour p lb.
Corn Meal.

Rye.

Corn. Mixed.
Barley.
Shorts p ton.
Fine Feed.
Gria4«l*ar«t
(■riudstones. Rough, p ton........
Grindstones, Dressed.

Gunpowder*
Blasting.
Rifle and

Sporting.

liny*
Hay p

net ton, Screwed.
Hay, Loose.
Hide* nnd Skias*
Slaughter Hides.

Calf Skins.
Calcutta Cow— Slaughtered.
Green Salt.

Dry.

Sheep Pelts, Green....
Sheep Pelts, Dry.
II opm
First Sort,

(610 00
«
a

B)^
4
4
5
6
6
6
4
5
6
6
4
6
6
6
4

3 40
3 *12
09

10)

50 (a) 4 75
87 a 5 00
25 « 5 37
50 */ 5 75
12 *• 7 25
0o « 5 37)
60 «' 4 75
ft) <v 6 75
ft) a, 6 00
00 « 6 20
75 «. 5 00
75 aa 6 00
87 6 6 25
50
7 00
00 a 4 25
02 a,
21
3 50
3 76

85^ 88
47 sa
ft)
48 -ay
ft)
58 a/
62
60 >i
17 f*U « 19 00
22 00 ^24 00

4 10 (S> 4 38
3 50 & 7 25

16

@

17

a] *)

00

on

05 «j
18
11
14

English BM*. Steel.

Spring.
Sheet

a
a
n

6j a}

6\aj

Iron, Knglish.
Iron, Russia.
Iron, Russia. im’t.

18

,«»

&}

06
17
124
15
7

5}

18

lljg^

12J

8J jh

84
9

Lard.
lb.
Barrel,
lb..
lvegs,
I.rather.
New lork, light.

%\ 'tg

19 (p)
21 u
20 o'
24 «
60 r#
15

ind. wrts.

"

"

^

21
24
24
28
70
16

7 75 % 8 00
7 76

«

8 00

900i«925

Lumber—From the yard.
Clear Pine—No. 1.83$ 00 7?00 00
No. 2. 34 00 (o00 00
24
14
12
in
8

Box

Clapboards,
Shingles,
"

S extra.
P
extra.
Cedar,
**
No. 1.
extra pine.

Laths, Spruce.
Pine.
Red Oak Staves.
Mol. Hhd Shooks k Heads, city...

Bug.

do
Green

•*

••

country

sawed, without heading,.
Dry Riff,.

Hoops
Hackmetack

...

..

Timber, 4> tun.

13
30
2
2
2
1
1
20
2
2
1
1
1
20
8

00 .arOO 00
W «00 00
00 Co 14 00
no o 12 00
00 a 10 00
45
60
00 p 15 no
uo u 32 IN)
50 « 3 00
00 a 2 25
50 o 3 75
15 a 1 20
37 a 1 62
00 a 35 00
10 a 2 124
00 b 2
40 n 1 65
00 a 1 05
]o « 1 15
no «22
00 & 10 00

12}

Lime.

Lime, Rockland, cask.

65

®

70

Malasnm.
Molasses, Cion fttgos.
Molasses, Cuba clayed.
tart.
Mulaases,

28
00

@

33
24
23
3.)

a

22] a,

Molasses,
Muscovada,.
Molasses, New Orleans.

Portland

27 taj

Syrup.hhds

18Jbbls21

Nails*

Cask.
Naval Store*.
Tar.
Pitch.
Rosin.

Turpeutine 4* gal.

3

25 & 8 60

10
0
8
1

00 (512 00
00 « 7 00
00 « 0 no
65 aj 1 70

Oakum.

Oakum, American.
Oil.
Portland Kerosene lllumiuat’g Oil
Machine.

Clariue.
Sperm Winter.
Wliale, ref. Winter.
Summer.
Grand Bank and Bay Chaleur_
Shore

Linseed.
Boil* «l..
Lard Oil.

gi

2\a>
9 00

2}

6J@

7J

3) «, 0 33
75
31
1 60 « 1 66
69 ,«<
82
69
67 <«
17 00 »il8 00
16 00 o 17 00
82 a
00
89
87 (»*>
80
75 (g

STREET.

Sngar.

of Dr. Greene’s personal attention.
Consultation at the office, or

charge.

Ifr- Greene will be at the office

^

HUTsT”

_

ORANGES AND LEMONS.

@

Nos. 13 k 15

wanted:

Exchange

Street.

FIRE CRACKERS.
Off A BOXES No. 1 Gold Chop Fire Crackers,

40U 150,000Torpedoes, No. 1.
For sale by WM. ALLEN, Jr.,
No*. 13 k 15

Exchange

Street.

FIRE-WORKS.
LARGE assortment of Fire-Works, Chinese
Lanterns, American Flags, Ac.
For sale by WM. ALLEN, Jr.,
No*. 13 k 15 Exchange Street.

A

@

42
23
IS
18
00
80
18

10O0 do. Mkdroe’p Oronok a Natural
•*
2500 do. Bride of Fluvania
500 do. Bet Lamb—fair article.

Selling cheap, by

40
22

17} ty

00 m
75

16 @

7}«

3 00
2 60
3 00

A.
A.
Yellow.
Extra Yellow.
Muscovado.

ia
«

100 G»d£

Havana Brown.
White.

7 @

8}

8}@

9}
10}

10 @
9 @

44

Coffee Crushed.

Crushed*.
Granulated.
Powdered.
refined.

8YRUP~

Lcrn8r™p'
Exchange Street.

Nos. 13 k 15

RAISINS,
kc. Also

Jelly,

ment of goods
in the city.

as

fine and well selected an
can be found in any Frail
as

9
6

assort-

Nos. 13 k 15

43 @
88 .©
33 a;
46 ©
41 a}

83
43
78

m
w

(4/

48
41
36
61
43
38
63
1 00

Tin*
Kane a. cash...
Straits, cash.
Plates—
( bar. I.

C.
I. X.
Coke.
Twite.
Cotton Sail.

38

Exchange

9 75 (©10 00
11 60 a 12 00
7 75 i® 8 00
31 @
40 ©
23 oj
26 <v
14 <©

Flax

Baleing.
44

Hemp
India.
Varaish.
Furniture Varnish.

Coach Varnish.
Da mar Varnish.

Hard, retail.
Soft,
Worn I*
Domestic.
Pelts.
44

n

PREMIUM STANDARD
SCALES.

--^For

Caps,^—*

Hats and

AT H AtUtlS’

—

OPP. POST OFFICE.

2 00 (S 2 60
2 60 (® 4 00
2 00
2 38

HAVE

USED IT FOH THREE YEARS,

<£

42
62

(3)

60
1 00

nr- No extra charge for making hats to order.

Ivlilitary Chapeaux,
Caps

and

Gauntlets, sold low.

Cash.

Scalx

by

Warehouse, 118
a

!»,»««•»-

DEALER

IX

SHIP TIMBER AND PLANS
HACKMETAC KNEES. LOCUST TREENAILS. and a general variety
of Ship Stock.
Cargoes of Oak Timber and Plank famished to

der.
92 State St., Boston.

Wharf 150

or-

Border St., E. Boston.

FAIRBANKS A BEARD,

6F@

Sheathing.

90 ©

00

1 164"® 1
6 o
40 a
76Va
(® 1*10
(© 4

17
321

5}

8j®

Sheet M oh.-I man n.

9

Courage

London—60

days.

sight.
Philadelphia.

New York—at

Baltimore.
St. Louis.

40]

77
dis
dis
(® dis
8 a 9 dis
0 ,© 2 dis

]

Ciuciuuati.

CLEMS’

SUMMER

AND MINERAL WATER,
Howard Ath.exkux Bcildixo, Howard St.,
BOSTON.
DRAUGHT ALE ASD PORTER.

CURE

Howes’

Cough Pills,

the concurrent testimony of many sufferers,
fact has been established, that for the cure of

An additional
merchandise not

duty of 10 percent is levied on al
imported direct from the place ol
growth or production.
ASHES.—10 per cent., ad val.
BREAD —30 per cent.
BUTTER —4

f* cent.
CANDLES.—Sperm and Wax, 8c., Tallow, 2c.,

per

CHEESE—4c f> lb.
COAL.—(Retail.) From Br. Provinces, free, other
foreign Bituminous 91; all other kinds 50c per ton.

COFFEE.—5c per lb.
< 4iRDA(iE.-Tarred2icI>
other 3c p lb.

lb.

Manila

a

of

uiue

or

wniif

nroi,

uuu«ii|t,

»

per

resinous substance* used for same purposes as (111111
Copal. 10c p lb.—Roll Brimstone. $6 p ton.—Oil
Clow, 70c 1* lb
Morphine, SI p oz.— A lc»*h«»|t 40c
p gal.—All other descriptions quoted, free. Chicory
Root, lc p lb.
PYKWOODS.—Free.
DECK.—26 p cent, ad val.
FEATHERS.—80 p cent, ad val.
or

lb*.

HIDES k SKINS
HOPS.—10 p cent.

—10 P cent, ad val.

IRON.—l*ig

and Scrap, $6; Bar, rolled or hamRailroad $12; Boiler $20 p ton; Sheet

mered, $15;
$25 p ton.
LEATHER-80 p cent.
LEAD —Pig lie p lb
LIME.—10 p cent, ad val.
MOLASSES —6c p gal.
NAILS.—Cut lc. Wrought2c. Assorted 3c p lb.
NAVAL STOKES.—Turpentine, Rosin, Pitch, Tar,
20 p cent, ad val.; Sp. Turpentine 10cents p gal.
OAKUM—Five.

OIL.—Sperm, Whale, and other Fish oils, of Foreign Fisheries; Neatffoot, Linseed, Hempseed and
Kapeseed, 20 per cent; Olive in casks. Palm, Seal, and
Cocoanut

10, Olive Salad 80 per cent, ad val.
PAINTS.—White I^ead. dry or ground in Oil and
Red Lead, 2 l-2c
per lb:’Litharge and Oxide of Zinc,
2 l-2c p lb ; Prussian Blue 10c—Varnishes, Vermillion,
Chrome Yellow, Venetian Red 20—Spanish Brown,
dry. 20; in oil. 30 p cent, ad val—Yellow and other
Ochres, 85c per 100 lbs—Paris White, dry, 35c, iu oil,
$1 35; Whiting 26c p luo lbs.
PLASTER—Five.
PROVISIONS.—Beef and Pork lc—Lard, Bacon
and Hams 2c— Butter and Cheese 4c p lb.
RICE.—lc p lb.
SALT.—In bulk 12c. and in bags 18c p 100 lbs.
STARCH.—25 p cent.
SOAP.—80 p cent
SPICES.—Ginger Root, 3c; Ground (linger, 6c.—
Pepper and Pimento, 6c.—Cloves, 8c; Cassia. 10c.—
Cassia Buds. 15c.—Ciiiuamon, 20c.—Maco ami Nutmegs. 25c p lb.
SEEDS.—Linseed, 16c p bus; Canary, 10 p cent.

Other kinds free.
SUGAR.—Below No. 12 Dutch standard, including
Melado aud Concentrated Molasse*, 24c p lb: above
No. 12, not refined, 3c; refiued, 5c p lb; wheu tinctured or colored, 6c.
TEAS.—20c p lb.

TOBACCO.—Leaves unmanufactured, 25; all other
kind* 30 p cent, ad val.
TIN.—In pigs, free; Plates, 10 p cent, ad val.
TWINE.—30 p cent.
WOOL.—Coasting 18c p lb aud under, 6 p ceut;
under 24c p lb, 3c; over 24c p lb, 9c p lb.
ZINC.—In block* or pigs, lc; inBtieet*, l]c p It*.—
Mauufacturer* of, 80 p cent, ad val.

fOR A«)

A

U»

XO

UTHU!

FAIR TRIAL 18 A CERTAIN CURE !

..OF*PRICES—la
Bottle* for
In

serea

86.
sixteen
Circular* gratis.

ounce
ounce

bottle*, fl—Six
Bottles, 83—Three

Sold by all
and at the Sole General

respectable

Depot in

the Uni-

J. WINCHESTER, 36 Jobs Stxx*t, N. T.

all dealers.

OF THE HAIR,

now-a-days, may be entirely
prevented by the use of Bra nett’s Cocoa ixb. It
ha* been used in thousands of cases where the hair
was coming out in handfulls, and lias never failed to
arrest its decay, aud to promote a healthy and vigorso common

growth.

It is at the

dressing for the hair.

glossy

der it soft and

k

A

time unrivalled

same

as a

single application will

ren-

days. Prepared by
Co., Boston, and fbr sale by all
for several

dealers.

PAINT

NEW

CORNER OF

That for Children troubled with Canker in month
from nursing sore
stomach. or —ithiri
mouth, a safe and spe«*dy cure is effected by the use of
or

Ashael
Formerly
er

TORE.

a nr metric remedy for

Spermatorrhoea, or Seminal Weakness, and General
Irritability in either Sex.
This malady, the terrible consequence* of which are

too well kuown to require more than a bare allusion
to them, is one of the most insidious, and therefore
dangerous, of all the long catalogue of Hainan ills.
It saps the very springs of Life,
rapidly undermine*
the constitution, and sinks the
unhappy victim into
imbecility and a premature grave! From one to three
boxes of the Specific 1111 are sufficient to eflbct a
permanent cure in the mo** aggravated cases, whether
constitutional, or arising from Abuse or Excesse*.

MEDICAL TESTIMONY.
We believe it to be, in the treatment of
ftp-rmatnrrhira as near a Specific as anv medicine dn be.*'
—B. Keith, M. 1).—American Journal of Medical
Science.
**I have found them all that could be desired. Their
clfcct has been truly wonderful. I used th *m in a
case of Spermatorrhtxa of long
standing which has
been under treatment for years. I think three boxes
will complete the cure.”—E. P. Dk kkk, M. D.
nor is there
tJTThis is not a Homeopathic
combinany mercury or other deleterious
ed with it.
Pair*—81 per box. Six boxes for 85.
Mail prepaid. For sale bv all re*p«-ctabie Druggists, and al
the Sole General Depot in the United Stales, by

remedy,
ingredient

WATER AND CONGRESS ST.,
BOSTON.

CLEM S SUMMER CURE.

by

J. WINCH ESTER, 36 Johx St.. N. T,
Sold at wholesale by W. F. PHILLIPS,
juuc23d&w4w
1*ortlaxi>, Mb.

Wheeler, Ag’t,

in Union

Street, Manufacturer and Deal-

in
tt

PAINTS OILS. TARNISHES,

BUY ME AND I’LL DO YOU GOOD P

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.
That for

Coughs,

ions, there is
affords relief

no
as

Hoarseness and

Bronchial aflWct-

remedy extant that

so

And Painter*’ Supplies

Generally,
ple Drag*, Sponge*, Gan*,

universally

That for a
Pains in the
remedy is

Sta-

Tightness or Wheezing in the Chest,
side, or a long standing Hack, the best

SUPERIOR

GREAT SPRING AND

Dr.

GLUES.

and

ameliorating agent in
and Confirmed
already rendered their

Whooping Cough,

Consumption, the public have
united \ erdict in favor of

HOWES’ COUGH PILLS.

I

SUMMER CURE is a pleasant, agreeable
decoction of Roots and Barks, and contains not a
particle of Opium or Drug of any sort. It always
CLEM’S

does

good,

and

By i'jieir

Dover

tiikm."

MEDICAL

STORE

MACH INK CUT FILES.
THE WHIPPLE

FILE MANUFACTURING CO,
Are now
of their
ready to snpply every description
Machine Cut
to

KEEPERS,

ers

Files, warranted superior

in

ail oth-

use.
office and salesroom:

The

following extract of an act of Congress In rela-

appointment of Midical Storekeepers
published for the information of persons desirous
applying for such a position:
tion to the

is

following

are

regulations

which will

govern the appoint incut of medical storekeepers under the first section of the foregoing act of Congress
1. A board of not less than three medical officers
will be assembled by the Secretary of War to examine such applicants as may, by him, be authorized to
appear before it.
*j. t audidates, to lie eligible to examination, shall
be not less than twenty-five years or uiore than forty
years of age: shall possess sufficient physical ability
to perftMnu their duties satisfactorily; and shall present with their applications satisfactory evidence of
good moral character.
3. Candidates will lie required to pass a satisfactory
examination in the ordinary branches of a good English education, in pharmacy and ma:eriamedica; and
to give proof that they posses* the requisite business
qualifications for the position.
4. The board will report to the Secretary of War
the relative merit of the candidates examined, and
they will receive appointments
will
5. When appointed, each medical
be required to give a bond in the amount ot $40,000
before he shall tie allowed to enter on the performance of his duties.
By order of the Secretary of War:
L. TlioMAS, Adjutant General.

20 Winter Street.

Boston,

MOURNING DRESS GOODS,
—AND—

MILLIN'FRY EXCLUSIVELY.
S. S. Williams.

J A M K S

&

P O P K,

HEAD QUARTERS,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Adjutant General’* Owe*.
Augusta, Juno 20th,

OAK

AND HAOKMETAOX SHIP TIMBER,
Whit® l’ine Timber for Wharves, Bridges and Factories.

Also Southern line

Floorings

on

hand and

worked to order.

(tp stairs.)
E and First Sts., Boston.

92 State Street,
Timber Docks

corner

of

accordingly.

storekeeper

Board of Medical Officer* for thy examination
of applicants will bo oonveued in the city of Washington on the tiiat day of July, to coutiuue in session
one month.
Applications to ap|ienr before the Board should be
adilreastxl t«> the Secretary of War.
Surgeon General's Office. June 5, lt<d3.

June 23. 18*52.

wRwl

A

juuc23d3t

STATE OF MAINE*

Established for the Sale of

WHITE
the

june21d4m

(Comer of Central,) Boston.

Approved, May 20,18ti2.
The

by

MOURNING GOODS,

FAMILY

Ax Act to authorize the appointment of medical
storekeeper* and chaplains of hospitals.

11.

torpid
Spring

NO. 34 KILBY STREET,

of

Be it enacted by the Senate and Houte of llepresentatireg of the Umted States qf America tn Congress
assembled, That the Secretary of War bo authorized
to add to the medical department of the army medical storekeepers, not exceeding six in number, who
shall have the pay and emoluments of military storekeepers in the uuartcrmaster's departmeut, who shall
be skilled apothecaries or druggists, who shall give
the bond and security required bv existing laws for
military storekeepers in the quartermaster’s department, and who shall be stationed at such points os
the m*ce*sities of the army may require: Provided,
That the provisions of this act shall remain in force
only during the coutiniiance of the present rebellion.

/COMPOSED of Sarsaparilla. Wild Cherry, Yellow
VDock. I*rickh*y Ash, Thorowghwort, Rhubarb,
Mandrake, Dandelion, Re., all of which are so compounded as to act in concert, and assist Nature in
eradicating disease.
The effect of this medicine is moat wonderfttf— it
acts directly upon the bowels and blood, by removing
all obstruction* from the internal organs, stimulating
them hro healthy action, renovating the fountains of
the blood, cleansing it from all humors
IIIp.
and causing it to course through every part of the
body: restoring the invalid to health aiid usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from tl»e system. Liver Complaint, that main wheel of so many diseases, Jaundauce in ita worst forms, all Billions Diseases and
foul stomach.
Costiveuess, all kiuds of Humors, Indigestion, Headache, Dizziness, tiles. Heartburn, Weakness. Pains in the side and bowels, flatuor diseased Livlency. Loss of appetite, and a
er, a* disordered Stomach or bad blood, to which all
are more or less subject in
and Summer.
More than 20,000
persons nave been cured br this
medicine. It is highly recommended by Phyalefaas
Try
it
and you will never regret it.
everywhere.
Sold
all dealer* In Medicine everywhere at only
25 and Jti cents per bottle. Orders addressed to
GEO. C. GOODWIN R CO., Boston.

Dyspepsia,

G. C. Goodwin k Co., Boston. General Agents for
New England. H. H. Hav, Portland, and B. K.
Bradbury, Bangor. General Agents for Maine.
Cy'Sold by Druggists and Merchants generally.
HOWES in CO., Proprietor*,
iswdmnol
Belfast, Main*.

SIMMER MEDICINE,

Langley’s

purifying

does harm.

works ye shall know

Secured,

THB

ROOT AltD HERB BITTERS.

HOWE’S COUGH PILLS.
I hat as an cxp«*ctnrant
cases of Phthisic.

Health and Strength
BY THE USB OF

—A5D—

HOWES’ COUGH PILLS.

FREIT.—Lemon*, Oranges, Banana* and Plantains 20 p cent, ad val.—Almond* 4c. and shelled do,
6c per lb—Nut* and Date*. 2c p lb—Currants, Figs.
Plum*. Prunes aud Raisius, 6c p lb—Citron 30 p
ad val.
GRAIN—Corn and Oats 10c; Rye aud Barley 16c;
and Wheat 20c per bush.
From Br. Provinces, free.
GRIN PHTt >N KS.—Rough—Free.
GUNPOWDER.—30 p cent, ad val, per cask of 25

••WIXCHESTEBS GENUINE PBEFABATIOIt.'*
!• thj only reliably form of HTromoariirro. mad«
after the Orifrloal Formula of Dr. Churchill.
ry-l».

Druggists,
States, by

Mosquitoes, and other annoying insects. PreparBurnett k Co., Boston, and (br sale by

That for Children Catting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrha'a or any irregularities of the bowels, all other remedies arc insignificant, as compared with

—

FISH.—Per 100 lb foreign caught; Herring $1;
Mackerel $2; salmon $3; ami an other pickled iu
brla. j*1 50 p brl.—otherwise 50c per 100 tbs. From
Provinces free.

of

Wash for the

Joseph Burnett

active, healthy condition, as
CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.

coni.—

(opperas, 25c p 100 fty.—Bleaching Powders, 80c p
100 Bm.—Aluin and sago, 50c p 1<J0 tb*.—Keiined Borax
chromate and bichromate Potash, Sugar of
I.oAd and Argols. 3c p tb —Opium. $1 p lb.—Balaams and Sulnhatc quinine, 80 4* cent.—Alum, Sal
Soil a and Soda Ash $c p lb.—lii Carb Soda, (austic
Soda. Liquorice Root. 1 e p lb. and grot n 1 do 2c p
lb, Liquorice Paste, 5c p lb.—Ketineu Camphor
and Cream Tartar, tic p tb —Tartaric Acid, Tartar
Kinetic. Rochelle Salta, (.urn ( opal, aud others glims

cvmt

Bronchitis, Nervous

ted

by Joseph

In persons of all ages, no medicine has ever come to
the know ledge of the public, that so effectually does
it work and at the sume time leaves the bowels in au

2c f> lb. all

atd

Chronic

Prostration. General Dobilitv, Dv.pcp.ia, Strobile. Marasmus, Los. of Appetite, Neuralgia,
Female Complaints, anil all Disorders of
the Nervous and Blood Systems.
This remedy has obtained a great reputation fcr
most Fxtraordirabv Ccara is all Static* of
CosAuumo*. It ia recommended by many thousand rtivsician. in the United State, and
ilurope—
having been uacd with results uu parallelled In the ca-

for 85.

Complexion ha* no equal. It is
distinguished for its cooling and soothing properties,
admirably adapted to all unnatural conditions
of the skin; removing Tan, Sunburn, Freckles, Redness and Roughness of the skin. Ac., curing
Chapped
Hands, and allaying the irritation caused by the bites

ous

the

DIARR1HKA OR DYSENTERY
RATES OF DUTIES.

Fumrnoi

BURNETT’S KALLISTON,
As

Which is

—AND—

By

23__

QUIRI

ALE, PORTER, CIDER, 80DA,

PREMATURE LOSS

Invalids !

Exehaair*
Paris.
Amsterdam.
Bremen, rix dollar.

gy-Orders by mail promptly attended to. Write
your address plainly, and direct to Dr. H. N. Mathson, as above.
•*■»■■<■
dfrwfrn

DEALER IX

2wdis

Pigs and slabs.

physicians,

nal. of medicine.
The /lypnphn,pkUrt have a two-fold and
spedRe
action: on the one hand increasing the principle
which CottATmra* N aurora F.yeroy, and on the
other, being Ihe Most I’owKRFt i. Blood GavcaATiao Aorors Kxotvx.
In case# of Nervous Debility
or Postratjou of tbe Vital
powers, from any carme,
the ttemedy has no superior.

H ENRY JONES,

ed

OPPOSITE POST OFFICE.

HARRIS,

BY

Terms

rr“BKWARK OF IMITATIONS! Neiegennino
and warranted unless purchased directly f|f|)R. M.
at his REMEDIAL INSTITUTE FOR 8PKC1AL
DISEASES, No. 28 Union Street, Providence, R. I.
IJr-Tl.ia speciality embraces all disease* of a pr»vate nature both of MEN and WOMEN, by a regularly educated phvslcian of twenty years'
practice,
giving his whole attention to them.
ensultation* by letter or otherwise are strictly
confidential, and medicine* will lie sent by Express,
secure from observation, to all
parts of tbe U nited
States. Also, accommodations for LADIEA from
abroad wishing for a secure and quiet Retreat, with
good care until restored to health.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollar* are paid to
swindling
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any
benefit to those who pay it. Most of this sum comes
out of a class of persons who are the least able to lose
it, but once paid then can never get it hack, and they
are compelled to suffer the wrong in silence, not daring to ex nose the cheat for fear of e rasing themselves. All this comes from trusting, without inqnirv,
to men who are alike destitute or honor, character,
and skill, and whose only recommendation is their
own false and extravagant assertions, in
praise of
themselves.
If, therefore, you would avoid being
humbugged, take no mau’i word, no matter what his
professions are, but MAKE INQUIRYit will cost
you nothing, and may save you inanv regrets; for as
in nine cases out of ten are
advertising
bogus, there is no safety in trusting any qf them, unless vou know who and what they are.
M. will send free, by enclosing one stamp
as above, a Pamphlet on DliSEASKg OF
WOMEN,
and on /Private IHseases generally; giving most full
information, with the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of thia kind is
deserving of any confi-

aud is

£

6 00 » 6 25
4 00
5 00

edies of the kind have failed to cure; also that it la
warranted as represented in every
respect, or the
price will be refunded.

for th*

Xon% Drawer.

niDDiviru

NOTHING NEW!!

The French Conformeteur!!!

Price*.—Full strength, *10; Half Strength, *6;
Quarter Strength, *8 per bottle.
tlTRemember! This medicine is designed expn*sly for Obstinati C ase*, which all other rem-

Consumption, A.thma,

CERTAIN JJWTECTION AGAINST
THIEVES.

Sold at Fa rbanr's
Milk Strexi Boston,

painters

I-

any

dence WHATEVER.

Portland by Embry A Waterhouse.

WHOLE*ALE

SOMETHING NEW!

33
00
31
00

14}

refer to numbers of the first

can

Boston and vicinity, if desired.
CHARLES TOPFAN,
Agent for New England, 40 Fulton 8t., Boston.
For sale by Banker k Carpenter, Merrill ft Brother,
8. J. Perkins ft Co., Portland, and Chas. F. Potter,
Augusta.
june23wlm

injury

It is put up in bottle* of three different strength* with full direction#
for using, and sent by express, closely seated, to ail
parts of ihe country.

BOSTON.

House or Ship work, inside or out. It
mr//, with flat eoual to spirits, evaporates no faster, and for Blind Work cannot be excelled. It works tgi'AL to the common spirits on all
kinds of painting, or in Oil Cloth
raanutacturing.
As evidence of the excellence of the article, the unof

UTOver 2000 BOTTLES have
single

now been sold without a
failure when taken aa directed, and without the least
to health in

Warehouse,

our

from

dersigned

will bring on the monthly si« kse»»
in cases of obstruction, after ail other
remedies of tbe kind have been tried
in vain.

fyhr.

ers,

i»/rrc

virtues unknown of any-

thing else of the kina. End proving
effectual after ail others have failed.
Is designed for both married and
single LA DIE*, and Ja the vary beat
thin* known for the purpose, aa it

118 Milk Strekt,
(Thorndike Building,) Corner of Batterymarch St.,

A

spirits turpentine.—w« invite
trial of the Natroua Turpentine from all paintNatrona
for either

Zinr.

atom,

One bottle warranted toenre every cnee of Pile*; two
bottle* *r. all other ca*e* of the above di*ea*e*; if not.
deale.-* are requested to refund the monev In every
ea*e
Only live bottle* In a thou*and retimed, and
tluv-e were con limn il Fi.tula. Hundred* of letter*
*n j certilicatc* are now in the
proprietor'* pu**e«aion,
Wftich can be aeen on appliration. Send for < Ireular.
Prepared by HENRY I). FOWLE, Chcmiet, 71
Ti ne*! *treet. Ito*ton.
Sold ererywhere.
Certificate* with each bottle.

White's Patent Alarm

Street.

SPIRITS TURPENTINE.

00
354

r©

34^©

CURE!

BLEEDING, BLIND, Rod ITCHING PILES,
LEPROSY. SCROFULA, SALT RIIEUM,
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN.

a

75 % 1 00
75 a, 1 00
45 (q>
05
45 i©
50

engaging

THE ORLY EURE CURE

For

Sold in

dtf

agents.

POWLE’S PILE AND HUMOR

Blare

SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH,
By WM. ALLEN. Jr.,

10J

815)
6] ©

Stationery,

for sale at

Currants, Citron. Brunes, Figs, Date*.
Breserved Ginger and Chow Chow, Guava

10
104
10#

10}@
10}@
10] @

6’s and 10's common.
half pds. best hrmuds.
half pds. medium good..
half pds. common..
Natural Leaf, mis.
Fancy, in Foil.

4 in

TTHOSE

These .Scales arc still manufactured
onlg by the original inventors, who
are constantly adding such r«i/ and
raluablr im/trorements as their long
experience and skill suggest.
A COMPLETE VARIETY:
as Hay, Coal, Railroad. Platform. Counter,
Drugfi-t'i, and Butcher's Scales; Beams, Weights, Ac.,

DRIED FRUIT, Ac.

none

in bond.

Street.

Sale by WM. ALLEN. Jr.,

For

of

FAIRBANKS

Exchange

No*. 13 k 15

LEMON

free

about to engage in the sale of 28 cent packages of
Maps, Charts, or Portraits,
should write to me before
elscwiierc. Remember that 1 am the
of the 26 cent packoriginator
age stationery, and also S. E. Agent for II. H. Lloyd
A Co's celebrated Maps and Charts, and J. C. Buttrc *
flue Steel Engraved Portraits. Withal, it mav be
safely said, that 1 have the best assortment of the
most saleable articles for the times that can be found
in New England.
For particulars, address B. B.
RUSSELL. 615 Washington Street, Boston.

SARDINES.

6}

7
7j

A

WM. ALLEN, Jr.,
No*. 13 k 15 Exchange Street.

15

8
8 25
0 00
3 25

Leaf,

1 AAA HALF BOXES Bhillippm k Canaud
iUl/v Sardines. For sale very low,
By WM. ALLEN, Jr..

1 87}@ 2 00

44

44

(g

14

Portland
44

tv

17}@

by mail,

from 8 A. M., to 1

'Die office will be open, and competent persons in
attendance, from 7 1-2 A. M., to 6 P. M.
All communications should be directed to R.
GREENE, 86 Bromfield Street, Boston.
Note. Persons wishing to investigate this method
of practice, or its superior success, will be furnished
with a pamphlet descriptive of treatment, free, by
addressing K. GREENE, M. D., 36 Bromfield Street,
Boston.

Lemon*.

Bept Lot or Fruit in the market, for tale by
WM. ALLEN, Jr.,

tobaccoT
16

possessing

Orange*,

OAA A POUNDS Navy Tobacco-1 lb. lumps,
/41m HJ 2000 do. Nectaii Leaf Cavendish,

6
&
6
4
14
8

Tbi* celebrated Female Medicine,

was

Persons having Cancers, or those afflicted with complicated disease*, should immediately avail themselves

OAA BAGS of Nut*, of every variety and of the
4UU best quality.
For sale by WM. ALLEN, Jr.,
Nos. 13 & 16 Exchange Street.

The

Institution

directions.

OKA HALF CHESTS Fine Oolong Tea*,
*m*9\9 60 do.
do.
do,
Souchong
For sale by JOHN LYNCH ft CO.
Je23—3m

Messina

M.

tirely discarding the use of Poisonous Drugs.
Many diseases, such as Scrofula. Humors of the
Blood, Diseases of the Throat and Lungs, Dyspepsia,
Liver Complaint, Heart Complaint, Rheumatism,
Female Complaints, and a great variety of ordinary
Diseases are successfully treated by klediciuc which
may be sent to any part of the country with toll

Teas.

OAA BOXES
4U\f 150 do.

Dr. MATTIAOXS INDIAN F.MMF.XAGOGUE.

D., Superintending Phgtician.
established for the cure of Disease, upon the principles of innocent medication, en-

UllltS Cardenas Molasses,
Jm*J\9 200 do. Muscavado do.
100 boxes II. B. Sugar,
For sale by JOHN LTNCII ft CO.
Je23—3m

HUTS!

Gkkexk,

This

I) “TI \

7}

Tea. Ilvson.
Tea. Yoiiug Hyson.
Tea, 4 Mong.
Tea, Souchong.
Tsbarcs*
5’s and 10*s best brands.
6’s and 10*s medium.

44

R.

d4w

llolitsses and

@ 9 60

t.amhoge. Ipecac, Jalap, Juniper Berries, Manna,
Quicksilver, Rhubarb, Sarsaparilla, Sponges, Verdigris. Vanilla Bean*. 10 tier cent, ad val.—Tl vdriodate
and Prussian- Potash, Peruvian Bark, 15 per cent, ad
val.—(Uric Achl, Castor Oil, Cubebs, Essential this,
Epsom Salts. Isinglass, Flor Sulphur, Senna Arrow

Cast Steel.
Gertuau Steel.

Hemlock.
Shooks, (cash).

51®

5 («)
6
09 «
10
1 60 « 170
1 14 « 1 25
90 a 1 00
75 a.
90
40 ®
70

Norway.

Shipping Lumber.
Spruce.

6|

DRUGS axd DYES.—Per lb. Acids, (nitric, oxalic,
and all others used for medicinal purposes or tine
art*.) A I'm-*. Assafirtida, Ammonia, Cautharides,

**
Refined Iron
Swede.

No. 3
No. 4.

6}@

12 00 613 ft)
13 00 (g,16 (K)

1861.

heavy.
slaughter.
American Calf Skins.
Slaughter Wax Leather.
l^ead.
American Pig, p 100 lb.
“.
Foreign
Sheet and Pipe.

38

Tran*

lb
17 00 £*20 no
30 00 (a35 00

common.

"

%

2 60 @ 2 75
2 12}ca 2 37}
2 12} a 2 37}
1 10 (k 1 20
20

Rough.

ji

Iron*

Sheet
Sheet

7

by

FOR FEMALES.

Rkv. N. Day, Pret’t. Rkv. P. Mason, Vice Pret’t.

store

I’ortland, June 23,1502.

nod.
8 00
3 20
3 50
07

Grnin*
Oats.
South Yellow Corn.

7]

6}@
35

T. II..

Raisins—

Blue, cask.

Top.

Linseed...

none

Frail.

00 «14 80
50 d' 16 00
00 a 14 60
0(> « 13 60
60 @16 00
00 @11 50
7
6]@
7 @
7}

131
1 12t«, 1 3»
6
2J@
12 sy
15
7 @
8
12 a±
17
9 a)
11
4 w
6}
6 50 @ 8 50

Nutmegs.
lvl‘I* r..

8 75 (ay 9 00
6 75 (a 7 00
none

For sale low

anil to arrive.
F. A. SMITH.
IS ft 21 SILVER

the greatihdiah remedy

OFFICE 30 BROMFIELD ST., BOSTON.

156 Commercial Street.

Balter, Cheese, Flour.
lit

5 @
121«;

assia

Red

dlOd

"I fCA" BOXES Vermont Cheese—best dairies.
1*/"
26 Tub, Choice Vermont Butter.
530 Bbls. Family Floor.

25
25
25
25

14 00 @14 75
12 60 @13 00
14
15
14
13
14
11

23, 1862.

@ 8 50

1 45 «; 1 50
6 0q «, 5 60

p lb.
Cloves.
Ginger, (Race).
(Huger, (Africa).
Mac.
(

2 75 (a) 8 00
3 50 (a, 4 26
2" ay
22
12 (&
15
8 75'o 9 00
6 75 <£g 7 00

June

(COPYRIGHT fEC'DRCn.]

INDIAN MEDICAL INSTITUTE.

__

American
60
25

75

@

Spices*

12

;®

@ 8

00
00
50
25

MEDICAL.

BOSTON ADVERTISEMENTS.

Beef Tongues.
()A BBLS. Cragin & Co's, for sale bv
tiiomas Shaw*

1 65 @ 1 80

Soap, loathe & Gore’s, Trowbridge
k Smith’s Extra No. 1 p lb.
Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1...
Soap, Eagle No. 1.
Soap, Star.
Soap, Castile.
Soap, Crane's.

1]

1].®

Nic
Wood.
**
Peach

A rill
44

4]®

13

Savanvilla,.

Red
Sapan

®

00
00

0
9
8
8
7
2
2
8
8

MERCHANDISE.

1 75

to

p 1 12
@ 3 00
4
@

Soap*

Dyewood*.
2|'a)

1 58
1 05
2 50
3

Suit*

(f

Barwood.

1 BO® 155

)

J

1963.)

GENERAL ORDER No. 15.
The Governor and Commander-In-Chief dlrecta,
that all soldier* belonging to Maine, at home on furlough or otlicrwW. not having been discharged from
ser\ ice. will report themselves in person or by letter
to the Adjutant General at Augusta forthwith.
All such persons, except those whose furloughs
have not expired, who tail to report themselves tm-

ntediafelv. will he liable to be treated as deserter*.
All officer* of Maine Regiments or rompaniea, except those on parole, now absent from duty, will
hr considered by tin* War Department as "'absent
without leave,” unless they re|*ort in person at their
respective command* immediately, or Ihoir absence is
duly authorized by order* from the Adjutant General
of the United .’state*, w hich order must behaved upon
a cert ideate which the Paymaster will require before
a pay incut is made thereon.
All invalid and wounded officer* of Maine, who are
able to travel, although their disability may not have
been removed, will immediately report in' person to
the General Commanding the eainp of Instruction at
Annapolis Maryland, and thence proceed to their
command*, or remain at that post until an Examining
BosrrtNhalt deckle upon their ability to return to duty.
The foregoing i* in pursuance of order* from tbe
War Depart me ut at Washington, and it* requirements
must not Ik* neglected.
liy writer of the ( oMtHander-in-cki^f.

JOHN L. HODS DON, Adjutant General.

Book,

Card &

Fancy Printing,

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.
*

WANTED.
REST, of lv« or .U
tho ''U.in.-. i«r« of tho cMj
Ihta ofllco

MSMALL

room*. ne»r

ftqS*

*«

